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Abstract

In this thesis we consider some issues regarding the use, origin and interpre¬
tation of superselection rules in the description of physical systems within a
Hilbert space formalism.

We begin by presenting such a formalism, capable of describing classical
and quantum phenomena within the same mathematical framework. But
which, more importantly, is capable of describing systems which may be
said to be neither classical nor quantum. We discuss the general features
of this formalism, including the dynamics and equilibrium properties of the
physical systems so described. A particular issue is the nature of the Hamil¬
tonian in the formalism. We make a clear distinction between the energy
operator, usually referred to as the Hamiltonian, and the generator of the
evolution group, which we call the Hamiltonian generator of evolutions. We
use our formalism to give an explicit Hilbert space representation of classical
mechanics. This we cite as an example of a well known physical system for
which the Hamiltonian generator of the evolutions is not the energy and
does not represent an observable.

We develop the idea of superselection rules with their origins in con¬
straints imposed on the system. This gives us a new way of proceeding
in attempting to explain the existence of superselection rules in a partic¬
ular physical system: we look for suitable constraints from which the su¬
perselection rules follow. A particular characteristic of this formulation of
constrained quantum systems is that, when the constraints are explicitly
time-dependent, the Hamiltonian generating the dynamics consistent with
the constraints is not an observable. This we trace to the external influences
on the system.

Macroscopic quantum systems lie on the borderline between classical and
quantum behaviour, a region where we might expect superselection rules to
play an important role. We consider a particular macroscopic quantum
system: a thick superconducting ring containing a Josephson junction. This
is an example of a system possessing a condensate, which we treat as a
quasi-particle describable by a macroscopic wave function. We formulate a
model of this system as a constrained quantum system, which allows us to
treat both the dc and ac Josephson effects and gives us a superselection rule
forbidding macroscopic superpositions from occurring.

A related macroscopic quantum system is a thick ring containing a ca-
pacitive Josephson junction. This is a system for which macroscopic super¬
positions of distinct flux states are predicted. We examine the existence of
these superpositions by modelling the system with a superselection rule in
place to forbid them. We look for conflict with the quantum mechanical pre¬
dictions for proposed experiments on the system, and find none. Therefore,
we conclude, the existence of macroscopic superpositions in this system must
remain in doubt. Using this result, we argue that what we see in this system
is an example of behaviour which is neither truly classical nor quantum in
nature, but something in between.
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Introduction

Superselection rules allow a wide variety of physical systems, other than just the purely

quantum, to be treated within a Hilbert space formalism. Using superselection rules we

may describe quantum and classical phenomena within the same mathematical framework,
but superselection rules offer more than this. They enable us to treat systems which may

be said to be neither classical nor quantum, but lie somewhere in between.

Macroscopic quantum systems have aroused a great deal of interest in recent years; they

are systems which show quantum characteristics on a scale usually reserved for classical

physics and, as such, we may argue, lie on the borderline between the two. In particular,

the existence of superpositions of macroscopically distinct states in macroscopic quantum

systems, so called Schrodinger cat states, is a hotly debated issue.

We shall, among other things, be considering a particular macroscopic quantum sys¬

tem: a thick superconducting ring containing a Josephson junction, which we hope will
shed some light on the behaviour and description of macroscopic quantum systems in

general. We will also consider a related system: a thick superconducting ring containing

a capacitive Josephson junction, for which we will examine the existence of macroscopic

superpositions.

This thesis consists of four chapters, the last of which contains our discussion of macro¬

scopic quantum systems, and which utilises, in its treatment of these systems, the material

contained in the first three chapters.

In Chapter 1, we begin by presenting a general Hilbert space formalism for describing

physical systems possessing superselection rules. It is cast in the language of algebraic

quantum theory, with states represented by normalised positive linear functionals (NPLFs)
over the algebra of observables. Included in this chapter is a general discussion of the

4



Introduction .5

dynamics of the physical systems described within the formalism. In general, the system

evolves according to a unitary evolution generated by a Hamiltonian that need not be an

observable property of the system. Following our discussion of the dynamics, we consider
the equilibrium properties of the systems and define equilibrium states, which we justify

through the ergodic theorems, and which we interpret as statistical equilibrium states,

i.e., they define stationary probability distributions. Finally, we illustrate the formalism

by describing a classical dynamical system on a Hilbert space using superselection rules.

This provides an example of a well known system for which the Hamiltonian generating

the evolutions is not an observable.

Two appendices are provided, containing most of the necessary mathematics for this

and the subsequent chapters. In Appendix A, we give a brief summary of basic algebraic

theory; and, in Appendix B, we give relevant details on direct integral Hilbert spaces,

operators and algebras.

In Chapter 2, we consider quantum systems subject to constraints. We begin with the

classical Dirac theory of constraints, where, however, in our presentation we introduce the
novel feature of allowing the constraints to depend explicitly on time. This has the result

that the Hamiltonian, giving the dynamics consistent with the constraints, need not be

first-class, which has important implications for the quantised theory. We then quantise

the constraint theory, which we formulate in terms of the physical Hilbert spaces, subspaces

spanned by the vectors on which the constraints hold. We are led to consider the question

as to what constitute observables in a constrained quantum system, and conclude that it is

the self-adjoint first-class operators. This will in general, for time-dependent constraints,

rule out the Hamiltonian as an observable. We then move on to consider families of

constraints and introduce the notion of compatible families. For a compatible family we

are able to give a sensible definition for a common set of observables. We end this chapter

by considering some applications of the constraint formalism we have developed.

In Chapter 3, we review a superselection rule that arises from applying the Dirac's

path space formulation of quantum mechanics to the circle S11. We also give a derivation

of the superselection rule by working on the covering space R of S1. This derivation is

a simple exercise in the decomposition of von Neumann algebras. We arrive at a unitary

map that takes us between the two formulations of the theory.

Finally, we come to Chapter 4. Here, as we have already mentioned, we consider an
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application of the preceding theory to a simple macroscopic quantum system: a thick

superconducting ring containing a Josephson junction. We start by placing this system in

the general context of systems possessing a condensate. Then, after specifying precisely
the system we are considering, we review a model, due to Wan and Harrison [7], of the
dc Josephson effect in this system. This model treats the condensate as a quasiparticle,

describable by a macroscopic wave function, and introduces an operator to represent the

flux through the ring. It then imposes a superselection rule forbidding superpositions of

flux from occurring. We reformulate this model as a constrained quantum system, which
allows us to understand the origin of the superselection rule on the system as being due

to the constraint. Our treatment starts with a classical constraint theory for the system,

which we then proceed to quantise. Amongst the methods we use for quantising the theory,

is quantisation on path space, which turns out to be the most satisfactory. By employing

time-dependent constraints, we are also able to extend the model to include the ac effect.

This means that, for the ac effect, the Hamiltonian generating the evolution is no longer an

observable, since it is not first-class. This we are able to give a natural interpretation. We

end this chapter by considering a related system: a thick superconducting ring containing

a capacitive Josephson junction. This is a system, usually modelled using the quantum

circuit approach, for which macroscopic superpositions are predicted. We review the

usual quantum circuit treatment of system and the types of experiments performed on

it. We then investigate the existence of macroscopic superpositions in this system by

proposing a quantum circuit model with a superselection rule which forbids them, and

examining the consequences of this. We compare the predictions of our model with those

of the standard quantum circuit approach, for experiments proposed to demonstrate the

existence of macroscopic superpositions. We find them in full agreement and conclude

that from these experiments we would not be able to infer the existence of macroscopic

superpositions. As a secondary conclusion, we suggest that the macroscopic quantum

systems we have considered are, rather, examples of systems that are neither truly quantum

nor classical, but represent something in between.

We end by drawing some overall conclusions and discussing the prospects for future

work.



Chapter 1

A General Formulation of

Superselection Rules

In this chapter we present a general Hilbert space formalism for handling physical systems

possessing superselection rules. In Section 1.1, we give a brief summary of the standard
formulation of superselection rules, indicating some of their applications. In Section 1.2,

we present the basic mathematical formalism, and see how it reduces to the standard
formulation. In Section 1.3, we consider the dynamics of a physical system possessing a

superselection rule, as described within our formalism. Section 1.4 considers the equilib¬

rium properties of a system subject to the dynamics of Section 1.3, and, finally, Section 1.5

contains an application of the preceding theory to describe a classical dynamical system

in a Hilbert space.

1.1 Superselection Rules

In the orthodox Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics, as formulated by von

Neumann in the 1930's [1], one associates with a physical system a Hilbert space such
that:

1. Pure states are in one-to-one correspondence with one dimensional subspaces of H,

and therefore, to within a phase factor, vectors in TL.

2. Physical quantities are in one-to-one correspondence with self-adjoint operators on

n.

7



Chapter 1 .8

For such systems the superposition principle is universally valid: a superposition of

any two vectors, each representing a pure state, will again represent a pure state. The

system is purely quantum.

In the presence of a superselection rule the superposition principle no longer has uni¬

versal validity; there will be pure states which when superposed give rise to non-pure

states. A superselection rule introduces some classical aspects into the system and can be
used to describe purely classical systems within the Hilbert space formalism, as we shall
see later in Section 1.5.

We may view a superselection rule as a formal rule which places a restriction on the
vectors in H which may represent pure states, or, equivalently, as a restriction on the

self-adjoint operators representing observables.

A superselection rule will in general entail some decomposition of the Hilbert space H
into a family of Hilbert spaces {H(A)}, in each of which the superposition principle is valid.
In the case of a discrete superselection rule, the decomposition will be into subspaces of

7i, with

H = ®XH{A),

where the indices A are integers. In general, the decomposition will utilise a direct integral
over the 7i(X)s and the superselection rule may be discrete, continuous, or a mixture of

both, depending on how the Hilbert space is decomposed. These are technical details we

will meet in Section 1.2.

Consider a Hilbert space H subject to a discrete superselection rule, that is, the Hilbert

space is decomposed as a direct sum,

H = ®nHn-

The superposition principle is assumed to hold only within the 7ins and so the only pure

states will correspond to those vectors lying wholly within one of the 7ins. The Tins are

usually referred to as supersectors or coherent subspaces.

An observable must transform pure states into pure states [2] (pp45-51). This is trivially
satisfied when no superselection rules are present, but when a superselection rule does

exist this condition becomes non-trivial and leads to a restriction on the set of self-adjoint

operators that may represent observables. This may be stated thus: an observable cannot

correlate states lying in different supersectors. The restriction this places on the self-

adjoint operators representing observables is that, given a self-adjoint operator A and any
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two vectors tpn and 4>m, lying in disjoint supersectors, then the inner product

(VVi | = 0.

This ensures that, not only will A transform pure states into pure states, but, equivalently,

that all its eigenvectors are also pure.

Observables leave supersectors invariant and are represented by decomposable opera¬

tors, namely,

A — ©n-<4n)

where An is a self-adjoint operator on 7in-

Each supersector is, in effect, a separate physical system. The superselection rule
allows us to treat the separate systems in a unified manner.

Whereas in the standard formulation of quantum theory the only operator which com¬

mutes with all observables is the identity, in the presence of a superselection rule we have

sets of non-trivial operators commuting with the observables. These are known as super-

selection operators and play the role of classical observables for the system [4]. Where In
is the identity in Hn and an a real number, then the superselection operators will be of

the form:

Oi —

We can see that if the Hn were one-dimensional then all observables would be superselec-

tors. All observables would commute and have definite values for all pure states. Hence,

all observables would behave classically.

This allows us to treat classical systems within a Hilbert space formulation using a

superselection rule, and has been used in proposed solutions of the measurement problem

[4], where the measuring apparatus is described using a superselection rule and is coupled
to a purely quantum system, on which measurement is to be performed. We shall see

later how superselection rules allow us to describe classical dynamical systems within the
Hilbert space framework.

In the presence of a superselection rule, the set {Tin} represents a true ensemble of

separate systems. As a result, a non-pure state corresponding to a vector not lying in a

single supersector may be interpreted as a proper mixture. The superselection rule intro¬

duces a classical statistical element into the description of the system. The representation

of a non-pure states by density operators on H is no longer unique [2] (p49).
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Superselection rules may be introduced into the description of a system purely as a

matter of convenience, so as to enable a collection of separate, but related, systems to be

handled simultaneously. An oft quoted example of this is in the treatment of both protons

and neutrons by the isotopic-spin formalism [2] (p46).

Superselection rules may also be derived, in the sense that the imposition of some phys¬
ical symmetry on the physical system may lead to a superselection rule. We will meet an

example of this in Chapter 3, where geometric considerations within a generalised Hilbert

space formalism lead naturally to a superselection rule. In such cases, the different super-

sectors will correspond to different irreducible representations of the system. Another, well

known, example of this form of superselection rule follows from requiring the invariance of

the system under a 360° rotation of the coordinate axes, leading to a superselection rule
between integer and half integer spin states [2](p46).

There are various forms of asymptotic superselection rule, where the superselection

rule emerges as the asymptotic limit as some parameter tends to infinity. An example of
this is the asymptotic superselection rule of [5], where the superselection rule emerges for
an evolving system as the time parameter t tends to infinity. In this example we have
two wave functions cp and ip which under the evolution group become spatially separate

as time t —> oo and so correlations between them vanish, i.e.,

lim (<t>t | ipt) = 0.
t—>00

The requirement that an observable A be unable to correlate these spatially separating

states is embodied in the equation

lim {(j>t | Aipt) = 0,
t—>oo

and leads to a superselection rule at t = oo with A being an observable, called an observable

at infinity.

The emergence of superselection rules for infinite systems is another example of asymp¬

totic superselection rule [6].
In Chapter 2, we will meet a new form of superselection rule, emerging from a constraint

imposed on the system.

We will also see, later, the application of the superselection rule formalism, developed
in the following sections of this chapter, to a real physical system: a thick superconducting

ring interrupted by a Josephson junction. This will be a reformulation of the model given

by Wan and Harrison for the dc effect in the system [7], as a constrained quantum system,

allowing a generalisation to include the treatment of the ac effect.
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1.2 The Formalism

Here, we present our general Hilbert space formalism for handling physical systems pos¬

sessing superselection rules. The formalism applies equally well to systems possessing

continuous superselection rules, as to those possessing, the more usual, discrete supers-

election rules. The formalism uses the algebraic approach to quantum mechanics, and
makes use of direct integral von Neumann algebras on direct integral Hilbert spaces. This

treatment is similar to that of, for example, Primas [3], we, however, consider our ob-
servables to be restricted by the superselection rule alone and, hence, the von Neumann

algebra of observables here always acts irreducibly on each of the 7i(A)s. Consequently,

pure states are represented by pure Normalised Positive Linear Functionals (NPLFs) over

the algebra of observables.

A pair of appendices is provided containing various relevant results on algebraic theory

and the direct integral decomposition.

For this and subsequent sections, we shall denote the real and complex number systems

by JR and C respectively; A always stands for a real number and a and (3 generally denote

complex numbers. We denote the Borel sets of R by B and a positive real-valued measure

on the Borel space (JR, JB) by fx [8] (ppl4-15), [9] (p67). A Borel set of JR of non-zero

measure will be denoted by A and the characteristic function of a Borel set A by XaW-
A distribution over Borel space which acts like the Dirac delta function with respect

to measure fx will be denoted 6(A — Ao), and has the usual properties expected of a delta
function [10]. We shall denote the spectral measure of a self-adjoint operator A in a Hilbert

space by E(A; b) [9](p231); following common practice E(A\ b) also denotes the projectors
which shall be referred to as the spectral projectors of A. As described in Appendix B, the

direct integral space of a Borel family of Hilbert spaces H(A) with respect to the measure

/x(A) is written as

with elements f® of H® denoted by

/® =f f(X)dp(X),
where /(A) € A). The subspace H® of H®, we define by
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where At (A) is a subspace of hi(X) for each A, defined by

M(A) =
H{A) A € A
0 A ± A.

A decomposable operator A® on hi® is written as

A® — J9
where A(A) acts on hi{A). Let the von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators on hi(A)
be B{A), then

B® = B{A) d/x(A)

is the von Neumann algebra of all bounded decomposable operators on hi®, with the

NPLFs w® over B® being given by

/•©
= 1 ux dp(\),

where lux is a PLF over B(A). The von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators on

hi®, decomposable or not, is denoted by B. The algebra of all bounded decomposable

operators on hi® is a subalgebra of the set of all bounded operators on hi®, that is

B® C B.

We present the formalism along the lines of the treatment of [4, 11]. We begin with a

postulate, which also serves as a preliminary statement of the formalism.

Postulate 1 Each physical system has associated with it a Hilbert space which is decom¬

posable into a direct integral

hi® = p n{\) d^{\)
of a Borel family of separable Hilbert spaces hi(\) such that:

1. Physical observables correspond one-to-one to bounded self-adjoint operators A in

hi® which leave all the subspaces hi®a invariant, or, equivalently (Theorem 18 in

Appendix B), physical observables correspond one-to-one to decomposable bounded

self-adjoint operators A® in hi®, i.e., observables correspond to the self-adjoint ele¬

ments of B®.

2. States are identified with NPLFs over B®.
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3. The expectation value (A®;u;®} of the observable A® with respect to the state iden¬

tified with the NPLF u® is by definition

<l®;u;®} =u/®(l®).

This is an amended version of the postulate of [11]. By using the algebraic approach
we are able to define pure states within the formalism, quite generally, whatever the mea¬

sure p, something that using the formalism of [11] we were unable to do. The use of the

algebraic approach here is related to the use of rigged Hilbert spaces, where states are also

represented by NPLFs [3](§3.4), [12]. The algebraic approach requires all observables to

be represented by bounded operators. A modification of this approach using op-algebra

theory [13] (pp239-241) would allow the inclusion of unbounded operators, and would ap¬

pear to be equivalent to the use of a rigged Hilbert space, but would be technically more

complex. Bounded operators will be sufficient for our needs here.

We will be saying more about the states to® later. Details relevant to our use of NPLFs
and von Neumann algebras can be found in the Appendices, along with information on

direct integrals.

We will now examine the consequences of the above postulate.

1.2.1 Pure and Mixed Vectors

We know that in the presence of a superselection rule not all the unit vectors in our Hilbert

space will represent pure states. With this in mind, we make the following definitions of

pure and mixed vectors in the Hilbert space 71®. These definitions are a consequence of

the decomposition of the space and, as we shall see, are related to the pure and mixed

states of the system.

A vector in a direct integral space 71® is determined to within a set of measure zero,

and two vectors /® and g® are deemed equal if they differ only on a set of measure zero,

such as a countable set of points {An} if the measure is continuous. We shall use 0(A) and
0® to denote respectively the zero vectors in 71(A) and in 71®.

Definition 1 A nonzero vector /® G 71® is called a pure vector if there is a value A0 such

that:

f® : A —> /(A) - /(A0) + 0(Ao)

= 0(A) A + \0.

A nonzero vector in 71® is called mixed if it is not pure.
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It follows that:

1. If the measure p is continuous then all vectors in H® are clearly mixed.

2. For the discrete measure p{\) described in Section 1.9.2 of Appendix B the direct

integral is reduced to a direct sum. Then, a vector of the form:

is a pure vector (referred to as a pure vector at A = 1), while a vector of the form:

is a mixed vector.

Theorem 1 The set of all pure vectors at A = A0 forms a subspace of 71®.

1.2.2 Pure and Mixed states

We now turn our attention to the states of the system.

According to our postulate the states are represented by NPLFs cu® over the set of

observables B®. We do not allow all NPLFs over B® to represent states, but restrict

ourselves to a subset, which we define below with the help of the statistical densities

defined in Section 1.12.1 of Appendix B.

Definition 2 The states are identified with the NPLFs uj® over B® for which we can give

the following general representation:

/® = /(1)00(2)00(3) ©•••, /(1)/0(1)

0® = S(l)©0(2)© • • •, 5(1)/ 0(1), 0(2)/ 0(2)

VA® € B®, where trx denotes the trace on H(A), D(A) is a density operator on H(\), and

5(A) is a statistical density, which satisfies the following conditions:

1. 5(A) > 0 VA;

2. f 5(A) dp(X) = 1.

If a state is not pure it is mixed.
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As the algebra of observables is equal to the algebra of all bounded decomposable operators

on H®, and is, therefore, irreducible in each ~H(A), the above pure states are also pure

NPLFs in the algebraic sense, although they do not exhaust the set of pure NPLFs.
When the state cu® is a normal NPLF, then we can introduce the statistical operator

WL® G B®, where D(A) is a density operator on H(X) and 5(A) is a statistical density.
The normal states correspond one-to-one to statistical operators, and thus we recover the

definition of the states given previously in [11].
Details concerning decomposable NPLFs, statistical operators and statistical densities

can be found in Section 1.12 of Appendix B.

This is the simplest generalisation of the formalism of [11] allowing the general defini¬
tion of pure states, and we could introduce a generalised statistical operator

to generate all states, normal or not, where the statistical density 5(A) is allowed to be a

delta function, as above, and so 5® is not strictly an operator on H®.
With this definition of the states, the only singular states we allow are the pure states,

and convex combinations of them. We could widen the definition of the states to include

a larger subset of the NPLFs over B®; however, the above definition of states will suffice

for most of our purposes here.

Even though we only consider a subset of the NPLFs cj® over B® as representing

states, we shall continue to loosely identify the states with the NPLFs tu®.

Having defined the pure and mixed states of our system, we can now consider their

relationship to the previously defined pure and mixed vectors.

In general, mixed unit vectors correspond to mixed states and pure unit vectors corre¬

spond to pure states. If the Hilbert space decomposition is continuous then there are no

pure vectors; however, we are able to define a pure state by a singular NPLF. We see that

in general we may have pure states in the absence of pure vectors. The definition of pure

state used here generalises that used in [11],

5®, which generates the state by:
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When the Hilbert space decomposition is discrete it reduces to a direct sum and Pos¬

tulate 1 reduces to the more familiar form of [4], [15](pl91). All states are defined by-
normal NPLFs, and pure states can be described by pure unit vectors.

A pure state can be described by a pure unit vector only when the Hilbert space

decomposition is, at least in part, discrete.

1.2.3 Pure and Mixed Quantum Systems

Having considered the vectors and the states, we now turn our attention to the system as a

whole. There is an immediate way of classifying a system: whether it has a superselection

rule or not.

Definition 3 A physical system is called a pure quantum system if one-dimensional pro¬

jectors on hi® are in one-to-one correspondence with pure states. Otherwise, the system

is called a mixed system.

This definition recovers the standard formulation of a quantum system, as a pure

quantum system. Every unit vector in hi® represents a pure state, and, equivalently,

every bounded self-adjoint operator on Tt® represents an observable. All unit vectors in

n® are pure vectors, there are no mixed vectors and the Hilbert space decomposition is

trivial. The system is entirely quantum and the superposition principle holds without

restriction.

For a mixed system, the Hilbert space decomposition is non-trivial, so that at least

some vectors will be mixed. The superposition principle is no longer universally valid and
not all bounded self-adjoint operators on TC® will represent observables. There will exist

a set of observables, represented by the diagonalisable operators, which commute with all

observables. These correspond to classical properties of the system [4]. In the extreme,

all the observables may commute and for this eventuality we state the following orthodox

definition [14](p311), which we may find necessary to amend later.

Definition 4 A system is called a classical system if all its observables commute.

We say that a superselection rule holds in a mixed system.

Definition 5 A mixed system which is not classical will be called a mixed quantum system.
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1.2.4 Superselection Rules

From our postulate we now have a general formulation of superselection rules in a physical

system and are able to recover the standard formulation of [2](pp45-51) from it.

Definition fi A mixed system is said to possess a discrete superselection rule if the Hilbert

space decomposition is discrete, i.e., if hi® = ©nW(An).

The Ti{Xn)s are the supersectors and a self-adjoint diagonalisable operator represents

a superselector. Pure states may be represented by pure vectors and all states are normal

and are, therefore, generated by a statistical operator

5® = £S(n)Dn,
n

which is now a density operator on H®, where Dn = D(Xn) © 0n is the extension of the

density operator D(Xn) on H{Xn) to a density operator on hi®, 0„ being the zero operator

on hi(An)-1, the orthogonal complement of hi(An) in hi®.

Definition 7 A mixed system is said to possess a continuous superselection rule if the

Hilbert space decomposition is continuous.

In this case, although we have no pure vectors we have pure states. Pure states are

necessarily singular and may not, therefore, be generated by a statistical operator. Mixed

states may be normal or singular; all normal states are mixed states and are generated by

a statistical operator, but the statistical operator is not a density operator on the Hilbert

space hi®. We do, however, have the general form:

u®(A®) = fs(X)trx (D(A)i(A)) dp(A)
VA® € B®, where 5(A) is a statistical density.

Mixed systems possessing either discrete or continuous superselection rules are extreme

cases. In general a mixed system possesses both.
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1.3 Superselection Rules and the Hamiltonian Generator

of Evolutions

We now consider the dynamics of our physical system and, in particular, the issue of
whether the Hamiltonian generating the evolution must necessarily be an observable of
the system. We begin with the following postulate regarding the time evolution of the

system [4].

Postulate 2 The time evolution of the physical system is unitary in Tt® ■

We will now see how to implement this postulate in our general formalism and examine

some of the consequences following from it. We are immediately led to make the following
definition.

Definition 8 We define an evolution group Ut of unitary operators acting on the Hilberi

space H® and call the generator of the group, H, the Hamiltonian generator of evolutions.

We make no assumption as regards H being an observable of the system.

There are two distinct classes of Hamiltonians H characterised by whether the evolu¬

tion group that they generate preserves the set of observables, or not. Accordingly, we

make the following definitions.

Definition 9 Let H be the Hamiltonian generator of the evolution group Ut ■ Let A® £ B®
be an arbitrary observable and define

At = U}A®Ut.

If At £ B® for all time t, then At is also an observable, which we denote by A®. Ut

preserves the set of observables, it acts as an automorphism, mapping the algebra of ob¬

servables into itself, and Ut, and its generator H, are said to be preserving.

A preserving generator need not be an observable, although an observable generator is

certainly preserving.

This terminology is used to indicate that for such a Hamiltonian the evolution group it

generates preserves the set of observables. As we shall see later, in a Hilbert space formu¬

lation of classical dynamics we introduce Hamiltonian generators of evolutions with just

this property, although by no means all systems with preserving generators are classical,

in the sense of our previous definition of a classical system.
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Definition 10 Let H be the Hamiltonian generator of the evolution group Ut. If Ut does

not preserve the set of observables, i.e.

At = U}A®Ut A B®

VA® G B® and Vf G JR. then Ut, and its generator H, are said to be non-preserving.

We shall now examine these two possibilities separately, starting with the preserving

case.

1.3.1 Preserving Evolution Groups

When the evolution group acts as an automorphism on the set of observables, we may

define a time-dependent observable through the usual Heisenberg relation:

A® = u}A®Ut

VA® G B®, as previously remarked. In this case it is a trivial matter to define the dynamics

of the system.

Definition 11 Let Ut be a preserving evolution group. Given an arbitrary 3tatc repre¬

sented by the NPLF u®, we define the evolved state by the time-dependent NPLF

VA® G B® and Vf G R.

The fact that the evolution group is preserving ensures that the above definition makes

sense and defines a state for all time t. According to [16](pl55, Theorem 2) the above
defines a w*-continuous bijective mapping of the set of states into itself and we have full

equivalence between the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pictures in the form of the relation

uf(A®) = w®(Af).
Two particular cases are of interest: first when the states are normal and second when

the states are pure. These two cases need not be exclusive, but will be, in general.

Theorem 2 Let ui® be the normal state generated by the statistical operator S®, such

that

cj®(A®) = fr® (5®A®)
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VA® G B®, then the evolved state u>®, as defined above, may be written in the form

wf (A®) = tr® (5®A®)
VA® G B®, where S® = UtS®Uj. That is, we may define the time-dependence of the
states through a time-dependent statistical operator.

This shows more clearly the equivalence of the Schrodinger and Heisenberg pictures, where

we have for normal states

uf(A®) = tr® (sfA®)
= tr® (s®Af) = u®(Af).

Now turning our attention to the pure states: the time-dependence of a, possibly

singular, pure state cu®o, under the preserving evolution group Ut, is given by

<t(A®) = u®Q{UlA®Ut)

VA® G B® and Vt G R.

Theorem 3 Under a preserving evolution group Ut pure states evolve into pure states

and, consequently, mixed states evolve into mixed states.

Here we have both a Heisenborg and a Schrodingcr picture and may choose whether

to exhibit the time-dependence of the system in the observables or through the states.

We have seen that pure states will always evolve into pure states and mixtures into

mixtures. With a preserving evolution group, the amount of statistical information we

have about the system remains the same, although its distribution may change in time.

Things are quite different when the evolution group is non-preserving.

1.3.2 Non-Preserving Evolution Groups

We have seen how the system evolves under a preserving evolution group. When the

group is non-preserving the situation becomes more complex. To be able to define the

expectation value of an observable at a time t, as determined by the evolution group Ut,
we must first make a few observations about the states of the system.

The states are represented by NPLFs u>® over B®, as previously defined.
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w(A)

Given any NPLF ui® over B®, we may extend it to an NPLF u> over a larger algebra

A containing B® [17](p60 Proposition 2.3.24). One such extension is the trivial extension
defined by:

'

u®(A) MA G B®
o Vde^lns®1.

Equally, given some NPLF ui over A C B®, when we restrict to the elements of B® we get

a state over B® , i.e.,

w®(A®) = lj(A®) MA®eB®.

So, given a state, represented by the NPLF <u® over B®, it is possible to find an NPLF

ui over a larger algebra A enclosing B® which is equivalent to cu® on the elements of B®.
However, such an extension will not be unique: there will be many NPLFs over A which

when restricted to B® give the same state, but which differ on the rest of A.
Now consider a non preserving evolution group. We may find an algebra A containing

B® and large enough so that

At = u}A® Ut G A

Mt and A®. A choice of A which we may always make is A = B, the algebra of all bounded

operators on TL®. The evolution group is then an automorphism of the extended algebra

and we may define the time-dependence of an NPLF ui over A in the usual manner by:

iot(A) = u(U}AUt)

MA G A. Restricting to B® then gives a time-dependent state defined by

uif{A®) =wt(A®)

MA® G B®. These considerations then motivate the following definition.

Definition 12 Let Ut be an evolution group on PL® and to an NPLF over B. The NPLF

ui is said to generate an NPLF ev® defined by

w®(A®) = ui{A®)

VA® G B®, representing the initial state of the system. We identify the state at a later

time t with the NPLF w® generated by the evolved NPLF uit over B, i.e.,

w®(A®) = uit{A®) = u(U}A®Ut)

MA® G B® and Mt G E.
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This definition allows the states to be defined at all times, irrespective of the particular

properties of the evolution group f/<. Note, however, that given two NPLFs ao and u over

B, such that at time t = 0 they generate the same initial state

w®(A®) = cu(A®) = w'(A®)

VA® e B®, at a later time t > 0 the states they generate are, in general, no longer

equivalent, i.e.,

wf(A®) = wt(A®) + Jt(A®) = J® (A®)
VA® € B®.

The same initial state may evolve in many inequivalent ways under the evolution group

Ut, depending on the extension used to generate the state. As things stand the dynamics

of the system is, in general, governed by the Hamiltonian generator H and the choice of

extension u>.

To illustrate this general situation consider, as an example, the simple system described

by the two-dimensional Hilbert space

n® = na © Hp,

where Ha is the one dimensional subspace spanned by |a) and Tig is the subspace spanned

by 10).
A general element of H® is of the form:

■0® = a |a) © (3 |/9),

where a, (3 6 C, such that |a|2 + |/3|2 = 1. The set of observables B® has elements of the
form:

B® = Ba |a) (a| ® B0 \/3) (/9|

and the states over B® are of the form:

uj®{B®) = ua(Ba\a)(a\)+ujp(Bp \(3) (f3\)
— SQBa + SpBp

\/B® S B®, where Sa, S@ > 0 and Sa + Sp = 1.
There are two well known ways of extending the above state to B. For this system a

general normal NPLF over B is defined by

w(A) = tr
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VA G B, D being a density operator on H®. For B® G B® this generates the state

a;®(5®) = tr .

A particular case is when D is tho projection operator onto the one-dimensional subopacc

spanned by the vector ip® € H® to give an NPLF of the form:

J {A) = {ik® | Ail;®)

VA G B, and this generates the state

ty®(B®) = (ip® i B®ip®)

VB® G 23®.

Let

ip® = a |a) + (3 |/3)

and

D = \a\2\a) <a| + |/3|2 |/3) </3|,

where |a) (a| and |/3) (/3| now represent the projectors onto Ha and Hp respectively, and

|a) and |/3) are the corresponding eigenvectors in H®. Then we have

u(B®) = u'(B®) = iu®(B®)
= lQ|2 -Bq + l/3|2 Bp,

that is, with the above choice for ip® and D the NPLFs u and u are both extensions of

the state cu®, with Sa = |a|2 and Sp = |/3|2. This is a well known example, familiar from

many previous presentations of superselection rules [4], [2] (p49).
We now specify a non-preserving Hamiltonian generator of evolutions for this system:

H = E0I® + AE(\a) (/3| + |/3) (a|),

where 1 is the identity on H®. This gives rise to the evolution group

Ut = e~iSt.

Under Ut, the pure vector |a) evolves to

Ut |a) = e~^Eot |cos ^ |a) — / sin ^ |/3)|
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and |/3) becomes

Ut |/3) = e~*Eot j-isin y |a> + cos y |/3)|,
where Q, = 2AE/fi.

Using these results we find that

uJt(B®) = tr (AS®)
= Ba ^|a|2 cos2 y + |/3|2 sin2 y ^ ^ ^|a|2 sin2 y + |/?|2 cos2 y^

and

Jt(B®) = (^® | j§®Tf)
r> A |2 2 ^ |A,|2 -2^ ■/ o* o *\ ^

= ( |a| cos —- + |/3| sm — + j(a/3 — (5a ) cos — sin — j
\ Z A A A J

r_ (. ,2 . o . ,2 9 a> *\ fii . ^A
+% (ja| sin y + \(3\ cos —— i{af3 - (3a ) cos — sin —J .

So that in general

wf (B®) - cot(Be) ^ Jt(B®) = J®(B®),
for some B® € B®.

Of the two extensions uj and J used in this example^ the resulting evolution employing

the former looks the more classical in form, with the possible interpretation that a system

whose evolution is defined by that extension, and the evolution group, behaves more like
a classical mixed system than one whose evolution is governed by the second extension,

and the evolution group.

In this example, and in general, as things stand there is no reason to prefer one form
of extension over another, although for the above system it is the latter that is usually

employed. We suggest that the choice of extension used to define the dynamics of the

system is chosen, along with the evolution group, to suit the particular situation under

consideration.

We might attempt to give a general physical meaning to our use of extension. In

general, our system is described in the Hilbert space 7i®, with observables being elements

of B®, the algebra of all bounded decomposable operators on 7t®. There is a supers-

election rule in operation, in the absence of which the algebra of observables would be

simply B, the bounded operators on H®■ We view the system as an open system with

an "environment" corresponding to the "unobservable degrees of freedom" represented by
the elements B fl B®E [18]. The states of the total open system are given by the NPLFs
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ui over B, and the states of the system alone, the NPLFs <u® over B®, are the reduced

states, formed by restricting the NPLFs lu to B®.
Viewed in this way, the Hamiltonian generator causes an exchange of energy between

the system and its environment; the energy observable being, in general, different to the

Hamiltonian generator of the evolution, will not be conserved. The resulting time evolution
will be non-automorphic [18].

These considerations aside, we will generally use extensions generated by the mixed

vectors of the system. This is the choice employed in treating the measurement problem

[4], and it will be the choice used later when we consider flux oscillations, in chapter 4.

When the evolution group is preserving, the above definition for the time-dependence
still holds. In this case, all possible extensions will result in the same evolution, the use of

an extension is strictly redundant and the above definition reduces to the one previously

given for preserving systems. Therefore, the definition given in this section can be used

quite generally, irrespective of the nature of the evolution group in question.

When the evolution group is non-preserving, pure states will in general be able to evolve

into mixed states and vice versa, as is clearly the case in the example presented above,

the precise form of the evolution being determined, in part, by the choice of extension

used in defining the time-dependence of the system. For such systems, all we have is a

Schrodinger picture, with time-dependence in the states.

This presents the general theory behind the dynamics of a general physical system

describable on a Hilbert space, using a superselection rule. In later chapters, we will meet

some examples of mixed dynamical systems employing some of the ideas presented here.
In a later section of this chapter, we will consider a formulation of a classical dynamical

system as a mixed dynamical system employing a preserving evolution group. In a later

chapter, we will consider a model of the ac Josephson effect in a thick ring circuit, which
is presented as a mixed dynamical system, again employing a preserving evolution group.

When we examine the thick ring with a capacitive junction [19], the model we shall employ
will be that of a mixed dynamical system possessing a non-preserving evolution group, and,

in fact, the example given above of such a system will be the basis of our treatment.
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1.4 Equilibrium States and the Ergodic Theorem

Here, we are interested in the equilibrium properties of mixed dynamical systems. In a

pure quantum system the Hamiltonian is an observable and generates the evolution group

for the system. For a pure quantum system it is usual to think of the ground state of the
Hamiltonian as being the equilibrium state of the system, at least when the temperature is
low enough. The question is: how does the fact that, for a mixed system, the Hamiltonian

generator of the evolution group need not, in general, be an observable, affect the definition
of the equilibrium states?

First, we need to define what we mean by an equilibrium state. Both mixed and

pure quantum system are probabilistic in nature: the state of the system gives rise to a

probability distribution of possible experimental outcomes. For such systems, we find two

distinct concepts of equilibrium:

1. statistical equilibrium;

2. thermodynamic equilibrium.

The first tells us how the probability distributions describing our system settle when left
to evolve freely under the Hamiltonian. The second introduces statistical mechanical

analogues to thermodynamic quantities to select from amongst the statistical equilibrium
states those which satisfy the thermodynamical requirements for equilibrium, such as

minimising the free energy or maximising the entropy.

1.4.1 Statistical Equilibrium

We start by considering the statistical equilibrium states for a general dynamical system.

The treatment includes pure quantum systems and classical dynamical systems as extreme

special cases.

Given an evolution group Ut and a state cu®, we have seen how in general, by finding

an appropriate extension ui, we can define a time-dependent state through the relation

VA® € B® and \Jt € JR.

If ui® is a normal state, then we can extend it to a normal NPLF u over B, such that

ujf(A®) = wt(A®) = uj(u}A®Ut)
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VA® G B® , where D is a density operator on H®, which we say generates the state cu®.
The time-dependence of the state is then defined by

wf(A®) = tr (AA®)
VA® G B® and Vt € JR, where Dt = UfDU} and is the density operator generating the
state uif at the time t.

The evolution group generates a flow through the set of states and. in general, pure

states can evolve into mixed states.

There is a particular class of states, however, that are distinguished by the characteris¬

tic that once evolved into they can never be left. These are the states left invariant under

the evolution group Ut.

Definition 13 Let Ut be an evolution group, ta® a state and lo an extension which gives

rise to the time-dependence

wf (A®) = wt(A®) = uj{U]tA®Ut)
VA® 6 B® and Vt 6 R. If the state uif, so defined, remains invariant for all time t, i.e.,

w®(A®) = cu®(A®)

VA® G B®, then it is an equilibrium state of the system, more properly a statistical equi¬

librium state, and the system is said to be in statistical equilibrium.

This follows the standard definition of statistical equilibrium given in statistical me¬

chanics [20] (p71).
For the special case when w® is normal and generated by a density operator D, an

equivalent definition would be to define the equilibrium states as those generated by an

invariant density operator D, i.e.

[A Ut] - 0

Vt G R. With this in mind, we make the following definition.

Definition 14 Let Ut be an evolution group and D a density operator which generates

some state lu® . If D is left invariant by Ut, i.e.

[D, Ut] - 0

Vt G R, then we call D an equilibrium density operator. Let T> be the set of all density

operators on It®. Wc may define the set of equilibrium density operators by

Ueq = U fl {Ut} ■
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The group Ut has a unique self-adjoint generator H [21](p86); in general, H will be
unbounded and its spectrum will possess both a point and continuous part, which induces

the decomposition of the space 7i® = HP(H) © HC{H), where 7ip(H) is the subspace of
H® spanned by the eigenvectors of H and TLC{H) is its orthogonal complement. Let Ep
and Ec be the projectors onto HP{H) and 7ic(H) respectively, then where

[■D, Ut] = 0

Vi G R, it follows that

[D,EP] = 0 ; [D,EC\ = 0

and that we may decompose D onto the subspaces 7-Lp and TLC, i.e.

D = Dp © Dc.

[21] (p90)
It is well known that any density operator D has a pure point spectrum [22](p379),

which implies that Dc = 0. An obvious corollary of this we present in the form of the

following theorem.

Theorem 4 Let Ut be an evolution group and H its generator. If the spectrum of H is

purely continuous then there are no equilibrium density operators and so no equilibrium

states generated by them.

Corollary 1 Let Ut be an evolution group and H its generator. Assume that the point

spectrum of H is not empty then equilibrium density operators exist and therefore generate

equilibrium states. Further, the equilibrium density operators have a unique decomposition

of the form:

D = ^k£>k,
k

where Dk is a density operator in the kfi1 eigen-subspace of the generator H, which in turn

leads to the following unique decomposition of the equilibrium states

w®(A®) = Y,tr {A®Dk) = kw®{A®).
k k

[22] (p400), [2] (p50).
The similarity between the above decomposition and that due to a superselection rule

should be immediately apparent.
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Amongst the equilibrium states will be those that are indecomposable into any other

equilibrium states. For states generated by a density operator, as above, these indecom¬

posable equilibrium states corresponding to the eigenvectors of the generator H.

Definition 15 A state in the set of equilibrium states which is indecomposable into any

other equilibrium state is called ergodic. If the state is normal and generated by an equi¬

librium density operator, this density operator will be called an ergodic density operator.

[16] (pl87).

1.4.2 The Approach to Equilibrium

The justification for the above definitions comes from the various ergodic theorems which
will now be presented. They concern the time average behaviour of the system.

For a given system, we prepare it at time t = 0 in an initial state to® and then allow the

system to evolve freely. The evolving state is u® and depends, in part, on the extension

used to define it. The extension is chosen along with the state at the initial time t = 0

as part of the preparation, and the particular choice of the extension may be looked on

as one of the determining characteristics of the system. As the system evolves we might

expect it to settle down into some state cu®, that is, we might expect the limit

a>® = lim u>®
eq t >00 t

to exist. Then u;® would be taken as an equilibrium state. However, this limit does not

always exist [23] (p 174). But when it does, it is equal to

which always exists. This is the time average of the state, and often replaces the original

limit as a definition of the equilibrium states.

It will be used here and is the basis of the following theorem [21](pl06).

Theorem 5 (Mean Ergodic Theorem) Let Ut be an evolution group, H its generator and

Po the orthogonal projection with range A/"o = {4>® £ 7Y® : Ut<f>® — <f>® Vt G R}. Then, for
each f>® G H®

In particular, if f>® JLA/o, the above limit is zero.
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Where A/*o is the null space of the generator H [21] (pl06), we see that the time average

of any mixed vector in TL® is equal to its component in the ground state of PL. If the

ground state eigenvalue of H is not zero, we can make it so by adding to H an appropriate
constant.

We also have the following related result.

Theorem 6 Let Ut be an evolution group, H its generator and Eq a projection map from
V to Veq = Pfl {Ut}' ■ Then, for each density operator D G V

u-lim 1 r±TUt5u}dt = EQ(D).
1 —> oc 1 Jo

In particular, if D G T>fq, the above limit is zero.

This result follows from the previous theorem cast on the Hilbert space Bhs [21] (ch3,

ppl08-109) of Hilbert Schmidt operators on H®, noting that s-lim ||-||#5 in Bhs =>

u-lim ||-|| in H®.
The projection map Eq is defined by

E0(D)
D if D G Ueq
0 if DeV®

VD € V and may be written in the from [24] (pl416)

E0(D) = Y, PkDPk
k

VD G V, where the sum is to be understood as a uniform limit and Pis the projector

onto the fc^h eigen-subspace of H. This is again reminiscent of a discrete superselection
rule over the point spectrum of H [2] (p51).

These are standard results from ergodic theory. When we come to consider the actual

states represented by NPLFs u>® over B®, things get a little more complex.

For a general NPLF ui over B, the time average

r±T1 r±T
ueq(A) = lim ±- / u>t(A)dtT—>oo 1 Jo

exists for all A G B and is an invariant NPLF [16] (pl65). It will therefore generate an

equilibrium state lo® over B®, and we have:

LJ
eq ';(1®) = lim ±i f U,?(A®)dt' T—>oc 1 Jo

\/A® G B®.
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This enables us to link the time average behaviour of the states u® with the equilibrium
states cj®, quite generally. But to evaluate the equilibrium distribution is, in general, no

trivial matter.

Of particular interest are the normal states generated by normal extensions, that is,

generated by density operators. However, in general, if u> is normal, ueq will not be normal

[24] and so the state ui® generated by coeq will not, in general, be normal, although it might
be, depending on the precise form the algebra of observables B® takes.

For the special case, when the generator of evolutions H has a pure point spectrum,

then the normality of u>eq is guaranteed whenever u is normal [24], and we have the
following theorem.

Theorem 7 Let Ut be an evolution group, H its generator and Eq a projection map from

T> to Veq — Pfl {Ut}'• If the generator H has a pure point spectrum then, for each density

operator D G V and each A 6 B

Corollary 2 Let Ut be an evolution group and let its generator H have a pure point

spectrum, as above, then a normal state u>® generated by a density operator D has a time

average u>® which is a normal state generated by an equilibrium density operator.

The ergodic theory for a mixed system puts the statistical equilibrium states defined

above on the same footing as those which occur in pure quantum systems. For a general

mixed system these equilibrium states will not correspond to the stationary states of the

energy operator, as is the case for a pure quantum system, but are the stationary states

of the, possibly non-observable, Hamiltonian generator. This fact, that the generator of

evolutions is not an observable, does not alter the ability of the system to settle into

a state of statistical equilibrium, but it will have consequences for the definition of the

thermodynamic equilibrium states.

1.4.3 Thermodynamic Equilibrium

We now attempt to introduce thermodynamical considerations into the definition of the

equilibrium state of a general dynamical system. This is complicated by the fact that the

energy observable and Hamiltonian generator of evolutions need not be the same, and that

the generator need not even be an observable of the system.
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There are a number of ways we might proceed; one would be to consider a non-

equilibrium formulation of the system, with the observable energy operator defining a

state of thermodynamic equilibrium in the remote past and the total Hamiltonian gen¬

erator being introduced adiabatically, as a perturbation on the system, to drive it out of

equilibrium. This would allow us to define stationary non-equilibrium states at a temper¬

ature T, determined by effectively minimising the Hamiltonian generator as if it were the

energy operator [25]. We shall instead opt for a simpler approach, requiring little in the

way of new ideas above those already introduced in the previous subsection.

The statistical equilibrium states are determined by an extension u and a Hamiltonian

generator H. We usually allow a system to settle into equilibrium by leaving it alone for

a while, and certainly must do nothing to perturb it. Any observations on the system

must involve no change of state; they must correspond to adiabatic measurements on the

system [19]. We make observations over long periods of time, interacting only weakly
with the system, and measure its time average properties. Our previous presentation of

ergodic theory tells us how, over long time scales, our experimental results will converge

to an average distribution determined by the statistical equilibrium states. Let us assume,

further, that some thermodynamic relaxation process exists in the system, observable in

its average properties. Then, though the system, in general, will not reach a state of
true thermodynamic equilibrium with its environment, we may have something similar

occurring for its time average behaviour.

Our aim is to select from amongst the statistical equilibrium states those which may

best be said to describe thermodynamic equilibrium.

Where all equilibrium states are decomposable into ergodic states, we have:

k

V24® € B®] Afc > 0, X] = L wnere u>® is the kth ergodic state. By altering the

distribution {A^} we run through all possible equilibrium states.

The problem is then reduced to finding an appropriate distribution {A*,} to describe

thermodynamic equilibrium.

We start by defining the internal energy for our general dynamical system.

Definition 16 For a dynamical system in a state uf evolving under a Hamiltonian gen¬

erator H, wc introduce an observable H® representing the energy of the system, which will

in general be different from H. The internal energy U of the system in the state vjf is
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then defined by

U= lim (±Tuf(H®)dt = u®(H®).
T—>oc T Jo tV 7 e

With this definition, the internal energy is a constant quantity determined by states

in statistical equilibrium and will not be effected by any fluctuations in the state of the

system due to the fact that the energy of the system is not determined, in general, by the
Hamiltonian generator of the evolutions. This definition generalises the usual definition

given in statistical mechanics, to include systems where the Hamiltonian generator of
evolutions is not the same as the energy observable. Since all equilibrium states are

decomposable into ergodic states, we may write the internal energy U in the more familiar

looking form:

k

\k > 0) Y,k ^k = 1-
This expression is directly analogous to the usual statistical mechanical expression.

Pursuing this analogy, we may use standard statistical mechanical analysis to find the

most probable distribution {A*,}, and hence the most probable equilibrium state, subject
to the constraint that the following equations hold:

= U,
k

ku® = 1.
k

This leads to the Boltzmann type distribution [26]:

At =

Z =

k

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is identified as the temperature. Thus, we are led

to the following definition of thermodynamic equilibrium.

Definition 17 For a general dynamical system in contact with a thermal reservoir held

at a temperature T, the themodynamic equilibrium state uifh is defined by

k

V34® <E B®. For such a state, the system is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium.
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We could then go on to define the entropy S and the free energy F. which are respec¬

tively maximised and minimised by the thermodynamic equilibrium state, and are related

by

F = U -TS.

Instead, to simplify matters a little, and because this is all we will need later, we will

now consider thermodynamic equilibrium at very low temperatures. For this case, the

free energy is equal to the internal energy and a simpler definition of thermodynamic

equilibrium may be given.

Definition 18 For a general dynamical system in contact with a thermal reservoir held

at a very low temperature, in the vicinity of absolute zero, the free energy F of the system

is equal, or approximately equal, to the internal energy U of the system. We define the

thermodynamic equilibrium states as being those that minimise the free energy F, and say

that for these states the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium.

This definition of thermodynamic equilibrium will entail minimising the quantity

F = u®{H®)

with respect to the statistical equilibrium states, and so choosing from amongst the statisti¬

cal equilibrium states those which may best describe thermodynamic equilibrium between

the system and the thermal reservoir, at very low temperature. In fact, where H® is by

assumption a positive operator, this will identify the thermodynamic equilibrium state

with the ergodic state u>® for which is minimised. The other ergodic states will

then represent excited states.

Let £o = min{o;®(if®)} and e\ — mm{u>® (H®) — So : lu®(H®) £o}- These are the

analogues of the ground and first excited states, respectively. Then, for Definitions 18 and

17 to be consistent, requires that in Definition 18, kT £\ — sq. This is what is meant

by very low temperature and gives us a range of applicability for Definition 18.

This gives us a tentative definition of thermodynamic equilibrium for a general mixed

system. Such a definition provides us with a subset of statistical equilibrium states which,

we claim, in some sense represent thermodynamic equilibrium states, defined through the
time average behaviour of systems. The thermodynamic equilibrium states for a system

introduce a concept of temperature into the description of the system. This is an idea
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that we will require later when we consider models of superconducting thick ring devices.
These are, of course, maintained at very low temperatures, less than 4K, the boiling point

of liquid Helium, and so, with the qualification that kT <C Ei — £o, Definition 18 may be

used to define the thermodynamic equilibrium states.
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1.5 Superselection Rules and the Hilbert Space Approach

to Classical Mechanics

It is a well known result, almost as old as functional analysis itself, that a classical dynami¬

cal system may be described within a Hilbert space formalism [27], [28](p313), [18](p5353).
In this section, we review this formulation from the perspective of our general formalism

for describing mixed systems, paying particular attention to the nature of the Hamiltonian

generator of evolutions.

In classical dynamics, the state of the system at any time corresponds to a point in

phase space T. If, for simplicity, we consider a system with one degree of freedom, then
the phase space F = JR.2, and the states are labelled by the phase space coordinates (q,p).

The evolution of the system is governed by the equations of motion:

• dH ■ dH n -n

where H = H(q,p) is the classical Hamiltonian for the system.

The above equations of motion are in general non-linear. It is possible to recast the

classical dynamical system so that the evolution is governed by linear equations on a

Hilbert space.

Let q{t) = u\(qo.po', t) and p{t) — W2(<?o>Po; t) be the solutions of the classical equations

of motion satisfying the initial conditions LOi(qo,Po]0) = qo and W2{qo,po\0) = pq. Define

Ut ■ Utf(q,p) = f(q(t),p(t)),

where / 6 L2(T). This defines an operator on the Hilbert space L2(T), which evolves
elements of L2(r) according to the classical equations of motion 1.1.

Formally, we can compute the infinitesimal generator Hl of Ut by

d(Utf)Hl! = ^ •t r j? rrl -t dHdf 8Hdf
= ih[f, H] = xh(—-~--

t=o \ dp dq dq dpdt

where [•, •] is the classical Poisson bracket.
Where UtUs = Ut+a, we might expect Ut to form a one parameter unitary group of

evolution operators, with the self-adjoint generator of the form:
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on some domain D^ . such that:
"l'

Ut = e~iHLt.
Whether this is the case depends on the properties of the solutions u = (uq, W2) to classical

equations of motion 1.1. In general Hl is only symmetric and Ut is not a group. Instead

Ut could be a semi-group [29] (§141) with a maximal symmetric, but not self-adjoint,

generator, or the generator Hl could be just plain symmetric, with a family of maximal

symmetric extensions. Casting the classical dynamical system on a Hilbert space has some

interesting possibilities as far as the use of symmetric, but not self-adjoint, generators is

concerned. The properties of the generator would seem to be correlated with the properties

of the classical equations of motion.

However, for most systems of interest, and certainly for our purposes here, the following

result guarantees that Ut is, indeed, unitary [28](chX.14).

Theorem 8 Let H be a C1 function on T. Suppose that for each {qo,Po) there is a unique

C1 function u>.(qo,po]t) from. R to T obeying the classical equations of motion 1.1 with the
initial condition w(qo,Po;0) = (qo,po)- Suppose that : F x R —> F is a Cl function.
Then Ut is a one parameter group of unitary operators whose infinitesimal generator is

Hl. Moreover, Hl is essentially self-adjoint on Cq°(T).

This is known as Liouville's theorem and L — —jrHl is known as Liouville's operator.
This theorem then makes it possible to introduce a unitary evolution group on the

Hilbert space L2(T) and to replace the non-linear equations of motion 1.1 by the linear

evolution in L2(T), as far as the elements of L2(T) are concerned.

Now, the question is this: in light of the above, is it possible to describe the classical

dynamical system on a Hilbert space? We know the answer to this is yes and that we will

need to make use of superselection rules, but the precise form of this representation is of

interest.

We want a representation of our classical dynamical system on the Hilbert space

H = j(p(q,p) : \(f{q,p)\2 dqdp < 00 j = L2(r).
Our observables will just be functions of q and p.

We write

He — J H(q,p)dpdq,
where {H(q,p) = {4>(q,p) G C} : (q,p) € T} is a Borel family of one-dimensional Hilbert

spaces over the Borel space (T.B2). The observables are identified with the self-adjoint
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elements of the von Neumann algebra B® of all bounded decomposable operators on H®,
which we write as

B® = J B(q,p) dqdp.
We introduce the operators

0® = J 1 dqdp ; D-^ = \^>{q,p) : j^\q4>(q,p)\2 dqdp < cc
P® = J Pdqdp ; = ^(q,p) : J^\p(f){q,p)\2 dqdp < oo

H® = J H(q,p)dqdp ; = {(j){q,p) : \H(q,p)(f>{q,p)\2 dqdp < ooj .
These are unbounded multiplication operators on the Hilbert space H®. The first two

operators, q® and p®, generate the set of observables, i.e.

B9 = .

They have the obvious interpretation of being the position and momentum operators for
the system. The third operator H® is the Hamiltonian and corresponds to the energy

observable for the system.

We now introduce the evolution operators Ut on H®, in general they will not be

decomposable. By Theorem 8, as far as the elements of H® are concerned, we may replace

consideration of the classical equations of motion 1.1 by the unitary evolution group

Ut = e~tS*
where Hi is self-adjoint on some domain D~ and is defined by

= ,n (*(_ dH(q,p) 84>(g,p)\J V op oq oq op J

V(f>® = J® p) dqdp 6 DfjL > where H(q, p) is a C1 function corresponding to the classical
Hamiltonian.

Thus, the Hamiltonian H® is not the generator of the evolution group Ut- Instead, we

have the self-adjoint generator Hi- In our general scheme, Hi is known as the Hamiltonian

generator of the evolution group Ut, or just the Hamiltonian generator of evolutions. It

is not decomposable and so is not associated with the set of observables; it does not

correspond to any observable property of the system.

The Hilbert space representation of our classical dynamical system is completed when

we consider the states of the system. These are given by the NPLFs cj® over B®, such

that:

W®(A®) = J S(q,p)A(q,p) dqdp

}
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VA® G B®, where S(q,p) > 0 and fr S(q,p) dqdp — 1.
The above may be identified with the classical ensemble average and the statistical

density S(q,p) with the phase space density [20] (ch3). Our Hilbert space representation
of classical dynamics is thus equivalent to an statistical ensemble of identical classical

dynamical systems.

As the decomposition is continuous, all vectors in TL® are mixed vectors and all normal

states are mixed states. We have

w®(A®) = tr® (s®A®)
= J S(q,p)A(q,p) dqdp
= {(f)® | A®<f>®},

where S® = J® S(q,p) dqdp is the statistical operator and <f)® = f® <f>(q,p) dqdp is a unit
vector in H®, such that S(q,p) = \cf)(q,p)\2. This shows the relationship between vectors

in Ti® and the phase space densities of the ensemble. A mixed vector corresponds to a

mixed state, which corresponds to a mixed ensemble.

The pure states are singular:

w®o,Po(^e) = A(Qo,PO)
= / 8(q - q0)KP ~ Po)A(q, p) dqdp

VA® G B®. They correspond to pure ensembles, generated by generalised phase space

densities.

The evolution group Ut generated by Hl is preserving. It generates an automorphism

of the algebra of observables, with

A® = u\AUt G B®

VA® G B®. The states evolve according to

lo® (A®) =uj®{u}A®Ut)

and we have full equivalence between the Heisenberg picture and the Schrodinger picture.

1.5.1 Conclusions

A classical dynamical system may be represented on a Hilbert space H® as a mixed system

possessing a continuous superselection rule. This representation corresponds to a classical

statistical ensemble.
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The interesting feature of such a representation is that this is a concrete example of
a mixed system with a Hamiltonian generator of evolutions which is not, in general, an

observable of the system. The system has two Hamiltonians: one, H®, is an observable

property of the system and corresponds to the energy of the system, the other, Hl = ifiL,
is not an observable and is simply the generator of the evolution group Ut• The origin
of the second Hamiltonian Hi is in the classical nature of the system; Ut generates the

classical dynamics. This would suggest possible similar origins for other non-observable
Hamiltonian generators of evolutions in other mixed system, and certainly supports the

use of such non-observable Hamiltonians as generators in mixed quantum systems.



Appendix A: C* and von

Neumann Algebras

This is the first of our technical appendices where we summarise the main mathematical

tools on which we rely in the main text. In this appendix we present a brief summary of

basic C* and von Neumann algebra theory. In the following appendix we shall present a

summary of direct integral Hilbert spaces and the von Neumann algebras of operators on

them, for which the concepts outlined here will be needed.

Our main references are [17, 30, 31] and this appendix is, more or less, a list of defini¬
tions and theorems taken from these sources. The reference used most often is [17] (§2.1-

§2.4) and the definitions and theorems lifted straight from there will be labelled by an

asterisk *. We will do some thing similar in Appendix B.

In the following we shall use A to denote a general algebra over the field of complex

numbers C and shall denote by A a general element of A. Linear functionals over A are

always denoted by u. The algebra of all bounded operators on the Hilbert space 7i we

denote by B

1.6 C*-Algebras and von Neumann Algebras

Definition 19* An algebra A is a *-algebra, or involution algebra, if it is equipped, with

an involution, or adjoint, operation : A € A —» AI 6 A, such that

1. (At)t = A,

2. (AB)t = B^A\

3. (aA + 0B)i = a*At + (3*B^

41
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Va, (5 € C and VA, B G A.

Definition 20 * An algebra A is a normed algebra if it is equipped with a norm, which

maps A G A —> R, such that

1. ||A|| > 0 and ||A|| = 0 if and only if A — 0,

2. ||aA|| = \a\ ||A||,

5. \\AB\\<\\A\\ + \\B\\,

4- \\AB\\ < ||A|| ||i?||

V a, (3 G C and VA, B G A.

Definition 21 * An algebra A is a Banach algebra if it is a normed algebra which is

complete with respect to the uniform topology defined by the norm.

Definition 22 * An algebra A is a Banach *-algebra or B*-algebra if it is a Banach algebra

equipped with an adjoint and has the property

II A|| = ||At
VA € A.

Definition 23* An algebra A is a C*-algebra if it is a B*-algebra with the property

AfA = II A||2

VA G A.

These definitions are given for abstract algebras. A C*-algebra is an abstraction of an

algebra of bounded operators acting on a Hilbert space and may be given a representation

as such.

Theorem 9 Let A be a C*-algebra. It follows that A is isomorphic to a norm-closed

self-adjoint algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space.

The term self-adjoint above refers to an algebra which is closed under the adjoint operation

[31] (p3).
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Definition 24 * A von Neumann algebra A on a Hilbert space hi is a *-subalgebra A of

B, the algebra of all bounded operators on hi, such that

A = X'.

The centre C(A) of a von Neumann algebra is defined by

C{A) = AC)A'.

A von Neumann algebra is called a factor if it has a trivial centre, i.e C(A) — C I.

A von Neumann algebra is an example of a concrete realisation of a C*-algebra on a Hilbert

space. A number of standard results and definitions concerning von Neumann algebras,

which also serve to explain the above definition, are listed below [30] (chl).

1. For A C B, A is the set of all bounded operators on TL that commute with all the

elements of A and is called the commutant of A. It always contains the identity.

2. If A is self-adjoint then Ai is a *-algebra and, in fact, X is a von Neumann algebra.

3. The commutant of A' is written (A')' = X' and is called the bi-commutant of A.

4. The commutants of A are related as follows:

X - X" - a(5) ->/V */V ... ^

A = c X' = A(4) = ...

5. The centre C(X) of an algebra A is the set of all elements of A that commute with

all elements of A.

6. Given an arbitrary self-adjoint subalgebra A of B, the algebra X' is the smallest von

Neumann algebra containing A and is called the von Neumann algebra generated by

A.

7. Every von Neumann algebra is generated by the projection operators it contains.

Definition 25 An unbounded self-adjoint operator is said to be associated with a von

Neumann algebra A if all its bounded functions belong to A or, equivalently, if all its

spectral functions belong to A.

[3] (§3.3).
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Definition 26 * An abelian von Neumann algebra is a commutative von Neumannn alge¬

bra, i.e

A C A'.

Theorem 10 Suppose hi is a separable Hilbert space and A a commutative von Neumann

subalgebra of B; there exists a self-adjoint operator A £ A which generates A, i.e A —

{A}".

[13] (p229).

1.7 Normalised Positive Linear Functionals and States on

a C*-algebra

Let A be a C*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space hi containing the identity I.

A linear functional w on 4 is a map ui : A —> C, such that

u)(aA + (3B) = auj{A) + 0UJ(B)

V a, /3 £ C and VA, B £ A. We define a norm for any linear functional u over A by

|M| = sup{KA)| ; ||A|| = 1}.

Definition 27* A linear functional over A is said to be positive if

w(AfA) > 0

VA e A.

The positive elements of A are all of the form (A^A) and form a convex cone A+ of A

[17](p34).

Lemma 1 * Let lj be a positive linear functional over A. It follows that

1. lu(A*B) = u>(B^A)*,

2. uj(A^B) 2 < w(AtA)w(5tH)

VA,BG A.

We see that (1.), above, implies that A) is real.
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Proposition 1 * Let w be a linear functional over the C*-algebra A. The following are

equivalent:

1. u> is positive;

2. u> is continuous and ||u;|| = u(I).

If these conditions are satisfied, then

a. w(At) = oj(A)*,

b. |a;(A)|2 <w(AU) ||w||,

c. u(A*BA)\ < w(AU) ||J5||

VA,B G A.

In the above the continuity of u> is with respect to uniform topology. We see that positivity

implies continuity and vice-versa for ui. A positive linear functional (PLF) is said to be
normalised when

w(I) = 1.

In C*-algebra theory a normalised positive linear functional (NPLF) is called a state. We
see from (c), above, that an NPLF is necessarily bounded, since

HA)\ < ||A||

V A G A.

Corollary 3* Let ui\ and u>2 be positive linear functionals over A. It follows that i0i+u>2

is a positive linear functional and

Ikl + ^21| = ||wi|| + ||u)21| •

In particular, the states over A form a convex subset of the set of positive linear functionals
over A.

Definition 28* If lo\ and LU2 are positive linear functionals over A we write > 0J2,

whenever lo 1 — u>2 is positive and we say oji majorises u>2-

Because of Corollary 3, above, if u)\ and u>2 are NPLFs over A and 0 < A < 1 then

u> = Acui + (1 — A)co>2 is also an NPLF with the property that 10 > Awi and lv > (1 — A)u>2,
and we say that u majorises Acji and (1 — X)ui2-
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Definition 29 * An NPLF ui over A is defined to be pure if the only PLFs majorised by

uj are of the form Xui with 0 < A < 1. If an NPLF is not pure it is said to be mixed.

The pure NPLFs are extreme points of the set of NPLFs; they cannot be written as a

convex combination of other NPLFs. There is a further subdivision of NPLFs which is

important: that into normal and singular NPLFs. The following theorem serves to define
normal NPLFs.

Theorem 11 * Let uj be an NPLF on a von Neumann algebra A acting on a Hilbert space

Li. The following conditions are equivalent:

1. uj is normal;

2. there exists a density operator D, i.e. a positive trace-class operator D on H with

tr(D) = 1, such that

u>(A) = tr(DA)

\/A G A.

Normal NPLFs on a von Neumann algebra A are a subset of the set of all NPLFs over

A. In general every NPLF on A has a unique decomposition into a normal part uin and a

singular part uis:

uj — Xjiujji t XgUJs

with Xn,Xs > 0 and Xn + Xs = 1. The singular part is characterised by the fact that

it vanishes on all one-dimensional projectors in A and cannot be written in terms of a

density operator [3] (§3.5), [24] (pl415).

1.8 Representations of C*-algebras

Definition 30* A representation of a C*-algebra A is defined to be a pair where

7i is a Hilbert space and n is a mapping of A into B that assigns to each element A G A
a bounded operator 7r(A) in Ti, such that

1. 7r(aA + (3B) = a-jr(A) + (3n(B),

2. tt(AB) = ■K(A)TT(B),

3. 7r(Ai) = {7r(3)}t

V a, P G C and \M, B G A.
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Definition 31 * A representation (77,-k) is said to be faithful if and only if

ker^ = { A E A; ir(A) = 0} = {0}.

Proposition 2* Let (77. it) be a representation of the C*-algebra A. The representation

is faithful if and only if it satisfies each of the following conditions:

1. ker„ = {0};

2. ||7r(A)|| = ||A|| for all A E A;

3. 7r(A) > 0 for all A > 0.

Definition 32 * A cyclic representation of a C*-algebra A is defined to be a triple (77, n, Ll)
where [hi, tt) is a representation of A and Q is a vector in 77 which is cyclic for it, in 77,

i.e, 7r(A)Q is everywhere dense in 77.

Definition 33 * A set A of bounded operators on the Hilbert space TL is defined to be

irreducible if the only closed subspaces of hi which are invariant under the action of A are

the trivial subspaces {0} and hi. A representation (77, it) of a C*-algebra A is defined to

be irreducible if the set n(A) is irreducible on hi.

Proposition 3* Let A be a self-adjoint set of bounded operators on the Hilbert space hi.

The following conditions are equivalent:

1. A is irreducible;

2. the commutant A of A, i.e, the set of all bounded operators on hi which commute

with each A E A, consists of multiples of the identity operator;

3. every non zero vector if E hi is cyclic for A in hi, or A — 0 and hi = C.

Definition 34 * A representation (77, it) of a C*-algebra A is said to be a factor repre¬

sentation if {ir(A)}" is a factor, i.e., if and only if

{ir{A)}" D{n{A)}' =U.

Theorem 12* Let lu be an NPLF over the C*-algebra A. It follows that there exists a

cyclic representation {hiu,ttu,LlLJ) of A, such that

uj(A) = (nw, nUJ(A), Llu)

VA € A and, consequently, ||f2w|| = ||w|| = 1. Moreover, the representation is unique up

to unitary equivalence.
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Theorem 13* Let u be an NPLF over the C*-algebra A and the associated

cyclic representation. The following conditions are equivalent:

1. {TLutTCu) is irreducible;

2. ai is pure;

3. lu is an extremal point of the set of NPLFs over A.

Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence

lot{A) = (TQu,iru(A), f2w)

between positive functionals lut, over A, majorised by u and positive operators T in the
commutant itJ of itu, with ||T|| < 1.

Corollary 4 * Let oi be an NPLF over an abelian C*-algebra. It follows that lu is a pure

NPLF if and only if

co{AB) = u(A)u(B) VA, B € A.

An NPLF with the above property is known as a character of A. The characters of A and

the pure NPLFs are synonymous.



Appendix B: Direct Integral

Hilbert Spaces, Operators and

Algebras

Here, we will give the necessary mathematical details relevant to our use of direct integral
Hilbert spaces and von Neumann algebras. We will start by considering direct integral
Hilbert spaces, before moving on to consider direct integral operators, algebras and then,

finally, direct integral NPLFs over the direct integral algebras. The main reference here
is Dixmier [30](ppl61-240) and definitions and theorems lifted straight from there are

labelled with an asterisk *.

Much of this material has appeared in similar form in an appendix of [11], where it

was used for much the same purpose. The material concerning NPLFs over decomposable

algebras is new, however, and more suited to our purposes here.

1.9 Direct Integral Hilbert Spaces

The direct integral generalises the notion of a direct sum. The direct sum Hilbert space

H® = @nHn

has elements of the form:

(j>® — ©n^m

where <j>n is an element of 7in. Given any two vectors cf>® and ip® in 7i®, their inner

product is defined by

((f)® | )fj®) = | 4>n)n,
n

where (• | -}n is the inner product in Hn. The Hns form a family {Hn '■ n £ Z} of Hilbert

spaces parametrised by the integers n 6 Z.

49
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In a direct integral Hilbert space we consider a family {H(A) : A 6 A}, parametrised

by the elements of some Borel space A. The inner product takes the form

V<f®,tp® G Tt®, where (• | ■)x is now the inner product in the Hilbert space H(X) and
4>(X),'4)(X) G Ti{X). The direct integral Hilbert space is then denoted by

where p is some measure on A which characterises the space 7i®.

Following these preliminary comments we shall now make precise the definition of a

direct integral Hilbert space by giving a brief summary of how we construct Tt® from the

Tt\s, where issues such as the measurability of (• | •)\ are of concern.

1.9.1 Direct Integrals of Hilbert Spaces

To keep matters as simple as possible, we shall consider the family {TL{A) : A G JR} of

separable Hilbert spaces Tt(X) over the Borel space (JR, B) which we write short hand as

simply R. What follows also applies to the more general situation when we replace (R,

B) by the general Borel space A, and in particular when (JR. B) is replaced by (Rn, Bn),
or the Borel space corresponding to some interval of R.

Let F be the set of all vector-valued functions f on R which map every A G JR to a

vector in 7f(A). F becomes a vector space with the following natural definitions of addition
and scalar multiplication:

We now introduce the notion of a Borel family of Hilbert spaces, where here the term

Borel also means measurable.

Definition 35 * The family {7t(A) : A G R} is called a Borel family of Hilbert spaces over

the Borel space (JR., B) (or over R for brevity) if there is a linear subspace of vector-valued

functions F0 C F with the following properties:

1. For every f G F0 the real-valued function X —> ||/(A)||a is a Borel function. Here
the subscript X signifies the evaluation of quantities in the Hilbert space Tt(X).

(f + 9)(X) = /(A) + g(X) Vf,g € F

(af)(X) = a(/(A)) VaeC.
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2. Every vector-valued function g £ T, such that the complex-valued function A —►

(/(A) | g(\))\ is a Borel function for every f £ T0, is a member of Ta.

3. There exists a sequence {/„} of vector-valued functions fn £ T0 such that for each
A the set {fn{A)} of vectors is a complete set in the Hilbert space Tt(X).

The last property, above, just means that the TL{A)s are separable [35] (p9). For / and g in

Ho, then, the function the function A —> (/(A) | g(\))\ is a Borel function, i.e. measurable,
and so will lead to a sensible definition for the inner product of hi®. The Borel family

of Hilbert spaces is really the pair {{7"f(A) : A £ K},JF0}, which we shall denote by 7
Note that the Hilbert spaces H(A) need not be related. They could, for example, have
different dimensions, denoted by dimTf(A). However, for the special case when they are

all the same, with 7i(A) = TLq for all A, we call this a constant family of Hilbert spaces

Theorem 14* Let {7f(A) : A £ R} be a family of Hilbert spaces, and let {/i, f^, • • •} be
a sequence of vector-valued functions. Then there exists a unique Borel family of Hilbcrt

spaces with H0 containing fn if

1. The function A —> {fn{A) | fm{X))\ is Borel for every pair n and m.

2. For every A the sequence {fn{X)} forms a complete set in H{\).

Definition 36* Let TL^a be a Borel family of Hilbert spaces over the Borel space (R, IB)
endowed with a positive measure p. A vector-valued function f £ T0 is square-integrable

The set of square-integrable members of H0 forms a vector space, on which we can define

the inner product

which makes sense because when / and g are in E0 then (/(A) | g(X))\ is measurable.

Theorem 15* The vector spn.ce of all square-integrable vector-valued functions defined as

above forms a Hilbert space.

Definition 37* We call the Hilbert space given by the above theorem the direct integral

of the Borel family of Hilbcrt spaces 7ijro, written as [37] (p456)

[36] (p280).

J II/(a)IIA dTW < oo-

</ I g) = J (/(A) | g{X))\ dp(X)
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with elements of 7i® denoted by

/® =f f(X)dp(X).
Conversely, hi® is said to be decomposable as the direct integral of the Borel family of

Hilbert spaces 7~Lf0.

Thus, we have made precise the comments made at the beginning of this section.

The direct integral Hilbert space truly generalises the notion of a direct sum Hilbert

space. With the appropriate choice of measure p, the direct integral can be reduced to a

direct sum, but it also allows us to cater for more general situations.

1.9.2 Choice of the Measure

Here, we will say something about the measure p used in the definition of the direct integral

Hilbert space. The measure p, we take to be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure generated

by a real-valued monotone increasing function p on R which is continuous on the right

[38](p320) such that on the semi-open interval (Ai, A2],

m((Ai, A2]) = p(A2) - p(Ai).

We classify the measure as to whether it is discrete, continuous or a mixture of both.

1. Discrete Measure. This is generated by a function p(A) which is a countably

piecewise constant real-valued function, that is, p(A) on R is constant except at a

finite, or countably infinite, number of discontinuities, where it makes a jump. A

simple example is given by the step function p(A) = s(A) defined by

s(A) = 0, A < 1

= 1, 1 < A < 2

= 2, 2 < A < 3

which has discontinuities at A = n, n = 1, 2, 3 ..., such that

P({n}) = s(n) ~ s(n — 0) = 1, n = 1, 2, 3

With this measure the direct integral reduces to a direct sum [38] (p370):

J H(A) dp{A) = ©n=iH{n).
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The reduction to a direct sum can also be regarded as a direct integral over a discrete

space [30] (pi70).

2. Absolutely continuous measure. This is generated by a real valued function

p(A) which is absolutely continuous on JR. The resulting measure is characterised

by the property that p({n}) = 0 for any singleton set {n}. The simplest example of
this type of measure is that generated by p(A) = A. and is known as the Lebesgue
measure. With this measure the direct integral becomes

r®
/ 77(A) dX.

A simple example of a Hilbert space whoso decomposition employs Lebesguc measure

is obtained when the Hilbert space L2(R) is decomposed as the direct integral of
the constant family of Hilbert spaces corresponding to the one-dimensional Hilbert

space C [37](pp457-459).

We might also consider singular continuous measures [8](pp21-23), but shall not do
so here and whenever we refer to a continuous measure, it shall be to an absolutely

continuous measure.

3. Mixed measure. Finally, we can have a moasuro which ic partly discrete and partly

continuous.

With any of the above measures the direct integral Hilbert space is separable.

Definition 38 The decomposition hi® = f® 77(A) dp(X) is called a trivial decomposition

if the measure p is a discrete one generated by the step function si(A) which takes the
value zero for A < 0 and the value one for A > 0 .In other words hi® reduces to the Hilbert

space 77(0). The decomposition is called continuous (discrete) if the measure is continuous

(discrete).

When the measure is partly continuous and partly discrete then so will be the decompo¬
sition of the Hilbert space hi®.

1.9.3 Borel Families of Subspaces

Let hijro be a Borel family of Hilbert spaces. For each A let A4(A) be a subspace of 77(A).
Let Wos be the set of vector-valued functions / € T0 such that /(A) is in the subspace
Ad (A). Then we have the following.
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Theorem 16* If there exists a sequence {fn} of vector-valued functions fn & T0 such
that {fn{A)} forms a complete set in M(X) for each X, then

1. The set {{A4(A) : A G JR}, H0s] is a Borel family of Hilbert spaces At (A).

2. The integral space M® = /e A) dp{A) is a subspace of TL® = f® H(X) dp(A).

Definition 39* The family {{A4(A) : A € JR},JF0S} is called a Borel family of subspaces.

An example of a Borel family of subspaces, of which we shall have need later, is the family

specified by A4(A) = Tt(X) for all A G A and A4(A) = 0 for all A 0 A, where A is a Borel
set of R of measure //(A) A 0. The resulting direct integral space we denoted by TL%. and
is clearly a subspace of 7i®.

1.10 Direct Integral Operators

We now consider the operators on a direct integral Hilbert space. We denote the set of all
bounded operators on Tt® by B and the set operators all bounded operators on H(A) by

B(A).

Definition 40* Let be a Borel family of Hilbert spaces. A mapping X —> A(A) G B( A),
such that for every f in T0 the vector-valued function g defined by X —> <?(A) = A(X)f(X)
is also in 3~0, is called a Borel family of operators and is denoted by {A(A) : A G R}. If
there exists a Xm 6 jR such that

operators is said to be essentially bounded.

A(A) < Am for almost all X, then the Borel family of

For an essentially bounded Borcl family of operators, the existence of Am ensures that if

/ G T0 is square integrable then the vector valued function g G T0; defined by g(A) =

A(X)f(X), is also square integrable and so the family {A(A) : A G JR} maps the direct

integral space H® into itself. It thus defines an operator on TC® which we denote by

A® = p A{X)dp{X).
Definition 41 * An operator on H® of the form A® is said to be decomposable.

The set of all bounded decomposable operators we denote by B®. This will be a subset of
the set B of all bounded operators on H®. The decomposable operators offer a generalisa¬
tion of the concept of a direct cum of operators, encompassing the direct cum case when
the measure p is appropriately discrete.
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A special class of decomposable operators on H® are the diagonalisable operators

define below.

Definition 42 * A diagonalisable operator on H® is one of the form

Y® = y(A)I(A)dp(A),

where 1(A) is the identity operator on Ti{A) and y(A) is any essentially bounded complex-
valued Borel function on R.

Decomposable operators on H® have a well-defined algebraic structure arising from the

following.

Theorem 17* Let A® = /® A(A) dp(A) and B® = /® B(A) dp{\) be two decomposable

operators on H®. We have:

A® + B® = ye(A(A) + B(A))^(A);
A® B® = ye A{X)B{X)dp{\)-

aA® = J aA(A) dyn(A);
Aet = y® A(A)td/x(A);

®|| = esssup{||A(A)| : A € JR}.

Corollary 5* A decomposable operator A® = f® A(A) dju(A) on hi® is self-adjoint (uni¬

tary) if A{A) is self-adjoint (unitary) on H{A) for almost every A, and is a projector on

hi® if and only if every A(A) is a projector on H(A) for almost all A.

The above allow the properties of the operators A(A) on each 7Y(A) to be transferred in a

straight forward manner to the operators A® on H®, and vice versa.

Theorem 18 * A bounded operator A on H® is decomposable if and only if A commutes

with all self-adjoint diagonalisable operators on 7i®.

This provides a characterisation of the set of decomposable operators. Two self-adjoint

operators are said to commute if their spectral measures commute [9](p261).Thus the self-

adjoint operator A commutes with a self-adjoint diagonalisable operator Y® if and only if
all E(A] b) commute with Y® and hence we have the following [11].

Corollary 6 A bounded self-adjoint operator is decomposable if and only if its spectral

projectors are decomposable.
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So far we have considered only bounded decomposable operators. Unbounded decompos¬
able operators may also be defined [36](pp280-286) and we may have occasion to use them.
It suffices to say that the above theory still applies, but that care must be taken over the

domains.

Consider the simple diagonalisable operator x® ~ which is a

projector onto the subspace Ti.%, introduced earlier.

Lemma 2 A bounded operator A on hi® is decomposable if and only if A commutes with

X% for all A.

This lemma follows from the observation that, for a self-adjoint operator Y® E B®,

[A, y®] = 0 if and only if [A, x®] = 0 for all A, since all the nonzero spectral projec¬
tors of y® are of the form x^.

Observing that A commutes with Xa if and only if A leaves both ?f® and its orthogonal
complement invariant [33] (p82), we arrive at the following.

Theorem 19 A bounded operator A on hi® is decomposable if and only if it leaves the

subspace invariant for every A. The same is true if A is self-adjoint and unbounded.

The above lemma and theorem are due to [11] and provide a further way to characterise
the set of decomposable operators.

1.11 Direct Integral von Neumann Algebras

Here, we consider von Neumann algebras of operators on 7i®. The largest von Neumann

algebra of operators on TL® is B, the set of all bounded operator on TL®. Let B® denote the

algebra of all decomposable operators and Z® the algebra of all diagonalisable operators.

Proceeding as before we begin with a definition. The algebra of all bounded operators on

hi (A) we denote B( A). Let A(A) C B( A) be some arbitrary von Neumann algebra on hi (A).

Definition 43 * A family {A(A) : A E R} of von Neumann algebras over R is said to

be Borel if there exists a sequence {A —> An(A)} of Borel families of operators A —> An(A)
such that A(A) is the von Neumann algebra on Tt(X) generated by the set (An(A)} of

operators on hi{A) for almost every A.

Theorem 20 * Let {A(A) : A £ JR.} be a Borel family of von Neumann algebras. The set

{A®} of decomposable operators

A® = |®An(A)dM(A),
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such that An(A) £ .4(A) for almost every A, is a von Neumann algebra of operators on

the direct integral space TL®, called the direct integral of the family {.4(A) : A 6 R} and
denoted by

re
A® = A{X)dp(X).

A® is called a decomposable von Neumann algebra. Every decomposable von Neumann

algebra contains the algebra of diagonalisable operators as a subalgebra, i.e., A® D Z®.
The largest decomposable von Neumann algebra is B®, the algebra of all bounded decom¬

posable operators on TL®.

Theorem 21 The algebra B® of all decomposable operators on hi® is equal to the corn-

mutant of the algebra Z® of all diagonalisable operator on TL®, i.e.,

b® = z®'.

The algebra z® is a maximal abelian subalgebra of b® , and for any decomposable algebra

A® we have

z®' d/d z®.

This can be viewed as a condition for a von Neumann algebra to be decomposable.

Theorem 22 Let A be a von Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space TL, and let

Z be an abelian von Neumann algebra on hi, such that Z! D Aff Z. Then there exists a

Borel space A, a positive measure p, a Borel family of Hilbert spaces {TL{A) : A £ A}, a

Borel family of von Neumann algebras {.4(A) : A £ A}, and a unitary map from TL onto

TL® = f® TL(A) dp{X), which transforms A into A® = f® .4(A) dp(A), and Z into Z®, the

algebra of diagonalisable operators.

This theorem, adapted from one in [17] (p440), completes our treatment of direct integral
von Neumann algebras. Any abelian von Neumann algebra can be generated by a single

self-adjoint operator and so TL® is simply the spectral representation space for the gener¬

ator of z. Thus, the above theorem allows us to decompose any von Neumann algebra A

on the spectral representation space of some appropriate abelian subalgebra z.

When Z is maximal abelian in X, then Z® is maximal abelian in A® and so A® = B®.

Therefore, .4(A) = B(X) for almost all A and we say that .4(A) is irreducible for almost all
A.
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1.12 Direct Integral Decomposition of NPLFs over De¬

composable von Neumann Algebras

We now consider the NPLFs over a decomposable von Neumann algebra.

Definition 44 * Let {.4(A) : A € JR} be a Borel family of von Neumann algebras over JR.
and let co\ be a PLF over .4(A) for each A. Then, the family {cuA : A € JR} of PLFs is said
to be Borel if for any Borel family of operators {A(A) : A G JR} such that 4(A) € 4(A) for

every X, the function A —> cja(A(A)) is Borel.

With this definition we may define f wa(A(A)) dp(A). This is a number that depends only
on A® G A® and defines a PLF over 4®, which we denote by

VA® G 4® and called the direct integral of the Borel family of PLFs K:AG R}.
The identity in 4® is J9 = f® I dp(A), and if

then the Borel family of PLFs {iuA : A G R} define an NPLF over 4®.

Theorem 23* Let {cuA : A G JR} be a Borel family of PLFs over some Borel family of von

Neumann algebras {4(A) : A G it}, which define the NPLF co® over the decomposable von

Neumann algebra. Then to® is normal if and only if the lox s are normal almost everywhere.

Not only do the tuAs define a PLF <u® on 4®. but we also have the inverse.

Theorem 24* Let 4® be a decomposable von Neumann algebra, and lu a normal PLF on

A®. There exists a Borel family {tuA : A G JR} of normal PLFs on the 4(A)s such that

We say that the PLFs over a decomposable von Neumann algebra are decomposable, and

call u® the decomposition of lo.

Theorem 25 Let 4® be a decomposable von Neumann algebra, (j>® = f® fi(X) dfi(A) a

vector in PL® and lux the PLF defined by

cj(A®) = cu®(A®) = fuox(A(X))d^\)
VA® G 4®.
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This theorem has been adapted from one in [31] (p!80). This enables us to identify the

pure PLFs over the decomposable von Neumann algebra A® with the PLFs u>A, defined

above, when A® = B®, the algebra of all decomposable operators on H®.

1.12.1 Statistical Densities and Statistical Operators

From now on we shall be considering the PLFs over the von Neumann algebra B® of all
bounded decomposable operators on Pi®. We are concerned with giving an alternative

representation of the NPLFs over B® in terms of statistical densities and statistical oper¬

ators, which we will define below and which will find a use in the main text of Chapter
1.

Definition 45 A normal statistical density S is a non-negative real-valued function on R

integrable with respect to the measure p, such that

Definition 46 A singular statistical density is defined to be one that is not normal and
which corresponds to a Dirac delta function, or a convex combination of Dirac delta func¬

tions.

The Dirac delta functions are the usual distributions, which we denote by <5(A — Ao) [10],
and which satisfy the normalisation condition

These delta functions are defined with respect to the measure p. Depending on p. the

delta function could be normal. For example, if the measure p is discrete the delta function
will be just a Kronecker delta. On the other hand, for a continuous measure we have the
usual continuous Dirac delta function, which is not normal. The definition of the singular

statistical densities uses delta functions which are not normal.

Taken together, the above definitions define a statistical density 5(A), such that:

1. 5(A) > 0 VA;

2. fjRS(X) dp(\) = 1.

Lemma 3 Let S'(A) be a normal statistical density and {tuA : A E R} a Borel family of
PLFs. Then S(X)cox is Borel and {o/a = 5(A)u>a : A E JR.} is a Borel family of PLFs.

[ 5(A) dp(X) = 1
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Definition 47 Let 5(A) be a normal statistical density and {-D(A) : A € R} be a Borel

family of density operators. Then the decomposable operator

S® = J@ 5(A)d/z(A) = S{X)D(X)dp(X)
is called a statistical operator.

Theorem 26 Let B® be the von Neumann algebra of all bounded decomposable operators

on TL® and 5® a statistical operator. Then the statistical operator generates a normal

NPLF lo® over B®, defined by

cus®(A®) = tr®(A®S®) = J® trx{A{X)S{X))dp{X)
\/A® e B®.

Corollary 7 A NPLF u® over B® is normal if and only if it is generated by a statistical

operator.

Proof: If cj® is a normal NPLF, it is decomposable into a Borel family of normal PLFs

{tuA : A 6 E} such that /® uix (1(A)) dfx(X) = 1. Each PLF u>x majorises a NPLF ux.

Where S"(A) = uix(I(A)) and 0 < 5(A) < oo with

ojx = S{X)uJx,

5(A) is a normal statistical density, such that

cu® = J ujx dp{A) = J 5(A)u;a dp{A).
As lux is normal, uJx is normal and, therefore, generated by a density operator D{A) on

Tt(A), from which the result follows.

Hence, all normal NPLFs over B® may be represented by a statistical operator; there

is a one-to-one correspondence between statistical operators and normal NPLFs over B®.
Now to the general situation.

Corollary 8 Let {wA : A € R} be a Borel family of normal NPLFs over the decomposable
von Neumann algebra B® and let 5(A) be a statistical density. Then

W® = J 5(A)u/a dp(X)
is a NPLF over B® and:
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1. if 5(A) is normal, us® is normal;

2. if 5(A) is singular, us® is singular;

3. if S(A) = <5(A — Aq) and u>x is generated by a density operator D(X)=, then
u;® is pure.

Proof: cos®, as defined, satisfies all the properties of an NPLF. (1) follows from the previous

corollary. (2): if 5(A) is singular then the integrals above are defined in the manner of
distributions. It follows from the previous corollary that us® is not normal, therefore us®
is singular. (3): If 5(A) = <5(A — A0), this is either normal or singular depending on the
measure /r, and we have

The above defines a subset of NPLFs over B®; for example, we rule out the NPLFs

generated by a statistical density and a singular NPLF . However, for the applications

we shall consider in Chapter 1, this class of NPLFs will suffice and is fully defined by the

above.

o;s® = S{A - A0)cua dp(A) = ,

which is a pure NPLF over B® if u>x is generated by a density operator D(A) =



Chapter 2

Constrained Quantum Systems

and Superselection Rules

In this chapter, we examine constrained quantum system from our perspective of treating

mixed systems, and arrive at a new origin for superselection rules in a system. We are then

able, in some instances, to identify mixed systems with constrained quantum systems.

We begin, in Section 2.1, by reviewing the classical theory of Dirac constraints, where
we start with a Lagrangian for the system, and then pass over to a Hamiltonian description

with constraints arising due to the singular nature of the original Lagrangian [39] (ch8),

[40]. The presentation here allows for a general time-dependence in the Lagrangian and
therefore time-dependent constraints. We consider the important differences that arise as

a result of the explicit time-dependence of the constraints considered here, as compared

to the more usual time-independent constraints first studied by Dirac [41, 42].
In Section 2.2, we consider the form of the quantised constraint theory, where the

constraints are imposed on the quantum system as a supplementary conditions on the

vectors in the Hilbert space 7i. This way of imposing constraints we shall refer to as

a Dirac constraints, with the constraint operators being self-adjoint. It differs from the

Gupta-Bleuler form of constraint [43] (p62), common in quantum field theory, where the
constraints are effectively imposed as conditions on the expectation values of the constraint

operators, and for which the formalism we develop must be applied in a modified form.

In this section we introduce the physical Hilbert spaces TLvhs, spanned by vectors of H
satisfying the constraints, and, to a large extent, replace consideration of the original con-

62
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straints with consideration of the corresponding physical Hilbert spaces and the projectors

P projecting onto them. We can then formulate the requirements for the quantised theory
to be consistent, in terms of the physical Hilbert spaces Hphs and the projectors P. This is
a different approach to that of Dirac [41] (pp34-36), allowing the constraints to be handled
in a simple rigorous manner. But we also obtain the usual consistency requirements; the

quantum analogues to the classical expressions. We end this section by considering the

algebras of first-class operators, which we develop for later use.

Section 2.3 considers the question as to what constitutes an observable of a constrained

quantum system. We are led to identify the set of observables with the set of self-adjoint
first-class operators, which we previously developed in Section 2.2. The main consequence

of this is that a constrained quantum system may be regarded as possessing a superselec-

tion rule. We then develop the theory to show up the equivalence between constrained

quantum systems and mixed systems. Not only are we led to a new origin of superselec-

tion rules, we are also led to the interpretation of mixed systems as constrained quantum

systems.

Finally, we end with some examples and applications of the formalism developed for

handling constrained quantum systems: in Section 2.4, we consider constrained systems of
one degree of freedom, which we shall need for a later chapter; in Section 2.5, we consider

constraints localising the system in a region of space, and see how this leads naturally
to the formulation of quantum mechanics involving local observables and local comoving

evolutions; and in Section 2.6, we re-examine the constraints that arise when we quantise

the electromagnetic field, and the limitations this will place on the set of observables.

2.1 The Classical Theory of Dirac Constraints

Here, we review the classical theory of constraints as formulated by Dirac [41, 42], where

we, however, allow for an explicit time-dependence in the constraints.

We consider a system of N degrees of freedom described by coordinates q = {qn } and

velocity variables q = {<?„}, n = 1 • • • N, and with a Lagrangian

L = L{q,q,t),

which we allow to have an explicit time-dependence.

The Lagrangian enables us to develop the Lagrangian dynamics of the system through
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the Lagrangian equations of motion:

d_ fdL \ _ dL_
dt \dqn) dqn'

Instead, we wish to pass over to the Hamiltonian formalism and so introduce the momen¬

tum variables p = {pn}, defined by
dL

Pn = -K— ■

dqn
In general, the Lagrangian may be such that, instead of the momenta being the usual

independent functions of the velocity qn, the above equations lead to a number M of

independent relations connecting the ps and qs, and which we denote by

Vm{q,P,t) = 0 , m = 1 •• -M.

These are termed primary constraints and are a consequence of the Lagrangian. A La¬

grangian which gives rise to constraints is termed singular [39](ch8), [40]. Because of the

explicit time-dependence of the Lagrangian, the primary constraints may also exhibit an

explicit time-dependence, which we allow for in the above definition. The effect of the

constraints on the system is to reduce the number of independent degrees of freedom from
IV to N — M. For a consistent theory, the primary constraints must be consistent with

the equations of motion. This requirement may lead to yet further constraints, which are

called secondary constraints, and a further reduction in the number of degrees of freedom

for the system.

In the usual way, we form the Hamiltonian
N

H = Y,pnqn-L,
n=1

which will in general also be time-dependent, and then define the total Hamiltonian
M

Ht = H +
m= 1

which we form by adding to the original Hamiltonian any arbitrary multiples of the pri¬

mary constraints. The coefficients um are Lagrangian multipliers to take account of the

constraints, and may be functions of the momenta p and coordinates q.

For any two functions / = f(q,p) and g = g(q,p), we define the Poisson bracket by

\f 1 - V f da d/ df )[L9] dqndpn dpn dqn J

In forming the Poisson brackets we must follow the convention that the Poisson brackets

are worked out before making use of the constraint equations. We introduce the notion of
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weak equations and weak equality such that the constraint equations are weak equations
and are written as

Vm(q,P,t) ~ 0 , m — 1- • • M.

Weak equations hold once we have made use of the constraint equation, as opposed to

strong equations which hold independent of the constraints.

For any function g = g{q,p,t) the equation of motion is
M

dg
g=[g,H}+ um[g,Vm} +

771=1

which on making use of the notion of weak equations, we may write in the following form

i«b.*rl + g.
For the coordinates and momenta, the equations of motion take the form:

.

_ dH dVm
Qn ~

dPn + ^UmdpJrn m—l n

_ dH ^ dgm
Pn ~

dqn ^Urn dqn ■m=1 n

Now we come to check the consistency of the dynamics. For the theory to make sense

the equations of motion must be consistent. This requires that the constraint equations

must be maintained in time, that is,
M

dgm
Vm = [Vm, H] + um' fon, Vm'} + ~ 0.

m =1

This set of equations must hold if the equations of motion are to be consistent. We have
the following possibilities:

1. the equations are inconsistent;

2. the equations are identically satisfied;

3. the equations lead to further secondary constraints;

4. the equations impose conditions on the ums.

The first possibility means that our original Lagrangian equations of motion were

inconsistent; the second that the equations of motion are consistent, with no further

conditions being required on top of the primary constraints. The third possibility leads

to further constraint equations

x(q,p,t) ~ o,
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which must also be maintained in time, leading to more consistency equations:
M a

X — [x» H\ + 53 Um' [x> Vm'] + ~ °>
m'=1

which we treat as before.

Eventually, we will have no further consistency conditions and are left with our original

primary constraints, as well as a number of secondary constraints, and some conditions

on the coefficients um, the fourth of the above possibilities.

Suppose we have a total number K of secondary constraints Xk> with k = 1 ■ ■ ■K.

Define

f r/i for I = 1 • • • M
Vl = S

Xl—M for I — M + 1 • • ■ K + M

Then, taking all the consistency equations together, we get the set of simultaneous equa¬

tions:
M

Vl = VlU H]+^2 um [rii, Tjm] + — « 0
7Tl=l

V/ €E [1 ,M + K], which we solve for um. Let Um(q,p) be a solution to the full set of

equations. We may add to this any solution Va,m(f7,p) of the homogeneous equation
M

[VUVm\ ~ 0,
?n=l

and the result will also be a solution. Therefore, the most general solution will be of the

form
A

um — Um(q,p) 53 VgVq,m(q^p):
a= 1

where there is a total number of A solutions Vatm{q,p) to the homogeneous equations,
with a € [1, A], and where the coefficients va are allowed to be arbitrary functions of time.

Substituting for um into H?, we get

A

HT = H' + Y.vja
a= 1

M

H' = H + 53 umVm
m=1

M

= 5 ^ Va^mVm-
m=l

This then completes the treatment of the dynamics for the constrained system. We see

that the time-dependence of the constraints does not alter the formulation of the theory
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significantly from that given by Dirac [41]. We next consider the classification of the

dynamical variables into first and second-class, where the time-dependence now becomes
more significant.

2.1.1 Classifying the Dynamical Variables

Following Dirac [41] (ppl7-19), we now introduce a classification of the dynamical vari¬
ables which will have particular significance when we quantise our theory and which illus¬

trates the differences between the time-dependent and independent cases. The dynamical

variables are just functions of the coordinates and momenta and represent the classical

observables.

Definition 48 Let R(t) = R{q,p,t) be an arbitrary dynamical variable. R(t) is said to be

first-class at a time t if it has zero Poisson bracket with all the constraints, i.e.,

[.R{t),m{t)] « o

VZ 6 [1 ,M + K], Otherwise, R(t) is said to be second-class.

If R(t) is first-class then [R(t),rji(t)] is weakly zero and it follows that it must be strongly

equal to some linear sum of the constraints, i.e.,

M+K

[R(t),rji{t)]= ]T r[i,{t)ril.{t)
l'=l

VZ € [1,M + K\.
We also have the following theorem, due to Dirac.

Theorem 27 The Poisson bracket of two first-class quantities is also first-class.

This classification of dynamical variables into first and second-class also applies to

the constraints. For instance, the constraints £a, appearing in the general expression for

the total Hamiltonian Ht, are first-class. The significance of the classification of the

constraints into first and second-class shall be dealt with when we come to introduce the

Dirac bracket.

Now, we note the difference that the time-dependence of the constraints makes, by

first giving the situation when the constraints are time-independent.

Theorem 28 When the constraints are time-independent the total Hamiltonians H' and

Ht are first-class.
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This follows from the fact that, in this case, the equations of motion reduce to

fii ~ [rn, Ht] « 0

VZ G [1, M + IF], so that Ht is first-class and, since the £a's are first-class, so is H .

This is totally changed when the constraints are time-dependent.

Theorem 29 When the constraints arc explicitly time-dependent then the total Hamilto-

nians H' and Ht are second-class.

Since now our equations of motion imply

VI ~ [Vl,HT\ ~ tL 0

VZ G [1, M + K], and so Ht cannot be first-class, and so neither can H'.
It may seem a little grandiose to express the above results as theorems; we do so to

highlight this difference between the two cases. The importance of this difference between
the time-dependent constraint theory and the time-independent one, will become more

apparent from its consequences when we quantise the theory.

2.1.2 The Dirac Bracket

When we have second-class constraints in the theory, they always appear in pairs and mean

that some of our degrees of freedom are physically unimportant [41] (p38). For example,
if Xi = Pi and X2 = Qi ~ h(qr,pT,t), where r = 2 • • • IV, then these are second-class
constraints. Here, the first degree of freedom is redundant. If we set these constraints

strongly equal to zero, then all dynamical variables can be expressed solely in terms of
the remaining degrees of freedom {qr,pr}- We would then redefine the Poisson bracket to

exclude the first degree of freedom, to give a perfectly consistent theory. For this example,
this would mean working with functions g = g(qr,pr) and / = f(qr,Pr), and using the
Poisson bracket

[/ g]- = Yr=2W dPr dprdqrl
In general, it is always possible to eliminate second-class constraints, and the redundant

degrees of freedom that result from them, by introducing a new Poisson bracket, called

the Dirac bracket, and then working exclusively with this.

Given the set of second-class constraints {xfc}> we define the matrix c , by:

E\Axk',xk"] = skk„-
k'
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The existence of this matrix is guaranteed [41](p41). We now define a new bracket [•, ■]*
by

[f,g]* = [f,g] - 3/>x*]cfcifc/ bcfc'.s].
k,k'

for any two functions / and g of the qs and ps. This new bracket is the Dirac bracket
and satisfies all the usual Poisson bracket laws, with the additional property that for any

/ = f(q,p) and any second-class constraint Xk

[f,Xk}* = o.

In the algebra defined by the Dirac bracket, the XfcS are therefore first-class. Moreover,

we may put them strongly equal to zero, that is,

Xk = 0,

with no inconsistencies resulting from doing so. Using the Dirac bracket, we thus effectively
remove the second-class constraints from the theory. The second-class constraints are now

strong equations relating the unimportant degrees of freedom to the remaining important

ones, just as in our original example.

When the constraints are time-independent, then, for any function g = g(q,p,t), we

have

{g,HT}n[g,HT}*,

so that

and the equations of motion are the same for the Dirac bracket as for the original one.

This is the familiar situation [41] (p42).
When the constraints are allowed to be time-dependent then

[g, Ht]* = \g, Ht} - b, Xk]ck k, [xk>, HT]
k,k'

~ [g,HT\ + Y^9^Xk]ckk,^~,
k,k'

having substituted from the equations of motion

where the time-dependence means that now the Hamiltonian Ht is no longer first-class.
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Writing the equations of motion in terms of the Dirac bracket, for some function

9 = 9{QiP> 0) we see that their form is modified:

i « b. «t] + | « b.Hr]' - Eb. ^
k,k'

The extra term — k'[#' Afc]0,, fc' ~St~ corresponds to taking the partial derivative of 5 with
respect to time t, after imposing the second-class constraints. Therefore, we introduce the

operation defined by
d*g _dg ^ dxk'
dt dt ^}9,Xk^Ck,k' dtk,k'

for any g — g{q,p,t), corresponding to differentiating with respect to t after imposing
the second-class constraints. In the example already given, with xi — Pi and Xi —

qi — h(qr,pr,t) we would have

d*g
= dpi dg dqx dg dg

dt dt dpi dt dqi dt
dh dg dg
dt dqi dt'

We may now use ^ to write the equations of motion in the form:
• r rr 1* d*9

Therefore, using the Dirac bracket we may eliminate the second-class constraints from
our classical theory.

2.1.3 The Hamiltonian as a Starting Point

Instead of starting with the Lagrangian formulation of our system, we could start with the

Hamiltonian formulation and a Hamiltonian H, which may be explicitly time-dependent

[42] (pl41). We would then assume a set of weak equations connecting the qs and ps:

Vm(q,P,t) S3 0

m € [1 ,M], which would be our primary constraints. This offers a slight generalisation
of the preceding theory, as now the constraints do not depend on a Lagrangian for their

existence and so a larger class of constraint is allowed. As with the constraints arising

from a Lagrangian, the constraints must be consistent with the equations of motion, and,

just as we did before, we introduce the total Hamiltonian
M

Ht = H + ^ ] UrnVmi
m= 1
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where the coefficients um are Lagrangian multipliers introduced to take into account the
effect of the constraints on the evolution of the system. The consistency of the equations of
motion may then lead to further constraints, and everything proceeds as before; it is just

that this time our primary constraints have a more general form. Once we are satisfied

that our system is indeed consistent, we may then add to the original Hamiltonian all

the first-class constraints of the theory, to use as the total Hamiltonian, to give the most

general formulation of the theory.
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2.2 The Quantised Theory of Constraints

In this section we quantise the classical constraint theory, whether the constraints arise
from an original Lagrangian or a more general Hamiltonian approach.

To get the quantised constraint theory we take the classical theory and attempt to

replace our classical dynamical variables with operators on some appropriate Hilbert space

7i, in such a way that the resulting quantum theory is consistent. The Poisson brackets

of the classical theory are replaced by commutation relations and the algebraic structure

of the classical theory is transferred to the quantum theory.

The constraints are now operators rfi(t) on H which, in general, have an explicit time-

dependence. Let us suppose that we have J such constraints, which, following Dirac

[41] (p34), we impose on the vectors x/jt of H, by requiring that

fji(t)ipt = 0

V / € [1, J]. As mentioned previously, this is not the only way that constraints are imposed
on quantum systems. It is common practice in field theory to use, what amount to, the
conditions:

{H>t | ) = 0.

This is a weaker constraint on the system than that of Dirac and has less of an analogy
to the classical constraint. We will come back to this point later when we re-examine the

quantisation of the electromagnetic field.

With the quantised Dirac constraint, the constraints place a restriction on the vectors

in the Hilbert space Ti. that may represent states. The states are defined to correspond to

those vectors on which the constraint holds. These vectors we refer to as physical vectors

and they span a subspace of 7i which we call the physical Hilbert space "Hphsit), define by

nphs(t) = {ipt € H : = 0, V/ € [1, J]},

where, because of the possible explicit time-dependence of the constraints, the set of

physical vectors, and hence the physical Hilbert space, will in general change with time.

This corresponds closely with the classical situation, where only a subspace of the whole

phase space is accessible to the system; only a certain set of points in the phase space may

represent states of the system, all other points for which the constraints are not satisfied

are excluded; they are not realisable for the system and so cannot be states of the system.
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Our first requirement for a consistent quantum theory is that all the constraints hold

simultaneously [41](p34), implying that

\/ip G Hphs{t) and VI, l' G [1, J], where now [•, •] is the quantum mechanical commutator.
This is just the quantised version of the condition for the constraints to be first-class.

So, for a consistent quantum theory, all the constraints must be first-class. Thus, we are

assuming that if there were any second-class constraints in the original classical theory, we

have effectively removed them by reformulating the theory in terms of the Dirac bracket
and that it is this formulation of the classical theory that we quantise. If we are to impose

no further restriction on the set of physical vectors, this means that

[VhVi'} =
l"

where the coefficients ^ are, in fact, operators which we must be able to arrange on

the left hand side for the theory to be consistent.

Our second requirement is for a consistent dynamics.

2.2.1 The Dynamics

The system evolves according to the Schrodinger equation

%n~tt =

where Hj-{t) is the quantised total Hamiltonian which will, in general, be explicitly time-

dependent. Alternatively, we may introduce the unitary operator valued functions U(t, to),
to act as time evolution operators, where [/(t, to) is such that:

1. [/(to,to) = 1;

2. U(t,ti)U(ti,to) = U(t,t0);

3 s-lim = s-lim = _ < gTm.

With Ut = U(t, 0) and ipt = Utip, then (2.) and (3.) imply

Vipt £ ,fy We thus get back the Schrodinger equation [9] (p292).
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To attempt to give an explicit representation of U(t,to) is complicated by the fact

that, in general, Hr(t) and Ht(t ) do not commute for t ^ t [9](p372). When Hr{t) and

Hr{t) do commute, we have no problem defining the evolution operator

U{t, to) = exp HT(t)dtj.
When Hx(t) and Hx(t) do not commute, we write

U(t,t0) = f exp HT(t)dtj,
where now the integral is a time-ordered integral and T is a time order operator [9] (p372).
In general, we split the interval [to, t] into the smaller intervals [tj-i, tj], j = 1 • • ■ n, with

6 = max{|t — t„|, |tj — tj-1| , j = 1 • • ■ n},

and define

U{t, t0) = n?= l exP3 =
6—+o

- tj-1)

where the order in the operator product is essential. Under suitable conditions on Hr(t)

(such as the existence of a common domain of definition for all Hxit)) it can be shown
that the above does indeed define U(t, to) [46], and that it reduces to the usual form when
the Hamiltonians with different values of the time parameter commute.

For a consistent dynamics, the constraints should be maintained in time. At each

instant the constraints hold on a generally different set of physical vectors. The system

should evolve from physical vectors at one instant into physical vectors at another. This

means that a vector ipt0 £ tiphs(to) should map into a vector tpt £ 7~tphs(t)- That is,

U(t, t0) : Hphs{to) —» Hphs{t), by ipto € Hphs(t0) —> ipt e Hvhs{t),

where ijjt = [/(Mo)Vv
Let us introduce the projection operator Pit) on 77, which projects onto Hphs{t). Thus

we may write

Kphsit) = {ipt G 77 : P{t)ipt = tpt}-

We have a whole family of such projectors, one for each t € R■ We may now state our

requirement for a consistent evolution in the form below.

Theorem 30 Let P(t) be the projector onto the physical Hilbert space Hphs(t) for each
instant of time t. Then, for a consistent dynamics corresponding to the evolution operators

U(t,to), the projectors will be related by

P(t) = U{t,to)P(t0)U(t0,t)
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Vt, to s -R.

Notice that we can largely replace consideration of the set of constraints {fji(t), I G [1, J]}
with the set of projectors P(t) and, in fact, we can introduce the single constraint operator

fj{t) = P(t) - 1,

such that

rj{t)^t = 0,

Vi/>t G Hphs(t).
Let us now attempt to recover the analogous expressions to those of the classical theory.

If ip € Tiphsi0), then
fji{0)ip = 0

V7 G [1, J], and, for a consistent theory, at each later instant of time t, ipt = Ut4> must be
in Hphs{t), thus

= 0

V/ 6 [1, J]. A necessary condition for this to hold for all time t G R is that

jf + = o
Vt G JR. Making use of the Schrodinger equation, this becomes

{ ^ ~|= o,
and where = 0, adding this to the above gives

€ Hph,s(t) and Vt G JR. This is just the quantum version of the classical expression we

met previously. If this is to impose no further conditions on the physical vectors, then we

must have

|-^[m{t),HT(t)} + |^7i(*)} =
Vt G JR, where, again, the coefficients ht ^ will in general be operators and we have to
make sure that they appear on the left of the constraints.

This completes the treatment of the dynamics. With a little luck, the results of the

classical constraint theory can be transferred in a straightforward manner to the quantised

theory.
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2.2.2 First-Class Operators

From now on we assume that we have a fully consistent quantised constraint theory.
We have seen how the constraints determine a set of physical Hilbert spaces Hphs{t),

related unitarily by the evolution operators, such that: where P(t) is the projection onto

Hphs(t) f°r each t, the projections at any two times, t and to, are related by

P{t) = U{t,to)P(to)U{to,t).

We now consider the set of first-class operators at each instant of time. An operator A € B

is first-class at a time t if

[rii(t),A\ipt = 0

VZ 6 [1, J] and Vipt € 7fp/,s(t), which, if we are to impose no further constraints on

i/j € Tlvhs{t), means that

[rji{t),A] =
l'

This last expression allows us to define the first-class operators in a purely algebraic

manner, with no reference to an explicit representation on a Hilbert space; a fact that will

prove useful later. However, this as a definition of first-class operators is a little awkward
to work with. Let us use the fact that for many applications we can replace consideration
of the constraints with consideration of the projectors P(t), to simplify matters.

Notice that if A is first-class at a time t, then

rji{t)Aipt = 0

VZ € [1, J] and \/ipt € Hphs{t), that is, Aipt € HphS{t) WH € 7~tphs{t)- The first-class
operators leave the physical Hilbert spaces invariant. Of particular interest are the self-

adjoint first-class operators; their importance will be made clear in the next section. Let

us develop their theory a little further.

If A is self-adjoint, the above will then imply [47] (pl28)

[P(t),A} = 0.

The self-adjoint first-class operators at a time t are, therefore, those operators in B for

which Hphs{t) is a reducing subspace [47](pl28), and, consequently, we can decompose
them as

-T — Aphs(t) ®t
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where AphS{t) acts on Lipks{t) and Aphs(t) acts on Hphs(t), the orthogonal complement
of T~LPhs{t) in 'H [4]. The decomposition will generally change with time; an operator
first-class at a different time t will in general induce a different decomposition of Tt.

The set of all self-adjoint first-class operators at a time t generates an algebra A(t),
which we can write as

A{t) = {A&B : [A,P(t)] = 0} = {P(t)}\

and which we shall refer to from now on as, simply, the algebra of first-class operators.

Its elements are not all self-adjoint and it may be equivalently characterised by the fact

that, for A to be in At, both A and its adjoint A* must leave 7~lphs(t) invariant. This is a

von Neumann subalgbera of B and is decomposable into Aphs{t) and Aphs(t), such that

A(t) = Aphs{t) @tA£ha(t).
The algebra Aphs(t) consists of operators Aphs(t) acting on 7iphS(t), and will be referred
to as the algebra of physical operators at the time t, its elements being referred to as phys¬

ical operators. The orthogonal complement algebra Aphs(t) is the algebra of unphysical
operators. The extension of Aphs{t) to the algebra of operators acting as the zero operator
on Ttpha{t) may also be defined, and to avoid introducing additional notation shall also be
denoted by AphS{t), the meaning of the notation being appropriate to the context. We do
likewise with the algebra Aphs(t). These algebras are each subalgebras of the algebra of
first-class operators at the time t: they each consist of first-class operators. The algebra

Aphs(t) consists of operators which effectively act as the zero operator on the physical
vectors and so is not very interesting. The algebra Aphs{t) is the important part of Aft),
the significance of which will be explored in the next section.

Because of the possible time-dependence of the constraints, we will in general get a

different algebra of first-class operators for each instant of time t. Where

U(t,t0)A{t0)U(t0,t) = U(t,to){P(t0)}'U(to,t)
=

due to the consistency relation P(t) = U(t,to)P(to)U(to,t), we have the following result:

Theorem 31 Let A(t) be the algebra of first-class operators at the time t and U(t,to) be

the evolution operators generating a consistent dynamics. Then the algebras of first-class

operators at any two instants of time t, to £ R are related by

Aft) = U(t,to)A(t0)U(to,t).
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There is an obvious corollary to the above theorem.

Corollary 9 The algebras of physical operators are related by

<Aph.s(f) ~ U ft,to)Apys{to)Ufto,t)

Vf, t0 € JR.

Since A{t) is decomposable and since the evolution is consistent and so U(t, to): TLphsfto) —

ftPhs(t).

Thus, in general, at each instant of time the pair {A(t),7i} forms a representation of
first-class operators and, similarly, {Aphs{t) ,TLphsft)} forms a representation of physical
operators. The evolution operators act as ^isomorphisms between the representations at

different times [17] (p43).

The Evolution as an Automorphism

In the general scheme, the algebra of first-class operators changes with time and the

evolution operator acts as a *-isomorphism between the algebras at different times. We

end this section by introducing an idea which will be considered in more detail later, where

its proper significance will become apparent.

We wish to find an algebra of first-class operators on which the evolution acts as an

automorphism, that is, where the evolution operators map the algebra back into itself.

Since the individual algebras A(t) change with time, these clearly won't do. On the other

hand, the algebra consisting of operators common to all the A(t)s would.
Let us define the algebra

A = ntA(t)

= {A&B-, [A,P(t)] = 0, VteK},

consisting of operators which are first-class for all time. This is an algebra on which the

evolution acts as an automorphism. In general, if we were to use this algebra in place of

the Aft)s we would be placing severe restriction on the set of first-class operators we were

considering. Let us look for an optimum situation. We have already indicated that not

all operators in Aft) are of equal importance; the algebra of physical operators Aphs^) is
the physically important part of Aft), as will be made clear in the next section.

Let us define the algebra

■Aphs = UtAphsit)
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of operators realisable as a physical operator at some instant. This is another algebra on

which the evolution operators act as an automorphism. The optimum situation is when

A 5 -A-phst

as then we have in A an algebra of first-class operators on which the evolution acts as an

automorphism, and which contains all the physical operators.

Theorem 32 Let A and Aphs be defined as above and let P(t) be the projector onto the
physical Hilbert space TLphs(f) for each instant of time t G JR. Then

A 2 -Aphs

if and only if P(t)P(t) = 0 or P(t) = P{t') when t t , i.e., the physical Hilbert spaces

are mutually orthogonal or they are the same.

That P(t)P(t') = 0 or P(t) = P{t) when t ^ t => A 5 Aphs is trivial. To see the converse

note that A 2 ■A.phs => Aphs(t) C A(t) Vt,t' G R and thus that an operator A G AphS{t)
is simultaneously decomposable in the form A = Aphs{t ) ©f/ A^hs{t) for each t € JR.
But each Aphs(t) consists of all bounded operators on the corresponding physical Hilbert
space TCphs{t) and is, therefore, indecomposable in Hphs{t)• For this to be compatible with
the decomposition given above either TCphs{t) — TCphs(t) or TLphsif) H Ttphs{t') — 0 f°r ah
t, t € JR, hence the result.

Note we can have the equality A = Avhs only when the set of all physical vectors spans

the entire Hilbert space Tt.

This theorem defines the system we shall be interested in for the remains of this section.

Before proceeding further, let us mention yet another algebra of first-class operators

which shall prove useful later:

Ac(t) = {A G B : A = [A,fji(t)} = 0, VZ G [1, J]

This is the von Neumann algebra generated by the self-adjoint first-class operators on 7i.

that commute strongly with all the constraints at a time t. This algebra is decomposable

as

Ac(t) — Aphs{t) ©t Ac (t),

where Aphs{t) is the algebra of physical operators at the time t and A^ft) C Aphs(t) is the
algebra of all the unphysical operators that commute with the constraints on the Hpha{t).
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From this we then define

Ac = UfAc(t) 3 Aphsi

where Aphs — UtAphs(t), as before. We then consider systems that satisfy

A 2 Ac.

We see that A 2 Ac => A 5 Aphs■ So this condition also defines an algebra A containing
all the physical operators and on which the evolution acts as an automorphism. The
condition A Ac is a slightly more stringent condition than A 2 Avhs ; we do not
have the reverse implication. However, in the next section we will have cause to consider

systems for which this condition holds; it has the advantage that it allows for a completely

algebraic definition, without reference to specific vectors in the Hilbert space H.

To continue, when .4 D Aphs then the physical operators are first-class for all time and
the Hilbert space H is simultaneously decomposable into the 7iphs(t) subspaces. We thus
have the decomposition

W = 1-lphs © Kphs,

where

Uphs = ®t^-phsify

and Ti-phg is its orthogonal complement, with the direct sum being understood to include
only once any physical Hilbert spaces that happen to be the same. We also have the

corresponding decomposition of the algebra A:

A = Aphs © Aphs-

Now since U(t,to) acts as an automorphism of Aphs, it leaves 'Hphs invariant, as does
its adjoint, and so U(t, to) is decomposable into Uphs{t, to) on Hphs and U^~hs(t, to) on Hphs,
i.e.,

U{t,to) = Uph3(t, to) 0 Uphs(t, t0).
Note that the result from classical theory carries over into the quantised version; for a

time-dependent constraint, U(t,to) and its generator Ht are not first-class and so no

further decomposition of U(t,to) within Hphs is possible.
In the above treatment we have basically ignore the properties of the evolution op¬

erators; we simply assumed that the dynamics was consistent. However, the fact that
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U(t, to) is strongly continuous in t and to would require, for a consistent theory, a contin¬
uous Hilbert space decomposition. This we leave to a later section; the above suffices to

illustrate the general principle.

A trivial special case is when the constraints are time-independent. Then, Hphs{t) =

Tiphs, P(t) = P and A(t) = A. that is, we have one time-independent physical Hilbert
space and one time-independent algebra of first-class operators. In this case, U(t, to) and

its generator Ht are both first-class.

2.2.3 Quantum Constraints

We end this section by mentioning that, if we wish, we may forgo any initial classical
treatment and start with our quantum system. We then impose constraints directly on this

system, by defining appropriate constraint operators without any reference to a classical

constraint theory.

In general, starting with a classical theory is convenient, since it is simpler than the
full quantised theory and gives us an indication of how the quantised theory will behave.

For example, if the classical equations of motion are not consistent, it is unlikely that the

quantised theory will be consistent; and if the classical system is consistent, this provides
a good indication that the corresponding quantised theory will be, also.

If we start with a quantum constraint theory, then we still require the consistency

of the theory, only we now have no classical theory to guide us. The formalism we have

developed above, and will continue to develop in the remainder of this chapter, by referring

almost exclusively to the physical Hilbert spaces, frees us from the particular form of the

theory giving rise to the constraints and allows a more flexible treatment. It allows us to

consider quite general quantum constraints and check their consistency. An example will

be given, later, when we consider a constraint that leads naturally to the formulation of

quantum mechanics employing local observables and local comoving evolutions.
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2.3 Observables of a Constrained Quantum System: The

Origin of a Superselection Rule

We have seen how the results of the classical constraint theory carry over into the quantum

theory; how the constraint equations place a restriction on the vectors of H that represent

states. We will now argue that there is a corresponding restriction on the set of self-adjoint

operators on 7i that may represent observables and that this restriction is in fact to the
set of self-adjoint first-class operators, and amounts to a superselection rule.

We begin by considering the time-independent theory, where the constraints are time-

independent and, therefore, we have one time-independent physical Hilbert space and

one time-independent set of first-class operators. We then consider families of time-

independent constraints and show that under appropriate conditions such families are

equivalent to mixed systems. Finally, we consider systems with time-dependent con¬

straints.

2.3.1 Time-Independent Theory: Families of Constraints and Mixed

Systems

In the standard quantum theory, without constraints, any self-adjoint operator on Ti would

represent, in principle at least, an observable and, also, any vector in 7i would represent

a state. In a constrained quantum system only the physical vectors, those in T~tphs, may

represent states.

This situation, where not all vectors in H represent states of the system, is familiar

from our experience of superselection rules and mixed systems [2](pp45-51). The Hilbert

space is partitioned by the constraints into Hphs and Hphs, with

H = 'Hphs © Hphs >

where ~H^hs is the orthogonal complement of Hphs, and the states of the system are realised
in Hphs- The similarity between the situation here and that with a mixed system, suggests
the corresponding result concerning the observables of the system. We are led to employ

the same arguments, here, for the observables of a constrained quantum system, as are

used when discussing the observables in systems possessing superselection rules.

A self-adjoint operator A on H having non vanishing matrix elements between vectors

ip £ Ttphs and <p £ H^hs, i.e.
{l/> | A</>) y± 0,
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will utilise in its spectral decomposition vectors that are. in general, a superposition of
vectors in hiphs and vectors in Hphs. These are not states, only vectors in Hphs represent
states, and so A cannot represent an observable [2] (p46).

An observable acting on a state should leave the system in an other state, that is, the

corresponding self-adjoint operator should map physical vectors into physical vectors, thus

fjiAip = Afjiip = 0

Vi/> 6 Ti-phs and V/ € [1, J], which implies

[Vl,A\ip = 0

Vip € Hphs and V/ € [1, J], or

i'

VZ e [1, J], for some observable represented by A.
If A represents an observable, and we make a measurement of A in some state, then,

according to the projection postulate, the physical vector representing the state will col¬

lapse onto an eigenvector of A and this should also correspond to a state, otherwise the

act of measurement can be regarded as having destroyed the system.

Each of these arguments has the same result: the set of operators representing observ-

ables is therefore limited to the set of first-class self-adjoint operators on hi. We are thus
led to make the following postulate, which we give in two forms.

Postulate 3 In a constrained quantum system the observables are represented by self-

adjoint operators that leave the physical Hilbert space hiphs invariant.

This identifies the algebra of observables with the algebra A of first-class operators, intro¬

duced earlier, and so we have equivalently:

Postulate 4 In a constrained quantum system the observables are represented by self-

adjoint elements of A.

The first form may be compared directly to the postulate for observables in a system

possessing a discrete superselection rule [4]; the physical Hilbert spaces would correspond
to supersectors. The second form allows for a generalisation of theory to include con¬

strained systems with physical vectors corresponding to generalised eigenfunctions of the

constraint operators. In either form, the postulate allows us to define a common set of

observables for a family of constrained systems, which we shall be considering later; for
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a single constrained quantum system it is sufficient to identify the observables with the

physical operators Aphs and to work on Hphs, instead of H.
We have, in effect, a superselection rule in operation with the supersectors determined

by the constraints. In the event that the constraint operators do not commute on H,

we define as a superselection operator the projector P, which projects onto the physical
Hilbert space Hphs• This commutes on H with all the constraints and also all the self-
adjoint first-class operators. We have a situation similar to that which arises when we

require the permutation invariance of IV > 2 particles. There the permutation operators do
not commute and we look for a set of maximal commuting operators, operators commuting
with each other and all the permutation operators, to act as superselectors [15] (p398).

The algebra of observables can therefore be written as

A® = {P}'.

Under the superselection rule we have the decomposition

n® = Hphs © Khs,
with pure vectors1

^phs = ^Vhs® Ophs'

^phs® = 0phs®1pphs,

and observables of the form

-<4® = Aphs © Aphg,
and with the evolution operators

U(t, t0) = Uphs(t, t0) © Upha(t, t0).

The system is, in fact, realised on Hphs; the Hilbert space H®hs we regard as an arbitrary
auxiliary system, which we could discard, but shall retain for the moment.

Families of Constraints and Mixed Systems

We have already indicated that constrained quantum systems are, in effect, mixed systems,

that is, they possess a superselection rule. We now wish to explore this correspondence

more fully. Here we will consider families

{ {Vl(ty '■ i G [1, JJ}, A € }
1 where 0phs and Q^hs are the zero vectors on Hpha and Hphs respectively
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of constraints parametrised by some real number A belonging to a set Q, to be specified, and
we will see that under appropriate conditions these families of constraints are equivalent
to mixed systems.

The time-dependent constraints we met in the last section are an example of such a

family of constraints; there, A — t and Q = R. The treatment given there is the prototype

for our treatment here, although here we assume all our constraints are time-independent.

For each A we will have a set of constraints {?7;(A) : I 6 [1, JA]}, determining a

corresponding physical Hilbert space Hpils{\). We thus have a family {HphsW : A G f)}
of physical Hilbert spaces, each representing a separate constrained quantum system and

on which the observables are realised as self-adjoint physical operators.

For each A the Hilbert space is decomposed as

w = uphsw ©a uphswi

with the corresponding decomposition of the algebra of first-class operators

.4(A) — Aphs(A) ©a Aphs(A),

the decomposition depending on A, as indicated by ©a-

Our postulate regarding the observables of a constrained quantum system identifies

observables with the self-adjoint elements of the algebra of first-class operators for that

system. This allows us to define a common set of observables for a family of constrained

quantum systems; for each individual system the observables being realised on the phys¬

ical Hilbert space as self-adjoint physical operators. We define an algebra of first-class

operators common to all the constrained quantum systems, by

A = nA.4(A).

For this to be acceptable as a common algebra of observables it must contain all the

physical operators. The algebra of all physical operators realisable for some system is

defined by

aphs = Ua*4p/is(A).

Thus, we may state the condition for the family of constraints to have an acceptable

common algebra of observables as

A ^ Aphs •

This is just the condition, introduced in the last section, for a system with time-dependent
constraints to have a common algebra of first-class operators on which the evolution acts
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as an automorphism. As there, this condition implies that the physical Hilbert spaces

TLphs(^) are mutually orthogonal or the same; they may not partially intersect.

Definition 49 A family of constraints for which the corresponding physical Hilbert spaces

are mutually orthogonal (or possibly the same) we call an orthogonal family of constraints.

For such a family of constraints A 2 Avhs md A defines a common algebra of observables.

For an orthogonal family of constraints, the Hilbert space is decomposed as

Ft = hiphs © Hphs,

where Ftphs = ®\Fiphs{F), and the direct sum is formed so that any physical Hilbert spaces

that happen to be the same are included only once. The corresponding decomposition of

the algebra of observables is of the form:

A — Aphs © Aphs •

If the physical vectors span the whole Hilbert space Ft. then we have the simpler situation

where the decomposition is given by

Fl = FCphs — ®\HphsW

A = Aphs = ®\Aphs (A) •

For an orthogonal family of constraints, as is implicit in the above, the real number

A parametrising the family must belong to a set fI with a discrete set of values. The

observables are realised in A as self-adjoint decomposable operators. The centre C(A) of
A corresponds to the algebra of diagonalisable operators. Where P(A) is the projector

onto 7iphs(A), we may define an operator

A = ^AP(A)
A

which is a, possibly unbounded, self-adjoint first-class operator which generates the centre

of A. that is, C(A) = {A} . The algebra of observables A contains all physical operators

and thus all decomposable operators and so may be written as

A = {A}'.

An orthogonal family of constraints is equivalent to a mixed system possessing a discrete

superselection rule; physical vectors correspond to pure vectors and the physical Hilbert

spaces to supersectors.
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We would wish for a more general correspondence between families of constraints and
mixed systems. We wish to generalise the above result to include the possibility of con¬

tinuous Hilbert space decomposition, which would then correspond to a mixed system

possessing a continuous superselection rule. To do so we would have to allow physical vec¬

tors which are no longer elements of 7i, but which correspond to generalised eigenvectors

of the constraint operators, corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. The previous considera¬
tions only apply formally to this case. The physical Hilbert spaces would no longer be

subspaces of the physical vectors corresponding to generalised eigenvectors would not

be elements of H.

We can avoid this problem by concentrating on the algebraic properties of the con¬

strained systems; avoiding explicit reference to the physical vectors or physical Hilbert

spaces. This will entail a slightly different approach than that used above, and with added

complications. We give this approach in outline below and indicate how it reduces to the

previous case.

For an operator A € B to be first-class with respect to the set of constraints {77;(A) :

I g [1, Jx]} it must satisfy the strong equations

[A,fji(X)} = Yl*l,l'WfyW
I

VZ G [1, Jx\. We may use this set of operator equations to define the algebra of first-class
operators, instead of the previous definition using the P(A)s. The two definitions should

usually agree, however, we wish to generalise the theory to allow physical vectors which

amount to generalised eigenvectors, and are thus not elements of the Hilbert space Ti and

so the P(A)s do not properly exist. The above condition allows us to define the algebra of
first-class operators in a purely algebraic manner, without any reference to any particular
set of vectors in the Hilbert space.

Bearing in mind that the algebra of first-class operators is defined to be the algebra

generated by the self-adjoint first-class operators, we have

-4(A) = {Ag£: A = AU, [!,77i(A)] = 2al,,/(A)%(A), VZ g [1, Jx] }".
1'

This definition ensures that -4(A) is a von Neumann algebra. For each A the set of con¬

straints defines a constrained quantum system, and -4(A), so defined, is the corresponding

algebra of first-class operators, which we identify with the algebra of observables. There

is no way to define the algebra of physical operators without reference to physical vectors.
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Instead, for each A we introduce an algebra

Ac(X) = {AeB: A=lt; [A, fji(\)] = 0, Vle[l,Jx}}",

consisting of first-class operators that commute strongly with the constraints, as the next

best thing. An important property of this algebra is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 33 Let 4(A) and 4C(A) be the von Neumann algebras defined above then

4(A) D 4(A).

To obtain this result we note that 4[,(A), the commutant of 4C(A), consists of all operators

A G B which commute with all self-adjoint operators C G B which commute with all the
constraint operators in the set {fjfiA) : I £ [1, JJ }, that is

[A, C] = 0 VC,

the operators C being as defined above. From this it follows that

[{A,C],ffi(X)] = 0 VI, C,

which by the Jacobi identity [41] (plO) implies that

[A,[c,m(x)]} + [c,MX),A}} = o, vi, c.

The first term above is zero since [C, i?i(A)] = 0 Vl,C, and for the second term to vanish
for all I and C requires that A be first-class, i.e.,

«!,/' *7i' (A)
l'

VI. The same is true for the adjoint A^ of A and therefore A € 4(A), i.e., A'c(A) C 4(A).
Working in analogy with our treatment of orthogonal families of constraints, we intro¬

duce the algebra

4 = nA4(A)

of operators first-class for every A. This is a common algebra of observables for our family

of constrained systems; we wish to make sure that it is not physically vacuous. Previously

we imposed the condition that

4 ^ Aphs,

which ensured that we considered families of constraints for which the common algebra
4 contained all the physically relevant operators. Now, we must us a different condition,
since we may not in general define Aphs•
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Here, instead, we form the algebra

Ac — Ua»4c(A),

consisting of first-class operators that commute strongly with at least one set of constraints

in the family, and impose the condition

A ^ Ac-

Where Ac = Ua-4c(A) then its commutant is Xc = {Ua-4c(A)} = jriA^c(^)} [30](p2),
and from the previous theorem we have the following important corollary.

Corollary 10 Let Ac and A be the von Neumann algebras defined above then

A D A'c.

In the discussion of algebras of first-class operators at the end of the last section we

mentioned a similar algebra. When AphS can be defined; when all the physical vectors
exist as elements of hi, then

A 3 Ac A ^ Aphs i

and so A makes sense as an algebra of observables, although the condition A 3 Ac is a

more stringent condition on the system than A 3 Avhs, which is why we did not use it
before.

Definition 50 A family {{i?/(A) : / G [1, JJ} A G fl} for which

A ^ Ac

we call a compatible family of constraints and define the algebra A to be the common

algebra of observables.

This definition includes orthogonal families of constraints as a special case and allows the

required generalisation to include continuous Hilbert space decomposition.

For a compatible family of constraints, so defined, the algebra of observables is A,

and we find its centre C(A) = A n A'. This is an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of A
and can therefore be generated by a single self-adjoint operator A e 5 (by Theorem 10 of

Appendix A), that is

C(Al) = {£}".
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By the corollary above A D Xc, which implies that Ac 2 At, and with the condition
A jX Ac this means that A 2 X and therefore C(A) = X, or equivalently A = C{X) .

The centre C(A) is maximal abelian in X [30] (p!2) and

•A. - {A}',

which is the analogous situation to the previous case of orthogonal families of constraints.

There then exists a direct integral Hilbert space H® = f® ht(X) dp(A) and an isomorphism
from hi to hi®, transforming A into B®, the algebra of all decomposable operators and

C(A) into Z®, the algebra of diagonalisable operators (by Theorem 22 of Appendix B),
that is:

The condition A XX Ac should ensure that this decomposition is non-trivial. We identify

the physical Hilbert spaces with the 7i(X)s and the physical vectors with the pure NPLFs
over the algebra B® of all bounded decomposable operators.

When the physical vectors are elements of hi, then the above will reduce to the previous

discrete decomposition for an orthogonal family of constraints, the measure /i being such

that the direct integral reduces to a direct sum.

In general, then, a compatible family of constraints is equivalent to a mixed system

and certainly the converse is true: we can always represent a mixed system as a compatible

family of constrained quantum systems. Not only do constraints, as we have treated them

here, provide a new origin of superselection rules, but, also, they provide an interpretation

of a general mixed system as a compatible family of constrained quantum systems.

2.3.2 Time-Dependent Theory

We now move on to consider the issue as to what constitutes an observable for a constrained

quantum system when the constraints depend explicitly on time. The arguments of the

time-independent theory apply, here, at each instant of time t, such that the observable

quantities at each instant are represented by the first-class self-adjoint operators at that

instant. As such, the set of observables will change with time. We, therefore, introduce a

more general postulate of the set of observables, again in two forms.

Postulate 5 In a constrained quantum system the observables at a time t are represented

by the self-adjoint operators that leave the physical Hilbert space hiphs(t) invariant.
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This definition encompasses the time-independent case as a special case, and identifies
the algebra of observables at a time t with the algebra of first-class operators A(t). So,

equivalently, we have the following postulate.

Postulate 6 In a constrained quantum system the obscrvablcs at a time t are represented

by the self-adjoint elements of Aft).

In the second form, the postulate allows a generalisation of the theory along the lines
of that already introduced for the time-independent theory with the idea of compatible
families of constraints.

At each instant of time t the Hilbert space is decomposed as

H — 7~tphs{t) ©j ttphs(f')'

with the corresponding decomposition of the set of first-class operators

A = Aphs{t) ®t Aphs{t),

the decomposition depending on f, as indicated by the use of ©t. We have a superselection
rule in operation with superselector P(t), the projector onto Hphs{t), and with the system
realised on Hphsit) at each instant; 7iphs(t) representing some auxiliary system.

This is the general situation. We have an algebra of realisable observables Aphs =

UtAhsft), and a set of realisations Aphs{t) on Hphs{t), at each instant of time t, which are

related by the evolution acting as a *-isomorphism. An example of this general situation

will be presented, later, when we reconsider, from the perspective of a constrained quantum

system, a formulation of quantum mechanics that makes use of local observables and local

comoving evolutions [49, 51].

The Evolution as an Automorphism

There is little more we can say about the general situation, so we return to the problem

touched on at the end of the last section: we look for an appropriate algebra of first-
class operators to represent an algebra of observables upon which the evolution acts as

an automorphism. As we indicated when we previously considered automorphisms over

algebras of first-class operators, the discrete Hilbert space decomposition used there is

not, in general, compatible with the strong continuity of the evolution operators. We will

meet an example which illustrates this fact in a later chapter, when we apply the theory,

developed here, to describe a simple superconducting system.
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Here, we use the idea of compatible families of constraints to reformulate the previous

theory.

The time-dependent constraints form a family

{{m- * e [1, J]} : t&R}}-

Let us define the algebras

A = r\tA{t),

Ac = UtAc(t),

where

A(t) = {Ae B : A = A* ■ [A,fji(t)] = 5^2// VZ € [1, J] }"
i'

Ac(t) = {AeB: A = $', [A,m(t)}=0, VZe[l,J]}".

Then with the imposition of the condition

the time-dependent constraints form a compatible family of constraints and the algebra

A, so defined, provides a suitable algebra of observables over which the evolution acts as

an automorphism.

The centre of A provides us with an abelian von Neumann algebra over which to

decompose the system, with

BL —> H® =
xJ

A —► B® = J® B{\)d/i(\).
The physical Hilbert spaces we identify with the H(A)s; the algebras of physical operators

with the B{A)s and the physical vectors with the pure NPLFs over the algebra B® of all

bounded decomposable operators.

The system is of the form of a mixed system. The evolution U(t,to) acts as an auto¬

morphism on the algebra of observables and is generated by a generally time-dependent

Hamiltonian, which is not first-class, and hence not decomposable, and thus is not an

observable.

For the evolution to be consistent, in general we must have

=

= "5M(^®)
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VA® € B®, where en® is a pure NPLF over B® which we have identified with a physical

vector in the physical Hilbert space 7t(A), which is not in general a subspace of H®. The
above condition is then formally equivalent to the condition

Ut: ip € Hphs(0) —+A = Utip € Hphsit),

that we met previously.
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2.4 Constraints in a System of One Degree of Freedom

In this section, we illustrate the constraint formalism by considering a simple example:

a system of one degree of freedom described by the phase space coordinates (q,p) and

subject to a constraint arising from an original Lagrangian. We shall start by commenting

on the general situation for such systems, before moving on to consider a simpler situation,

on which we will illustrate some of the main points of our general formalism, and where

we introduce the notion of direct integral quantisation, as a short cut to achieving the
final quantised theory.

In a later chapter we will meet a real physical application of the simple theory developed

here, when we consider a model of a thick superconducting ring containing a Josephson

junction.

2.4.1 The General Situation

For a system of one degree of freedom, a general Lagrangian which gives rise to a constraint

is of the form:

L{q,q,t) = qw(q,t) - h(q,t),

where q is the coordinate, q the velocity and w(q,t) and h(q,t) are arbitrary functions of
the coordinate and time. From this we define the momentum

dL .

,

V=~i=u(q,t)
and so get the primary constraint

»?(<) = v(q,P,t)=p- w(q,t) ~ 0.

This illustrates the kind of constraints that arise from a Lagrangian, as opposed to con¬

straints which are simply imposed on an original Hamiltonain formulation and which can

be totally arbitrary in form.

Pursuing the situation at hand, we have the Hamiltonian

H(t) =pq- L = h{q,t)

and the total Hamiltonian

HT{t) = h{q, t) + u{p - w(q, t)).
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The equations of motion for the coordinate and momentum are then

q = u,

dh(q, t) dw(q,t)
"= ~^- + u~aT'

For the dynamics to be consistent, the constraint must be preserved in time, leading to

the condition

. dw(q,t) . dw(q,t)
" = p—&T~?

dh(q, t) dw(q, t) ^

dq dt

Thus, we get an explicitly time-dependent secondary constraint

dh(q,t)
_ dw(q,t) _

dq dt
and this will in general lead to further constraints. Unless y = 0, that is the above

constraint equation holds strongly and so is not really a constraint at all, we will in fact
have second-class constraints.

In the system we are considering, a system of one degree of freedom, a second-class

constraint would mean that there is no real dynamics, with both q and p removable by use

of a Dirac bracket. Hence, we restrict our attention to systems with first-class constraints.

The general condition for the constraints to be first-class is

dh(q,t) dw(q,t)
x, = —Wq a

which we can write in integral form as

fQ
h(q,t) = / k(q , t) dq + a(t)Jo

rt
f f

™(q,t) = - k{q,t)dt +b{q),
Jo

where k, a, b are arbitrary functions of their respective variables.

The above conditions determine a whole host of systems with non trivial dynamics,

which we could proceed to quantise. However, instead of considering the general case

further, we shall now turn our attention to a particular simple example for which the

constraints form a compatible family and for which we shall find an application when we

model simple superconducting systems in a later chapter.

The constraint we now consider is the simple time-dependent constraint

=P~ [Jo
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that is, we make the choices k(q,t) = —0{t) and b(q) = 0 in the above expressions for a

consistent first-class constraint.

The Hamiltonian which, together with the above constraint, gives rise to a consistent

classical dynamics is

H(t) = a(t) - (3(t)q,

where a(t) is an arbitrary function of time. The total Hamiltonian is then

HT(t) = a{t) - (3(t)q + u(t) (p ~ JQ /3(i') dt'^j >

all of which follows from the Lagrangian

L = {Jo dt'} ^ ~ ~ ^q^ '

One particular property of this constraint is that

[v{t),rj{t)} = 0

Vt, t € R, that is, it is first-class for all time. For the more general first-class constraint

introduced above, we have

iv(t),r](t)} = ^ -^k(q,t")dt",
which is not generally weakly zero when t ^ t .

For the case we are considering, it is a straight forward matter to find the general form
of the first-class dynamical variables, by solving

r . , OA[a,

for A, where a — a(q,p,t) is an arbitrary dynamical variable. We may write the general
solution of this equation in the form

-4{q,p, t) = B(q,p, t)p{p,t) + C{p, t),

the first term being weakly zero and so less important than the second term.

We now quantise the theory. The dynamical variables are replaced by operators and

the Poisson brackets by commutators on some appropriate Hilbert space 7i.

A first-class operator is of the form

A = Brj+C,
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where rj is the quantised constraint. C is a function of the quantised momentum and time,
and B is any arbitrary operator on H. This is not in general symmetric, even when both
B and C are, and as a rule its symmetrisation

As = ±{Bfj + fj& + C + &}

will no longer be first-class, since

[As, fj\ = \ [Bfj, rj] + \ [VB], rj]
= \[B,rj]ri+\ri[B\rj}-

In fact, for As to be first-class we must have that \B\rj\ is first-class. Let D be some

arbitrary operator on 7~L and E some function of the quantised momentum and time, then
for W to be first class we write

Bt = Dfj + E,

which substituting into As gives

As = l-[(rj&+ E^rj+rj{Drj+E) +C + C1}
1

2 J \ 2 J \ 2 J
Therefore, symmetric first-class operators can be written in the form

As = rjBrj + C,

where B is some arbitrary symmetric operator on 7i and C is some symmetric function of

the quantised momentum and time.

The algebra of first-class operators at some instant of time t is generated by the

bounded symmetric, and therefore self-adjoint, first-class operators and can be written

in the form:

A(t) = {AseB : Aa - fjBfj + C; B € B, C € {p}' }".
The von Neumann algebra of operators first-class for all time is then

A = ntA(t) = {p}',

and is equal to the algebra Ac of first-class operators which commute strongly with the con¬

straint at some time. Therefore, {fj(t) : t € R} forms a compatible family of constraints
and the algebra A corresponds to the algebra of observables.
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We note immediately that the position operator q is not an observable as it is not

first-class and so does not belong to A, or rather bounded functions of it don't.

We may now decompose the Hilbert space TL over the spectrum of the momentum

operator, such that

where the Hilbert spaces TL{\) are one-dimensional and so all observables are diagonalis-
able.

So far we have avoided specifying the Hilbert space TL. Depending on the choice of

TL, the decomposition may be either discrete, or continuous, corresponding to whether the

momentum operator has a discrete, or continuous, spectrum.

For example, if TL = L2(R) the spectrum of the momentum operator is continuous and
so we have continuous Hilbert space decomposition. On the other hand, when TL = L2(A),
A an interval of JR, the spectrum of p is discrete and thus so is the decomposition of

TL. Either case may be treated by the above formalism, however, where A(t) = Jq f3(t)dt
is absolutely continuous in t and since U(t,to), the evolution operator generated by the

quantised total Hamiltonian, is strongly continuous in both t and to, the quantised theory

will only be consistent if the spectrum of the momentum operator is continuous.

Therefore, for a consistent theory we must have a quantised momentum operator with

a continuous spectrum, that is, with the same spectrum as the classical momentum. There

is a way to circumvent this conclusion, however, by quantising the momentum not as a

single operator but as, in effect, a whole one-parameter family of operators, each with a

discrete spectrum. We will meet an example that illustrates this fact when we apply the

theory to simple superconducting systems, later.

2.4.2 Direct Integral Quantisation

From the remarks above we see that there is an alternative way we could have quantised the

system. We note that for each value of the time-dependent parameter A(t) = /J j3(t') dt ,

the momentum of our quantum system is constrained to have a single value. We are really

dealing with a one-state system. In hindsight, rather than going through all the rigmarole
of using the notion of compatible families of constraints on TL, we see that we may go

7

v
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straight to the direct integral Hilbert space

U® = I® W(A)d/i(A),
where the direct integral is over the range of A(t) = Jq (3(t') dt and p is some appropriate
measure, which we here choose to be Lebesgue measure, i.e. /i = A. We then quantise on

this. We introduce the momentum operator

r®

p® = / AdA,

defined on a domain Dand the conjugate variable defined on by

q^® = ih

Vt/>® = f® ip(X) dX <E Z>- , which we take to be the quantised coordinate, such that the
commutation relation

[9e>P®] =

is satisfied on Dpg fl . The Hamiltonian is then

and the total Hamiltonian is

H($t = + up®,

where the constraint is now written in the form:

77® = p® — [ (3(t ) dt I0,
Jo

and where generates a family of unitary operators U(t,to), to serve as evolution

operators on Ti®.
We call this process of quantisation direct integral quantisation. Here we have a

compatible family of constraints which we have quantised on a direct integral Hilbert space

without the middle stage of finding a representation on some Hilbert space 7i, which we

then decompose. This process is not only simpler, it is intuitively more appealing and also

ensures that the quantisation is consistent.

Later, we will consider a specific physical system where we shall apply this idea.
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2.5 Constraints, Local Observables and Local Comoving

Evolutions

Having discussed constraints in a quantum system arising from quantising a classical

theory with constraints, we shall now consider an example of a quantum system with

constraints imposed directly on the system, without reference first to a classical constraint

theory.

We shall, here, consider a constraint imposed on a quantum system that restricts the

system to lie in some region of configuration space. This is a simple example of a con¬

strained quantum system on which we shall illustrate the use of the general formalism

we have developed. We shall see how the constraint leads naturally to a formulation of

quantum mechanics proposed by Wan [49, 51], which utilises local observables and local

comoving evolutions, and so enables us to interpret the theory as describing a constrained

quantum system. Such a reinterpretation of the theory also shows up the implicit super-

selection rule in the theory; as, indeed, all constrained quantum systems, in fact, possess

superselection rules, which limit the observables to being represented by the self-adjoint

first-class operators.

We shall, first, summarise the key points, for our purposes here, of the theory of local

observables and local comoving evolutions, before moving on to consider the constraint

theory, which we introduce in a manner that best illustrates the features of the theory.

2.5.1 Local Observables and Local Comoving Evolutions

In [48]-[53] a theory of quantum mechanics in a Hilbert space H = L2(R) was developed,
based on local rather than global observables. To each observable is attached an interval

A of R. representing the size, in configuration space, of the measuring device measuring

the observable. Such local observables AA are characterised by the properties:

1. (ip | AaiI>) = 0;

2. <</> | AA<f>) = 0

for all <f) € H with support in A and all ip &R. with support in Ac = JR—A, the complement

of A. The first of these conditions states that the measuring device cannot detect a particle

lying outside the interval A, the size of the device, and the second condition states that

the device cannot correlate vectors lying outside the device with those inside A.
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These conditions imply that

Aa — XA^AXA)

where Xa the characteristic function for position, defined by

1 x E A
XA(X) =

0 x E Ac.

For any self-adjoint operator A E B. we form the local observable

Aa = XA^Xai

since = A => A\ = A\, and for the algebra of local observables in A we write

■A\ = {Aa = Xa^XA : A E B},

with the algebra of all local observables being

Al = UAAA-

It is then the elements of Al with which the theory concerns itself. These represent the

physical quantities of the system. We can go one step further to obtain a C*-algebra of
local observables by completing Al [53] (p829).

Localising Isometries

A slight generalisation is possible to allow the definition of unbounded local observables.
For this we introduce localising isometries [49, 51, 52], The localising isometry Ly. 7i —>

H takes an initially spread out vector and localises it in the interval A. It is defined by

where £ is a smooth localising function which vanishes outside A and takes on the value 1

in the closed interval Aq of A, and the function er: A —► R is defined by

yE A

y e Ac

yo € Ao- The function <r admits an inverse a R —» A and allows us to define the

adjoint L\ of the localising isometry:

(£aV0(x) = £{? ^x))
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Vip € 7i and Vi G JR. This acts on the vectors of H, causing a vector initially localised
in the interval A to be globalised, i.e. spread throughout R. It is not the definition of
the localising isometries that interests us here, but their properties, some of which we list
below:

1- 4^A = LAL{ = X/y]

2- Xa^A — LAI, XA°LA — 0;

3- 4^A = *4' 4XAc — 0-

For a more complete discussion of the properties of the localising isometries see, for ex¬

ample, [49, 51, 52].

Using the localising isometries we are able to define a local operator Aa from any

global operator A, whether bounded or unbounded, by

41A = LaAL^.

An additional property of the localising isometry, and an advantage over the previous lo¬

calisation of bounded operators using the characteristic function, is that the local operator

formed using localising isometries has the same spectrum as the original global operator.

For the bounded local observables we may now write the algebra of local operators in A
as

Aa = {Aa = LaAL{ : A eB}.

Local Comoving Evolutions and Local Comoving Observables

Now we come to consider the evolution of the system described by local observables. The

evolution group C/t°, generated by some global self-adjoint operator I?o, does not preserve

the locality of the vectors, or the observables. For a vector localised in some interval A at

time to, its support will be the entire real line for time t > to- In [49, 51] the local comov¬

ing evolution U(t, to) was introduced to replace the group Ut° as the evolution operator

for the system, with the purpose of evolving localised vectors into localised vectors. This

evolves vectors localised in a region A(to) at a time to into vectors localised in a region A(t)
at a time t, with the time-dependence of intervals being appropriately chosen [51](p809).
Vectors evolved under U(t,to) always have compact support, in contrast to vectors evolv¬

ing under the usual global evolution groups, which almost never have compact support.

U(t, to) has the properties:
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a. U{t,t) = Xa(i)5

b. U(t,t0)U(t0,t') -

c. t/(t,t0)t = U(t0,t),

and is defined by

U(t,to) = LA(t)Ut_tQL^toy
where U®_to is a conventional unitary evolution group generated by the global Hamiltonian
operator Ho- Provided A(f) is well behaved as a function of time then the above defines
a strongly continuous family of partial isometries with initial domain L2(A(fo)) and final
domain L2(A(t)) [51](p811).

The above may be compared to the properties of the strongly continuous unitary group

Ut° for which a. above is replaced by U°(t, t) = U^_t = I and which maps H —* H with
initial and final domain the whole of 7i [9] (p288).

The vectors of H evolve under the local comoving evolution, with

ip{t) = U(t,to)ip{t0); ip(t0) = U{to,0)ip

E H- We may put the equations of motion into differential form and obtain the

Schrodinger type equation

ihlm = 111,, + h I) uA(i) V dt J A«

where = an<^ conventional global Hamiltonian generator of

the evolution group f/t°.
The local comoving evolution takes vectors localised in A(to), subjects them to the

global evolution U^_tQ for a time t — to and then relocalises them in the interval A(t), the
time-dependence of the intervals being chosen appropriately.

In [51] (p816) local comoving observables are also introduced, defined as operators of
the form:

^A(t) = £A(t)^LA(f)>
they change with time. It is then postulated that for an effective measurement, the

measured observables at the time t in a state represented by the vector ip(t), with support

in A(t), are the local comoving observables AA(ty
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This completes our brief summary of the theory of local observables and local comoving

evolutions. Next, we will consider how this theory arises as a natural consequence of a

constraint.

2.5.2 The Constraint

We now introduce a constraint theory that leads to the theory summarised above. Our

treatment of the constraint theory ic an attempt to better understand the nature of the
final system, which will correspond to a system of local comoving obocrvablcs and local

comoving evolutions.

Consider the constraint

V(t) = Xa(t) ~ !.
where Xa it) — Xa (t)(x) the characteristic function for the time varying interval A (t) of
JR. This is an example of a time dependent constraint directly imposed on a quantum

system, and for which the physical Hilbert space at a time t is

Uphs{t) = {ipeH : XA(t)^ = V»}>

consisting of vectors of support in the interval A(f). A projector onto Hphs(t) is provided
by P(t) = Xa(t)-

We now consider how the systom evolves. For the constraint to be consistent with the

dynamics, the evolution should maintain the constraint in time.

Evolution Between the Physical Hilbert Spaces

We shall start by considering the evolution operators defined by

C/i(f,t0) = LA(t)LA(to) + LAc(t)LAC(to),

where TA(t) is the localising isometry, introduced previously, which localises any vector in
7i to have support in the interval A(t) at the time t. TA(t0) abjoint °f -^A(to) a
time to, and globalises vectors localised in A(fo). TAc(t) and are the corresponding
operators for the respective complements Ac(t) — R — A(t) and Ac(to) = R — A(to) at the

respective times f and to-

We can check that U1(t,to), so defined, does, indeed, define a unitary evolution, with

i. ux{t,t) = i,
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2. U1(t,to)U1(to,t') = U1(t,t'),

and that, provided A(t) is reasonably well behaved, Ul(t,to) will also be strongly contin¬
uous and so define a strongly continuous family of unitary evolution operators.

By construction, for any ip £ Hphsi0) the vector ip{t) — U1(t,0)ip £ 7~iphsit) f°r all
time t. Thus, the constraint is maintained by this evolution and we have

P{t) = C/1(t,t0)P(t0)^1(to,i)-

This evolution U(t, to) effects a translation and, depending on the choice of A(f), a limited

dispersion of the vectors in Hphs{to) at time to- The system simply evolves from one region

A(t) into another.
A particular related example when A(t) = [a + vt, b + vt] has, as a consistent evolution,

the group Ut = e~^pvt with the generator H — pv.

Returning to the general situation, we may put the equations of motion in differential
form. With ip(t) = U1{t)0)ip, we have the time-dependent Schrodinger equation

r\

ih-Qt=
where

This is the Hamiltonian that generates the evolution, ft cannot be first-class as otherwise

the constraint would be time-independent, and so

fait), Pit)}? 0.

We may define the algebra of first-class operators at time t, given by

At = {A<=B: [A,Pit)] = 0},

with the algebras at different times related by

At = U1it,to)AtoU1it0,t)-

Note that, since P(t) = Xa(<)> at any time t we may decompose the algebra of first-class
operators into the algebras

Aphs{t) — (XA(t)^XA(t) : AeB} = A\(t),

Aphsit) — {XAc(t)^XAc(t) : AeB} = AAc(tp
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with At = A^t) U A\c(j\. The algebra A^t) is the algebra of local observables in the
region A(f) and is equal to the algebra of physical operators at the time t. Likewise, the

algebra A\c(t) is the algebra of local observables in the region Ac(f) and is equal to the
algebra of unphysical operators at the time t. We may also write A^(t) in the form:

A\(t) — iLA(t)^LA(t) '■ A € B},

employing the localising isometries, and we see that this corresponds to the algebra of
local observables comoving with the region A(t).

Evolution Within the Physical Hilbert Spaces

The evolution TJL(t,to) is not the most general evolution consistent with the constraint

rj{t). As a prelude to consideration of a more general case, consider the time-independent
constraint

V = XA,,-1-

Here, the physical Hilbert space is

Kphs = {ip €H ■ Xao^ - ip}

and a projector onto this subspace of H is provided by P2 = Xa0 ■

This system is constrained, for all time, to lie in the interval Ao of the configuration

space JR. A dynamics consistent with this constraint would amount to evolving the system

within Hphs■ An appropriate evolution on H would be

U2(t,to) = LKoUltQL\o + LAcU?_t0L\c,
where C/t° is the evolution group generated by the global Hamiltonian Ho- The above is a

strongly continuous family of unitary evolution operators. The first term is an evolution on

the elements of 7ivhs and the second term an evolution in 7fAg, the orthogonal complement
of Hphs- Therefore, such a family is a family of unitary operators on 7i generating an

evolution in Hphs- The interpretation of U2(t, to) becomes more obvious when we write it
in the form

U2(t,t0) = e-*S°(Ao)(t-to) 0e-^(AS)(t-to)>
where H^q = L\qHoL\q, with H°(Ao) its restriction to L2(Ao), and H^c = L\cHoL^c,
with H°(Aq) its restriction to L2(A§) [51](p!08).
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By construction, for any ip € Tiphs then the evolved state ip(t) = U2(t,0)ip € Hphs for
all time, and so the system is consistent. We have that

U2{t,0)P2U2(0,t) — P2.

Putting the equations of motion into differential form, we get

ihdi^ =

where

H2=H°Ao + H°AC.
This is the Hamiltonian that generates the evolution; it is equivalent to a direct sum of a

Hamiltonian H°(Ao) in L2(Ao) and a Hamiltonian H°(Ag) in L2(Ag), and satisfies

[H2,P2} = 0.

Thus, H2 is a time-independent first-class Hamiltonian which generates internal evolutions
in Hphs and its orthogonal complement Hphs.

The algebra of first-class operators for this constraint is then just

A={AeB : [1, P2] = 0},

with the algebra of physical operators consisting of local observables in Ao, and the algebra

of unphysical operators being the local observables in the complement Ag.

Combining the Evolutions

We may now consider a more general, and more interesting, evolution for our original

time-dependent constraint

V = XA(t) - L

That is, we consider the evolution

U3(t,to) = LA{t)Ut-t0L\(tQ) + Lhc(t)Ut-t0LAc(t0)>

which we may rewrite as

U3(t,to) = Ux{t,to)U2{t,to\ A(t0))
= U2{t,to; A(t))t/i(t,t0),
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where

Uifato) ~ ^A(t)-^A.(t0) ^Ac(t)-^Ac(t0)
J72(t,t0;A(t0)) = LK[to)U^_toL\[to) + LKc{to)Ut_toL\c{tQy

For well behaved A(t), this is, indeed, a strongly continuous family of unitary evolution

operators.

This evolution combines an internal evolution with the external evolution U1(t,to),
which evolves the system between the physical Hilbert spaces with time, being preceded

or followed by the internal evolutions U2(t, to; A(to)) or U2(t, to; A(t)) respectively, which

generate evolutions within the physical Hilbert spaces. We have two equivalent ways of

thinking about the way in which U3(t,to) evolves the system.

Again, by construction, we see that for any ip € tiphsi0) then ip(t) = U3{t,to)ip G

7~tphs{t) and so the dynamics generated by U3(t,to) is consistent with the constraint. The
consistency of the dynamics is also evident when we consider the projectors P(t) = Xa(t)
onto Ti.phs{t), with

p(t) = U3(t,t0)P(t0)U3{t0,t).

With ip(t) = U3(t, 0)Vj we Put the equations of motion into differential form
r\

ih—ip(t) = H3(t)ijj(t),

where

H3(t) = Hl(t) + H2{t).

The definitions of H2 (t) and H1 (t) have given previously, but we shall give them again:

*,<«) . iS{(^i)4(t) + (^i)4,(t)}
4(<) = - i'tn

H°m)= £a,HO4 (t)

c(t) = Lhc[t)HQL\c[ty
We see that the Hamiltonian H3(t) consists of two parts. The part H1 (t) generates the ex¬

ternal evolution U1(t, to) and the part H2(t) generates the internal evolution U2(t, to; A(t)).
Again, H3(t), the Hamiltonian generator of U3(t,to), is time-dependent and cannot be

first-class as the constraints are now time-dependent, i.e.,

[ff3(t),P(t)]#0.
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Thus, H3(t) is not an observable. It does however have an observable part H2(t), which
is first-class.

In U3(t,to) we have a more general evolution consistent with the time-dependent con¬

straint rj = Xa(t) ~ 1- We can view the system as being constrained to lie in the region
A(t) at a time t and subject to its own unconstrained internal evolution. The evolution

operators U3(t,to) can be split into two local comoving evolutions, one on A(£) and one

on its complement Ac(t).
The observables are represented by first-class operators. The algebra of first-class

operators includes the unphysical operators, as well as the physical operators, and we have
not yet distinguished between them. The properties of the system are really represented

by the algebra of physical operators, as the states are represented by the physical vectors,

and so we may, in fact, discard the unphysical operators and restrict ourselves to dealing

with the physical operators. Therefore, we identify the algebra of observables with the

algebra of physical operators and, thus, with local observables. Restricting ourselves to

this set, the unitary evolution U3(t, to) acts like the local comoving evolution U(t, to), with

U3(t,to)AA^U3(to,t) = U(t,to)AA(to)U(t0,t)

VAA(to) € A\p0)) and, similarly, on the physical vectors

U3(t,t0)ip{t0) = U(t,t0)iJ)(to)

\/ip(t0) € Uphsito).

2.5.3 Conclusion

We see that our constraint, and consideration of a general evolution consistent with it,

has led us to the theory of local observables and local comoving evolutions, with the local

comoving vectors being identified with physical vectors, and hence with the states of the

system, and the local comoving observables being identified with the physical operators,

and hence with the observables of the system. The states at a time t are only realisable as

physical vectors in Hphstt) and the observables as physical operators in Aphs{t). At each
instant we have a superselection rule.
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2.6 The Quantisation of the Electromagnetic Field: a Re-

Examination

In the light of our general discussion on constraints, and the conclusion that a constrained

quantum system should in fact be viewed as a mixed system, so that, therefore, not all

vectors represent states and not all self-adjoint operators represent observables, we shall

re-consider, as an example, the quantisation of the electromagnetic field interacting with

the Schrodinger field.

A suitable Lagrangian for the system is

L = J £(x) d3x,
with the Lagrangian density:

£(x) = 1 (e0 |E|2 (x) " ^ PI2 (x)] + ifa/>*(x)^p - ^ W(x))* ■ (Vtf(x))
-p(x)A0(x) + j(x) • A(x),

where

B(x) = Vx A(x),

E(x) = -VAo(x) - ^A(x)
and

( / & \ r/ & \ i*

1p(x)j(x) = (V~^A(X))^(
p(x) = exp*(x)xp(x).

V - *|A(x) ) V(x)

B(x) and E(x) are the magnetic and electric fields respectively, and are given in terms of

the vector potential A(x) and the scalar potential Ao(x), in a general gauge [41](pp25-33),

[54], j(x) and p(x) are the usual current and charge densities for the Schrodinger field.
We take as our generalised coordinates A(x), Ao(x) and xp(x). The corresponding

momenta are:

n»(x) = = -eoEiW-,
oAj(x)

. . SjC(X)no(x) = TX7W = 0;<5A0(x)

np(x) = =
01p(x)
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and, as such, obey the following Poisson bracket relations:

[^V(x),n/x(x')] =

ty>(x),Ify(x')] = S(x-x),

where fi, \i take the values 0 • • • 3, and all other Poisson brackets are zero.

We see that we have a primary constraint

n0(x) 0.

The Hamiltonian is defined by

3

H = /^n,(4(x)in*)-£(x)]rf3x
= /w(i

Vfi=o

(x) d3x

and the Hamiltonian density is found to be

H(x) = ^fe0|E|2(x) + -|B|2(x))+e0E(x)-VHo(x) +£ \ Mo )

(VV»(x))* • (V^(x)) + p(x)A0(x) - j(x) • A(x)
1 / ■ —■, 2 ' . 1

e0 |E| (x) - — |B| (x) ) + e0E(x) ■ VA0(x) +
\ Mo

L [(v - A(x>)^
A total Hamiltonian Ht can now be defined:

V — i^A(x) ) V(x) + eip*(x)ip(x)Ao(x).

Ht = J Wr(x) d3x
Ht{x) = H(x) + u(x)n0(x),

which leads to the general equation of motion

for any function / of the fields and conjugate momenta.

The consistency of our dynamics subject to the primary constraint requires that

ri0ps 0

and leads to a secondary constraint

V • E(x) —p(x) ps 0,
<h)
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which is Gauss's Law. No further constraints are required and the Lagrangian multiplier

u(x), appearing in the total Hamiltonian, is left totally arbitrary. We therefore have
a theory with a total of two constraints, one primary and one secondary. Further, the
constraints are first-class, with

1

and

[n0(x), V • E(x) p(x)] = 0
eo

A0(x) = [A0{x),Ht\ = u{x).

We now quantise the theory on a Hilbert space 7t. To do so we introduce the commu¬

tation relations

[AM(x),n^(x')] = ih8^6(x-x),
[■0(x),n^(x')] = ih6(x-x),

where now our fields are to be understood as operators on 7i.

Since IL(x) = — eo-Ei(x), this means that

[Ei(x),Aj(x)} = i—8ij8(x - x),
eo

and, since B(x) = V x A(x), we also have

Ti d
[£?<(x), Bj(x')] = -i—eiJtkQ-r8{x - x),eo

where is completely anti-symmetric in its arguments, with £1,2,3 = 1-
The commutation relations between the constraints and the field operators are also of

interest. Our primary constraint commutes with everything but Aq(x). The secondary
constraint gives rise to the following set of commutation relations:

[V -E(x) - —p(x),A(x
eo

[V • E(x) - —p(x),E(x'
£0

[V • E(x) —p(x), B(x'
eo

[V • E(x) - —p(x),tp(x
eo

[V • E(x) —p(x), p(x
eo

[V • E(x) ——p(x), j(x'
eo

= i—V6(x — x );
eo

= 0;

- 0;

= eift(x)<8(x — x );

= 0;

= 0.
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Operators that commute weakly with the constraints are first-class. We see that field op¬

erators such as E(x), B(x), p(x), j(x) and also Q = f p(x) d3x, the total charge operator,

are first-class, but that the field operators A(x), Ao(x) and tp(x), are not.

We impose our constraints on our system as supplementary conditions on the vectors

in 7i:

IIo(x)IV) = 0;

V-E(x)-— p(x)|V) = 0.
eo

The vectors | tp), satisfying the constraints, are the physical vectors for the system and

span the physical Hilbert space Hphs-
As suggested before, only first-class operators may represent observables, as only

these leave the physical Hilbert space HphS invariant. Therefore, the field operators

E(x), B(x), p(x), j(x) and Q all represent observables of the system, whereas A(x), Ao(x)
and ip(x), do not.

We may try to interpret this result, which arises solely from the treatment given here

to Dirac's constraint theory.

E(x) and B(x) are observable fields in the classical theory, representing real and per¬

ceptible fields of force to any charged test particle. The potentials, A(x) and Ao(x), on the
other hand, are introduced into classical theory for mathematical convenience and have

no physical significance. Likewise, the charge density p(x), the total charge Q and the
current density j (x) are all measurable physical quantities in the classical theory, whereas
the classical Schrodinger field ip(x) is complex and has no obvious physical interpretation.
The above result would seem to carry this distinction over into the quantised theory.

What is happening here is that the true observable quantities of the classical theory

are those left invariant under the simultaneous gauge transformations:

A(x) —■» A(x) + VA(x, t);

A0(x) —- A0(x) - J^A(x,t);
</>(x) —- e'fA(x-'V(x),

of the vector potential and the Schrodinger field [63](chIV §3). In the quantised theory,
the constraint operators act as the generators of the gauge transformations [41](p32),
[39] (p562), [54]. These gauge transformations leave the physical Hilbert space Hphs in¬
variant, since the constraints which generate the transformations vanish on the physical
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Hilbert space; the gauge transformations act like the identity on the physical Hilbert space.

The operators that commute with the constraints are now seen to be commuting with the

generators of the gauge transformations and are, therefore, invariant under these trans¬

formations. The self-adjoint first-class operators considered above all have this property

and thus are gauge invariant. More general self-adjoint first-class operators commute with
the constraints only on the physical Hilbert space Hphs and are, therefore, only gauge

invariant when restricted to Hphs, but this is all we require of a physical theory.
This result, which amounts to the fact that observables must be invariant under gauge

transformation, we have been led to on the grounds that constraints imply a superselection
rule and, therefore, a restriction on the set of observables, corresponding to the decom¬

position of the Hilbert space H into Hphs and its orthogonal complement Hphs. This is a
nice result and validates our approach.

These conclusions are drawn for a theory based on a vector potential in a general gauge.

Most often some particular gauge is chosen and this introduces another constraint on the

system, since for a particular choice of gauge the components of the vector potential
are not independent. If we are to avoid introducing second-class constraints into the

description of the system, then an alternative formulation of the theory is required; for

example, the Fermi theory for the Lorentz gauge [60]. For the Fermi theory a similar
conclusion to the above seems to hold. The observables of the quantised theory, allowed

by the constraint, i.e. self-adjoint first-class operators, correspond to the "true" classical

observable quantities ,i.e., the gauge invariant quantities [39](p562).
Other first-class operators, which therefore correspond to observables, are the gener¬

ators of the Lorentz group, including the total momentum and Hamiltonian for the field

[39] (p561). An example, from Fermi theory, of a operator which is not first-class and so

not an observable, is the local number operator for the electromagnetic field [56]:

n(A) = [ A (x) • A+(x) d3x,JA

where A+ (x) and A (x) are, respectively, the positive and negative energy parts of the
vector potential.

In practice, most quantisations of the electromagnetic field impose constraints, not in

the Dirac manner considered above, but, instead, only use the positive energy part of the
constraint operators [54], This is a weaker form of constraint, originally proposed in the
Fermi formulation by Gupta [59] and Bleuler [44], where the constraint equations take the
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form:

<vC(x)l^) = °;
V • E+(x) ^-p+(x)\ip) = 0,

eo

leading to the expectation values:

(^|<9AiA/i(x)|i/>) = 0;

(V'lV -E(x) - — p(x)\ip) = 0.
eo

Here, gauge invariance is achieved in the expectation values of the observables [61] (p251).

However, our arguments regarding the nature of the observables of the system would

seem to still apply here, but now to the positive energy parts of the quantised constraint

operators, with which our original constraints are replaced. Now the constraint operators

are not self-adjoint. However, defining the first-class operators with respect to these

constraints would seem to lead to the same conclusion as we met in the example above,

with observables corresponding to the expected gauge invariant quantities.
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A Superselection Rule from

Geometry

This chapter is devoted to a particular type of superselection rule arising from the geometry

of the space the physical system is in. Our interest in this is due to its relevance to the

models of the superconducting thick ring systems of Chapter 4, but it also serves as

an illustration of a superselection rule with origins in considerations of symmetry; the

symmetry here being in the topological properties of the geometric space.

We begin, in Section 3.1 with a presentation of Dirac's path space formulation of

quantum mechanics [65], a generalisation of quantum mechanics from which our superse¬

lection rule will arise. Dirac introduced the path space formulation in his treatment of the

magnetic monopole. Here, we are concerned only with the topological effects due to the

geometry of the system and present the material accordingly. The path space formulation,
in all its generality, has been considered by many authors since Dirac [66, 67, 68, 69]. Here,
we will avoid many of the technicalities which usually accompany the theory, restricting

our attention to the one application for which the theory will be used: a particle moving

on a circle S1. We develop a rigorous Hilbert space treatment, requiring the use of our

general formalism, of Chapter 1, for handling systems possessing supersclcction rules. We

leave the more abstract and group theoretical treatments to others [66].
In Section 3.2, having presented the path space formulation, we consider the particular

application of the theory to a system constrained to move in the space S1, where we also

consider the observables of the system.

116
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Then, having investigated the origin of the superselection rule in the path space for¬
mulation of quantum mechanics on 51, in Section 3.3 we consider an alternative derivation

based on the use of the covering space R of S1, and relate this to the path space theory.

3.1 Hilbert Space of Functions of Paths

Let M be a Reimannian Manifold and m a general point in M. In the standard formula¬
tion of quantum mechanics on the configuration space M we would define complex valued
functions 0(m) on M to represent tho configuration space state vectors of the system.
The probability interpretation of quantum mechanics would then consider |0(m)|2 to rep¬

resent a probability density on M, for which we would define an appropriate normalisation
condition

[ |0(m)|2 d/j,(m) = 1Jm

for some measure /i. The functions 0 form a vector space. The normalisation condition

on the probability density, |0(m)|2, then provides an appropriate inner product in which
to complete the vector space to form a Hilbert space

TLm — : J I0(m)|2 dfj,(m) < ooj
of square integrable complex valued functions on M. The vectors 0(m) in TLm then

generate the probability distribution |0(ra)|2, and any two vectors 0i(m), 02(m) in TLm

differing by an arbitrary local phase factor ait2(m), i.e.

01(m) = eiQl-2^02(m),

will give rise to the same probability distribution, i.e.

|0i(m)|2 = I02(«h)|2 •

There is an indeterminacy of phase in quantum mechanics, as illustrated above in regard

to the probability distributions. When we consider tho calculation of expectation values

as well, we see that there is no observational distinction between vectors differing by an

arbitrary global phase factor. As a consequence of this, the states of the system are

identified one-to-one with unit rays in TLm, the equivalence classes of vectors differing by

a global phase factor [69](p205), [2] (p8).

This is the standard formulation of quantum mechanics on M. We now consider a

possible generalisation exploiting the phase indeterminacy of quantum mechanics to take
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Figure 3.1: Two paths in M joining mo to m

into account specific topological properties of M. Such a generalisation is the path space

formulation of Dirac, which introduces a path dependent phase factor and, therefore,

multivalued wave functions on M.

3.1.1 Functions on Path Space

Given the manifold M, choose some point moGllf, which is to be held fixed from now

on. We assume that M is connected [38](p236), [73](pl85) so that any point minM may

be joined to mo by a smooth path in M. We now consider these paths. Let am be any

smooth path from mo to m. For each m we have an infinite set of paths

rm = jcm, crm, am ■ ■ • j
joining mo to m, of which am and am of figure 3.1, are but two. In the language of

geometry, we say we have a fibre bundle structure, with base space M and the fibre at

each point m G M being Tm [68] (p2333), the set of all paths from mo to point m in M.
Now we consider complex valued functions on the set of all paths F = {Tm : m € M},

which depend on the path crm as well as its end point m. These are defined as the mappings

F : T —>C by am —> F(am) € C

[66] (p6).
We do not allow arbitrary functions of this sort, but specify certain constraints which

F{am) must satisfy [68](p2334), [66](p6), [65]. These are:

1. For each function F{pm) on T, the square modulus |F(<rm)|2 depends only on the end

point m.
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2. Consequently, there exists a real phase function A(crm,am), such that

F(am) = e^'^Fiam)
for any two paths a'm and am in P, where we use the symbol i to denote i/%.

3. The factor A(am,am) is universal, i.e., it is the same for all functions on F and
characterises the system as a whole.

The first condition ensures that F{am) gives rise to a well-defined probability distribution
over M. The path dependence of the generalised quantum theory will be present only

in the phase factors, hence the second condition. We are considering a generalisation of

quantum mechanics on M and, as such, observables will be given by differential operators

on M [67](pi 18), [69](p211). This leads to further conditions on the phase functions

A(a'm,am). We shall return to this point later1.
The third condition means that the superposition principle still holds, that is we have

°1 F(a'm) + C2F'{am) = e^rn^rn) (ciFfam) + C2F'(<Tm))
for any two functions F{crm) and F'(crm) on T. This is a prerequisite for any quantum

theory.

The above conditions imply the following further relations:

4. A{a'm, am) = -A(am, am) + 2nirfi;

5. A(a'm, am) = A(a'm, am) + A(a'm, am) + 2mrh,

where n is any integer.

This set of allowed function forms a vector space and is incredibly large. The phase

factor A(am, am) is a measure of the "distance" between the paths a'm and am [68] (p2335).
If the paths are the same then this implies that A(am,am) = 2nirh. With this in mind,
we therefore impose one further condition:

6. A(am,am) = 2nnh if am and am are homotopically equivalent, i.e., they can be con¬

tinuously deformed into one another.

1Dirac requires that the derivatives of A be well-defined as single valued functions on M [65](p64) and
Balachandran [66] defines

A{am,am)= / w,
J D

where ui is a closed two form and D is a surface bounded by the paths am and crm.
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Choose a particular path a0m for each m and define

<j>{m) = F(a0m).

This is then a complex valued function on M and we can then define all the allowed
functions on F relative to 4> by

F(ffm) = 4>{m).

In general this defines a multivalued function on M, i.e., the value of F at m changes with

Cm-

If all paths in T are homotopic, then any path am will be homotopic to a0m and,
therefore,

A(<?m> c0m) = 27rhn,

which implies that for all <rm

F(am) - 4>(m).

Our functions over path space F reduce to functions on the manifold M; all the functions
F are single valued on M, the path dependence disappears. For our quantum mechanics
we then get the standard theory on the manifold M. This is a property of a simply
connected manifold [38] (p248), so when M is simply connected the multivaluedness of the
wave functions disappears; the wave functions are single valued. An example of a manifold
for which this is the case is M = R [38] (p249).

3.1.2 A Multiply Connected Manifold

We have seen above that the path space formalism reduces to the standard formulation

for a simply connected manifold and, therefore, gives us nothing new for this case.

We shall now develop the path space formalism, further, on a multiply connected

manifold, i.e., on a manifold which is not simply connected. Consider the manifold M —

R2 — {0}: this is a multiply connected manifold which serves to illustrate the key features
of more general manifolds. Here, not all paths are homotopic, the missing point at the

origin spoils the symmetry of the space and means that, depending on how a path encloses

the origin, not all paths will be deformable into one another.

The paths am and crm in figure 3.2(a.) are homotopic, but neither is homotopic to

the path <rm because of the missing point at the origin. The path er^ is homotopic to the



Figure 3.2: Paths in M

m

Figure 3.3: Two paths that are not homotopic

path, shown in figure 3.2(b.), formed by a loop 71 of the origin in a clockwise direction,
followed by the path am, and which we get from figure 3.2(a.) by first tracing the path

am, then coming back to mo along o'm, i.e. we follow the inverse path cj"m , and then

finally traversing am. This is because the loop formed by a"m 1 * am may be contracted
to give the point m, since it does not enclose the origin.

In figure 3.3, am and am are not homotopic since the loop in am cannot shrink to the

point mo, because it encloses the origin.

It is generally the case that, as to whether two paths are homotopic depends on whether

or not they go around the origin in the same way. Let us introduce the classification of

the loops in T into homotopic classes [38] (p247); we shall use this to give a classification
of the paths:
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class 0: [70] = {all loops not enclosing the origin};

class 1: [71] = {all loops circling the origin once in a clockwise direction};

class -1: [7(-i)] = {all loops circling the origin once in an anti-clockwise direction};

class 1: [7;] = {all loops circling the origin I times in a clockwise direction};

class -1: [7(_/)] = {all loops circling the origin I times in an anti-clockwise direction}.

In general, we have the equivalence class [7;] of loops of homotopic class I, where I is known
as the winding number.

We may use this classification of loops to introduce a classification of paths into ho¬

motopic classes.

Let [crm0] denote the set of all paths going around the origin in a clockwise direction
but not enclosing it. The path a'm of figure 3.2(a.) is an element of this equivalence class.
A general path in Tm will be homotopic to a loop of the origin, followed by a remainder

belonging to [amo]- For example, in figure 3.2(a.) the path am is homotopic to a loop

7(_i) of the origin in an anti-clockwise direction followed by a'm E [o"mo]> that is, am is
homotopic to 7(_i) * cr'm.

We, therefore, introduce the homotopic classes of paths

kml] = [7;] * [Wno])

paths homotopic to a loop 7/ of winding number I, followed by a remainder am0 E [crm0].
The path am of figure 3.2 is in [crm^)].

The allowed functions on path space are now functions of the equivalence classes. We

may use {m, 1} to label the equivalence classes and write

F((Tmi) = F([ami\) = F(m, I),

so that the functions on path space are just functions of the end point m and the winding
number I. As such, they represent multivalued functions on M.

The phase factor A(crmi, ami') in

F(aml) = e^am"ami')F(ami/)
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is really a function over the equivalence classes [crm/] and such that

A(cTml s °rn/' ) = — A(jTl, I, I ),

and is a measure of the "distance" between the two equivalence classes [68] (p2335). The
two equivalence classes [crm;] and [crmy] differ by the equivalence class of loops [7;].

Now we come to consider the point touched on earlier: since we aim to generalise

the quantum theory on M, we must supplement the conditions on F, given previously,
with the condition that the expectation values of observables, which will be represented

by differential operators on M, be well defined. In the standard formulation of quantum

theory on M, this requires that any phase indeterminacy be confined to a global phase,

independent of the m 6 M. Thus, in our path space approach, this means that A(m, I ,1) =

A(l' ,1), i.e., the phase is independent of m. This gives a further restriction on the set of

phase functions we consider. We will now give another.

Let us single out one particular equivalence class, that of winding number zero, and

define all the functions on path space with respect to functions on this equivalence class.

Let

4>{m) = F(m, 0).

This is a function from M —> C, and we have

F(m,l) = e^1'0^ <f>(m),

which represents the function 4>{m) taken around a loop of the origin I times.

Let A{\, 0) = hA, for some real parameter A G [0, 2tt), then

F(m, 1) = elXcj)(m).

This is a function taken around one loop of the origin, therefore

eiXF{m, 1) = e2iX4>{m)

should represent a function taken around the origin twice. Since F(m, 2) represents a

function taken around two loops of the origin, we should expect

F(m, 2) = e^2'0)4>(m) = e2lA0(m),

that is, A{2,0) = 2%\ + 2-Kfin. By induction this leads to

A(l, 0) = Ui\ + 2tt fin.
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This specifies a further constraint on the phase function A. Each time we loop the origin
we simply pick up a global phase A. This will therefore lead to a generalisation of quantum

mechanics, exploiting the phase ambiguity of the theory in a way not inconsistent with
the standard theory.

The Hilbert Space

For a given value of A, denote the functions on path space by F\(m,l), these functions
form a vector space, which can be completed to form a Hilbert space once a suitable inner

product has been defined. Define the Hilbert space

H{X) = lFx(m,l) = elXl(j){m) : f \Fx(m,l)\2 = [ \(f>\{m)\2 dn(m) < ooj ,I Jm Jm J

where in the inner product we integrate around one loop of the origin, since \F\(m, I)|2 =

\cf)(m)\2 is a normalisable probability density on M.
Here we have a whole possible set of Hilbert spaces H(A) parametrised by the universal

phase factor A, known as the character of the first Homology group [69](p210), [67](pl21).
Each H(X) contains only vectors which have the same change of phase A around a loop

[65] (p63). We cannot superpose vectors from different H(A)s, i.e. vectors which have a

different changes of phase, since the superposition principle only holds for elements of the
same H(X). If F\(m,l) = elXl(f>\(m) G H(X) and Fxi(m,l) = e%x lcf)x>(m) G H(X') then for
Cl, C2 G C

c\Fx(m, I) + c2Fx> (m, I) = cielXl4>\{rn) + c2elX l<px> (m)
= elXl (cict)\{m) + c2el{x _A)VA'(m)^ .

and we can do nothing to get rid of the relative phase difference A' — A between the two

components. This phase difference would appear in the modulus of the above superposi¬

tion, leading to an observable effect in the probability distribution and so contradicting

our original assumptions.

Each value of A represents a different physical system. We can include all possibilities

by constructing the larger direct integral Hilbert space

U® = y"e?f(A)d/r(A)
on which the Hilbert spaces 7i(A) are disjoint.

Now we come to what constitutes an observable on H®. It was already indicated that

the observables will be differential operators on the manifold M. The above comments
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gives us a way of classifying the observables. Since the superposition holds only on the

TC(A)s, the observables cannot cause elements of different H(X)s to be superposed. We
have a superselection rule in operation which restricts our set of observables to the set of

decomposable operators on H® and these are just the direct integrals of the differential

operators on the W (A)s, which roughly correspond to differential operators on the manifold.
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3.2 Superselection Rules in the Path Space Formulation

of S1

In the previous section wc outlined the path space approach to quantum mechanics. Wc
now consider the particular geometry we are interested in: the space M = S1 correspond¬

ing to a circle of unit radius. This is a multiply connected space with similar topological

properties to R2 — {0} and for which the theory above applies with little alteration. Wc
take as our coordinate on S1 the angle variable 0 € [0,27t), which measures the angular
distance from some fixed point on S1, denoted by 9 = 0, to any other point, denoted by

9. Our Hilbert space is then

77(A) = |fo(6>,1) = elXlM0) ■■ Jsi l)\2 d0 = j |0A(0)|2 d6 < <x>} ,
where the functions on the path space are now denoted by cj)\(9,1). From this we form the

larger space

H® = j® H(X)dX,
that is, we choose the measure fi{A) = A.

For this specific example we develop the theory yet further and consider the operators

on 77(A) representing observables. By construction we have a supcrsclection rule operating

in the direct integral space 77® and so the observables for the direct integral system will
be represented by decomposable operators on 77®, formed by taking a direct integral over

the observables of the 77(A)s.
On 77(A) the algebra of observables corresponds to the algebra of all bounded operators

13(A). Define the translation operator Ta(A) by

ra(A)fo(M) = #0-(a-27rZ'),i + O,
where I is an integer chosen for each 0 € [0, 2ir) and a € R so that 6 — (a — 2irl') € [0, 2ir).
This operator translates vectors along paths in path space. A vector localised in [0, 27r)
near the point 9 = 0 is translated to the right until it reaches the opposite end of the

interval where it is translated out of the interval only to reappear at 9 — 0, again, but

with a phase incremented by A. When a ~ 2irl' we have

T2„f(X)M0,l) = <t>(6,l + l'),
and translates vectors through loops. The above translation operators form a unitary

group with the self-adjoint generator [74], [28](ppl42-143), [77] (pp94-98)
d

PX = ~ihd9 ' DP* = {•••^(0,0 = ^A(27T_,/ + !)...},
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in terms of which the translation operators are given by

Ta{ A) = e~^xa.

By the usual identification, p\ is then the momentum operator for the system and, together
with the angular position operator 9, it generates the algebra of observables [13] (p233,

237), i.e.

B(X) = {px,9}".
The algebra of observables on H®, which we write as

B® = F B{A) dX,

is then generated by the operators
/■©

P® = J P\ dX,
9® = J&9I(X)dX,

where p® is the momentum operator for the composite system, 9® is the position operator

and

B® = {p®,0®}".

3.2.1 The Superselection Rule

Above are the results of the path space formalism applied to S1. The superselection rule

arises because we cannot superpose vectors corresponding to different values of the phase

A, which in turn follows from condition (3) of our general path space formulation. For
each A we have an irreducible representation of our observables on TC(A), generated by p\

and 9. The standard theory on S1 is realised in the representation corresponding to A = 0,

i.e., on the Hilbert space

Wsi = Ho - j^(0) : J \M8)\2 d0< ooj ,
where the momentum operator is given by

d
po = ~inqq ; dp0 = {• " ^o(o) = </>o(2tt_)} .

The remaining representations, for which A ^ 0, are products of the generalised formalism.
In these representations A is a non-zero phase shift which we pick up as we complete a

loop of 51, and the momentum operator for the representation is p\, as described above.
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Later, when we model a superconducting thick ring containing a Josephson junction,

this phase shift acquires a natural interpretation: it is the phase difference across the

junction.
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3.3 A Derivation of a Superselection Rule on the Covering

Space of S"1

In this section an alternative derivation of the superselection rule of the previous section

will be given. Consider again the space S1 and let 0 be the coordinate on Sl. Sl is multiply

connected but has a simply connected covering space R [78](pl93, 203), [67](pl25). Let
x be the co-ordinate on JR.

Because S1 is multiply connected, quantum mechanics on S1 can be problematic.

We can instead work on the covering space JR with the requirement that the quantum

mechanics on R be projectable onto 51 [69](p 210), [67](ppll7-119).
This is usually achieved on the wave functions, by requiring that, on R. they obey the

generalised Bloch boundary conditions

cf){x — 2-kI) = elXl4>(x),

where elXl are the characters of the first Homology group. This is immediately reminiscent

of the condition of the previous section

M0J) = eiXlM0)

on the vectors of 71(A). In fact, if for our covering space Hilbert space we take the Hilbert

space

= ^(p(x) : JR. —► C : 4>{x - 2irl) = elXl4>{x); J |0(^)|2 dx < ooj ,

then this representation is unitarily equivalent to the representation of section 3.2 [77] (p96),
with the equivalence being given by the unitary map V : —> 71(A) defined by

4>x(9,l) = V<f> = <j>[B-2irl)

for A , 6 £ [0, 27t).
If, instead, we take as our Hilbert space 71 = L2(1R), which is a natural choice, the

above requirement of projectability causes difficulties: the Bloch functions are not in the

Hilbert space L2(R). This could be rectified by using a rigged Hilbert space, i.e. the triplet

71+ C 71 C 71_ where 71+ is a dense subspace of 71 endowed with a topology finer than
the one induced on 71+ by the inner product of 71; 71_ is the space of continuous linear

functionals on 71+ [12]. However, here we shall consider an alternative, more elegant,
solution which rigorises the treatment given in [66](pl9) by making use of the direct

integral decomposition of a von Neumann algebra.
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3.3.1 The Algebra of Observables and the Decomposition of H

Here, we shall consider not the wave functions on R. but the operators on H.

The canonical commutation relation on H = L2{R) :

[x, p] = ifi

is satisfied by the operators:

x = x ; D~ — |(/) € H : |x0(x)|2 dx < ooj
p = —5 D- = e 7i ■. cf) e AC(R), J^ \p4>{x)\2 dx < oo|.

These self-adjoint operators generate the algebra of all bounded operators on H, through
their spectral functions. We write

B = {x,p}".
The translation operator on 7i is

Ta = e~*pa : Ta<t>{x) = 4>(x - a)

V0 € Ti, and translates the wave function along i?.

The operator T2wl, I an integer, translates the wave function along R by integer mul¬

tiples of 27r. Translation along R. by 27r corresponds to a loop when we project onto S1.
The T2it1 s generate loops of S1 and are elements of n^s1), the first homotopy group. The
integers {Z} are the winding numbers, and correspond to the number of times we have

looped S1.
To get back the space S1 from R, we identify points reached from x by the action of

n^S1).
The requirement that quantum mechanics on L2(R) be projectable onto S1 can now

be imposed as a condition on the operators representing observables.

On every loop of S1 the physics should be the same. For an operator in 7i to correspond

to an observable it must be invariant under the action of n^S1). That is, for an operator

to represent an observable it must commute with all the elements Tj of n^^1) [66](p20),

[69] (p210). Here, we have a symmetry principle restricting the set of observables, the

symmetry group being n^^1).
What follows now is an exercise in decomposition theory.
The set {T(} is a *-subalgebra of B and generates the abelian von Neumann algebra

T={TJ".
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The abelian nature of {Tt} means that

T C T'.

The algebra of observables A may be defined in the concise form:

A = T'.

This is a von Neumann algebra on H and T is an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of A.
The centre of A is

c(A) = AnX = r n r' = r.

For T to be a maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra of X, it is necessary and sufficient
that

T' n A' = T

[30] (pl2). Here this is the case, so that T is maximal abelian in A .

Therefore, there exists an isomorphism U oiTL onto the decomposable space 7i® which
takes A into 13®, the algebra of all decomposable operators, and T into T®, the algebra
of diagonalisable operators.

This unitary map U : Ti —> 7i® is defined by:

r© TF e-*(i +0A
cf>®= <t>x{0,l) = U<t>= Y, -7=^-0(0-2*0J , yf 2n

l =—oo

V(f> £ TC [36] (p289).
The inverse map is U~l : 7t® —+ H:

r2n i

<(>{9 + 2ttI) = U~1(f)® = / -=<t>x(e,l)d\Jo V27T

v^>® = f® fa(0,i)d\en®.
The Hilbert space H® is defined by:

n® = J&7i{X)dX,
where

r r2n r2ir

W(A) = |<l>x(9,l) = em<t>{9) ■ Jo \M9,l)\2 d9 = J \m? d9 < ooj .

This is the same Hilbert space we met in the path space approach. On H® the momentum

operator p becomes
r®

P® = J P\ dX,
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where on H(A)

Pa = ~i^l~Qg ! ~ {'' -0a(O,O = 0a(2tt_, Z + 1) • • •}
[36] (p289). Thus, the unitary maps allow us to transform between H — L2(R) and the

composite Hilbert space H® we met in the last section, with the composite momentum

operator p® on 7i® mapping to the momentum operator p on H. This in itself is a nice

result.

It then follows that

The given unitary maps are the required ones for the decomposition of A with respect to T,

and this decomposition is essentially unique [30] (p237). Therefore, we have a unitary map

decomposing the algebra of observables and which takes the representation of the system

into the representation of the composite system we met in the path space approach. This

shows the equivalence of the two approaches.

3.3.2 The Superselection Rule

The requirements of projectability of the quantum mechanics on the covering space down

to S1 led to a symmetry condition on the set of observables and the decomposition of the

Hilbert space H implemented by the unitary map U.

The unitary map U, takes the algebra of observables A to a direct integral of irreducible

representations B(A). The different representations are labelled by the characters Tt(A) =

ei\l q£ n^S1) [69] (p210), [66](p20). Each irreducible representation can be regarded as

a separate system; correspondingly, there is a superselection rule in operation between

the 7i(X)s. This superselection rule is continuous and its derivation rigorous, from the

requirements of projectability as applied to the observables on the covering space R.

We may now apply the formalism of Chapter 1 to our system. The system is a mixed

system possessing a continuous superselection rule.

The states of the system are represented by the NPLFs

where Ta(X) = e ^Pxa

where T2ni( X) = e~&27vl = eiXl

\M® 6 B®, with the pure states being given by

= fr-Ao (D(Ao)l(Ao)) = (0(Ao) I A{Ao)<XAo))a0
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where D(Xq) = ^.D(Ao)) and D(Xo)4>{Xo) = Thus, pure states and pure vectors in
H(Ao) are in correspondence and under the unitary map U a vector in H(Xo) is formally

equivalent to the generalised Bloch function

4> : <f>(x) = elX°l4>(x + 2irl).

The use of the algebraic approach, where states are represented as NPLFs, is therefore, in

some sense, equivalent to the use of the rigged Hilbert space approach.



Chapter 4

The Joseplison Effect in a Super

Conducting Thick Ring

In this chapter we will consider some examples of real physical systems on which to apply
the formalism we have been developing in the previous chapters. The systems we will
consider are particular superconducting thick ring circuits.

We start, in Section 4.1, by placing these systems in the general context of a type

of macroscopic quantum system: systems possessing a condensate and describable by a

macroscopic wave function. The following sections are then, in part, a discussion on the
existence of macroscopic superpositions in these systems.

In Sections 4.2-4.5, the particular superconducting circuit we will consider is a thick

superconducting ring containing a single Josephson junction. In Section 4.2, we begin

by presenting the standard theory characterising this system, and then review a model

proposed by Wan and Harrison [7] for modelling the dc Josephson effect in this systems,

in which a dc current flows around the ring. This model is based on a macroscopic wave

function approach and employs superselection rules in its final representation of the system.

In Section 4.3, we will reformulate this model along the lines of a constrained quantum

system. In doing so, we will also give two alternative ways of quantising the system:

one using the path space approach of Chapter 3 and the other using the idea of direct

integral quantisation introduced in Section 2.4. In fact, our treatment of the system as a

constrained quantum system is similar to that given in Section 2.4, as an application of

the constraint formalism. By modelling the system as a constrained quantum system, we

134
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are able to extend the treatment, first given by Wan and Harrison and reformulated here,

of the dc effect to include the ac effect, by making use of time-dependent constraints.

In treating the ac effect, the true utility of the path space approach is seen. Both the
model of the dc effect and that of the ac effect possess superselection rules, which arise

from the constraints. They have, in their final representations, flux operators but no flux

superpositions. In Section 4.5, we give a slight reformulation of the constraint method

so far employed, to give a tentative link with the quantum circuit approach to modelling

superconducting circuits [19].

Finally, in Section 4.6 we consider a thick superconducting ring containing a capacitive

Josephson junction; a system that is usually modelled using a quantum circuit approach

[19] and for which macroscopic superpositions of flux are predicted. We start by briefly

reviewing, for the particular realisation of this system we shall be considering, the standard

quantum circuit theory. Then we impose a superselection rule on the system, so that we are

now dealing with a mixed system, and see what, if any, the consequences of this will be as

regards the ability of the theory to match the predictions of the standard quantum circuit

theory. From this we draw conclusions regarding the possibility of observing macroscopic

superpositions of flux in this system.

4.1 Macroscopic Quantum Systems

In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the existence, or otherwise,

of macroscopic quantum effects and in particular the superposition of macroscopically

distinct states. There are a number of physical systems which are likely candidates for
such effects; key among them being various superconducting thick ring devices [19].

Recent experiments suggest a new source of interest: the Bose-Einstein condensate

successfully observed by Cornell and colleagues [79]-[82], and for which a blossoming future

development is predicted, including the possibility of matter wave "laser".

The common feature here is Bose-Einstein condensation. In a superconductor, BCS

theory [83] tells us that the interaction between the crystal lattice and the conduction

electrons results in the electrons being effectively bound into pairs of opposing spin, called

Cooper pairs. The Cooper pairs, therefore, have a net spin of zero and behave like bosons.

Similarly, the system considered by Cornell is a weakly interacting gas of rubidium atoms,

which also behave like bosons.

For a gas of non-interacting bosons, as the temperature T is lowered below some critical
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temperature Tc a change of state occurs; large numbers of bosons begin to collect in the

ground state until at absolute zero, T = 0. all the particles will be in the ground state

[84], This is Bose-Einstein condensation; the ground state is known as the condensate.
This is a new state of matter realised fully in the Cornell experiments and partially in

a superconductor, for the rubidium atoms and the Cooper pairs respectively.

In the condensate we have a macroscopic number of particles in the same quantum

state; the condensate as a whole has a macroscopic mass and charge. It may also be given

a macroscopic momentum or angular momentum, where all the particles of the condensate

are set into motion together.

In the case of a superconductor it is the flow of the condensate which gives rise to the

supercurrent; a current which flows as if the material had zero resistivity.

In the condensate, the concept of individual particles becomes meaningless, whether

these be Cooper pairs or rubidium atoms. Instead, it must be treated as a single quantum

mechanical entity [79]. This is what we do in the macroscopic wave function approach:
we postulate that the condensate can be treated as a single quasi-particle1 and described

by a "one-particle" wave function [86], [87](pp38-41, ppl45-150). Thus, for such systems

possessing a Bose-Einstein condensate, we might expect to be able to find macroscopic

quantum behaviour.

In this chapter we shall consider simple superconducting circuits from the macroscopic

wave function approach, with particular attention being payed to the issue of macroscopic

superpositions. These are examples of systems which possess a condensate, and for which

macroscopic quantum behaviour, including the existence of macroscopic superpositions,

is not only expected but claimed [88]. A similar treatment to the one to follow might be

possible for other such systems. In the experiments of Cornell we might set the condensate

into rotational motion so that it possesses macroscopic angular momentum. If the angular

momentum is represented by an operator on some appropriate Hilbert space then the

system does not possess a definite angular momentum unless it is in an eigenstate of the

angular momentum operator. If the state of the system is in a superposition of different
1A quasi-particle, as the term is used throughout this thesis, is a quantum mechanical entity possessing

particle-like properties which is deemed, for whatever reason, not to merit the full status of a particle. In

the microscopic theory of superconductivity it is usual to reserve the term quasi-particle for an elementary

microscopic fermionic excitation of the quantum field describing the superconductor. Here, we use the

term in a wider sense. For example, photons and phonons are regarded by some [122] as quasi-particles.
The reason why we consider the condensate to be a quasi-particle, and not a particle, should become clear

in the course of our treatment.
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angular momentum eigenstates then this is a macroscopic superposition. Wc have a similar
situation in superfluid liquid Helium.

The systems we shall be considering from now on arc thick superconducting ring dc

vices, and the quantity which we measure in experiments for such devices is the flux

through the centre of the ring. Wo will be examining the question of the existence of

macroscopic superpositions of flux within a quantum mechanical treatment based on a

macroscopic wave function.

In the usual macroscopic wave function approach of Ginzburg-Landau theory [87] (ch8)
the wave function ip(x) does not represent a quantum state, since its modulus does not

represent a normalisable probability distribution. Instead, \tp(x)\2 = n{x) represents a

number density for the Cooper pairs in the condensate. The wave function satisfies a non¬

linear Schrodinger type equation which must be interpreted as a classical wave equation;

the solutions, ip(x), of which determine the thermodynamic equilibrium distributions of
the Cooper pair number density in the condensate.

The Ginzburg-Landau theory describes macroscopic quantum effects in that it can be

used to derive the Meissner effect, which is not derivable by classical means. It can be

derived from BCS theory from considerations of the average behaviour of the system in

thermodynamic equilibrium [85]. However, since Ginzburg-Landau theory is a classical
wave theory, it cannot tell us anything about the existence of macroscopic superpositions

in superconducting systems.

There are theories that do make claims on macroscopic superpositions. We meet an

example later when we come to consider the quantum circuit approach to modelling cer¬

tain superconducting devices. An alternative approach was suggested in [7]. Here the
condensate is viewed as a quasi-particle, of mass m = 2mo and charge q = 2e, to be

given a proper quantum mechanical treatment, that is, the condensate is described by a

macroscopic wave function which is interpreted as a true quantum mechanical stare. A

flux operator is defined and it is then argued that, for such a treatment to be consistent,

we must impose an appropriate supersoloction rule which forbids flux superpositions from

occurring. In many systems this lack of flux superpositions may be taken as an experi¬

mental fact, however, the quantum circuit approach to modelling superconducting devices

[19] does predict flux superpositions and it is claimed that these predictions arc backed up

by experiment. There is certainly strong circumstantial evidence for flux superpositions
in these devices, but we will return to this later.
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4.2 Thick Superconducting Ring Containing a Single Joseph-

son Junction

The systems with which we are concerned, in this chapter, are uniform thick (in comparison

to the penetration depth) circular superconducting rings (TSCRs for short) broken by a

very thin insulating barrier, known as a .Josephson Junction (JJ)2. We will be modelling
such systems, using a macroscopic wave function approach, in the sections to follow. We

will also consider a capacitive JJ using the quantum circuit approach to modelling the

system and will propose a tentative link between the two approaches.

In this section we will give a brief summary of the main points of the standard theory

of the behaviour of a TSCR containing a JJ. We will then briefly review the quantum

mechanical model proposed in [7] for the dc effect in a TSCR containing a JJ, which will
be the basis for all further considerations.

Given two superconductors separated by a Josephson Junction, Cooper pairs in the

condensate can tunnel across the junction from one superconductor to the other and so

a current can flow [89, 90, 91]. This tunnelling current has a very characteristic form.
Where A is the phase difference across the junction between the condensate wavefunctions

on either side, the tunnelling current Ij is given by

Ij = io sin A.

to is the critical current for the superconducting material which when exceeded turns the

material resistive and hence destroys the superconductivity. When this happens a voltage

appears across the junction. If, alternatively, we apply a constant voltage V across the

junction then this leads to the phase changing with time according to

A (t) = A0 + q~
ri

and we have what is known as the ac Josephson effect, with an ac current flowing across

the junction. In the absence of any such potential we have the dc effect and a constant

unchanging current flows.
2 Experimentally, junctions in thick ring devices may be fabricated in a variety of ways, including the

use of point contacts and microbridges [92], and these can also form Josephson junctions. By adjusting
the structure of the junction used, capacitive effects may be introduced, although initially we will not be

concerned these, concentrating instead on pure Josephson behaviour.
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The macroscopic treatment of the Josephson effect was originally derived for a system

consisting of two separate superconductors [93]. On a ring things are a little more complex.

Suppose the ring has a self-inductance L and is subject to a uniform external field which
results in an external flux Tex passing through the centre of the ring. Let $ be the total
flux through the centre of the ring, which differs from Tex by an amount Lis generated by
a supercurrent Is flowing in the ring. We may write this supercurrent as Is — (T — Tex)/L
and this must equal the current Ij flowing across the junction.

We have the following set of equations characterising the TSCR containing a JJ

[87] (p270):

1. I — io sin A;

2. T = Tex + LI]

3. T = (n - T0, integer n,

where A € [0, 27t) and To = h/q is the flux quantum. Equation 3 above is a consequence

of the ring geometry and relates the phase difference across the junction to the flux.

These characteristic equations lead to the following:

, . — 27TT
(T - Tex) + Li0 sin —— = 0,

To

which we shall refer to as the Josephson equation and which we solve for T, as a function

of Tea;. Using equation 3 this also determines a phase A and an integer n, each as functions

of Tea;- If Lio/To < 1/27T then the solution T is a single valued function of Tex [87](p270).
In the alternative regime, when Lio/To > 1/27T, we have multiple solutions for each Tex.
For simplicity, we shall henceforth consider only the single valued case.

The only way we can generate a voltage across the junction for this geometry is through

Faraday's Law by varying the external flux Tex. We, therefore, have the fourth character¬

istic equation:

4. U = -|T(Tex(t)),

where T(Tex(f)) is the solution to the Josephson equation for a time-dependent external
flux.

In modelling this system we shall be using a full quantum mechanical macroscopic

wave function approach where, ultimately, the flux is represented by an operator. For this

system, where there are strictly no capacitive effects at the junction, it is well established
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that the flux behaves as a classical quantity, at least for the regimes we shall be considering,
in that excellent agreement between theory and experiment may be obtained by treating

it as such [94]. As a result, no flux superpositions are observed, and so we could insist
on a superselection rule to this effect. This would mean that any unitary evolution that
resulted in the flux changing would have to be generated by a Hamiltonian that is not an

observable [7]. But, because the Josephson equation holds, changing the flux may only be

accomplished by changing the external flux, hence such a Hamiltonian would represent a

change imposed on the system from outside and so we should not expect this to correspond
to an observable of the system. This is something we shall meet later when we consider
the ac Josephson effect, the response of the system to a time varying external field.

4.2.1 Modelling the DC effect

Here, we will briefly review the macroscopic wave function approach to modelling the dc

effect, as proposed by Wan and Harrison in [7]. To model the system we begin with a

classical theory and then proceed to quantise it.

We consider the classical particle of mass m = 2mo and charge q = 2e constrained to

move on a circle Sl of radius a in the x — y plane, centre at the origin, in the presence

of an external magnetic field of magnitude Bex along the positive z-axis. In cylindrical
coordinates (r,6,z) the corresponding vector potential is Aex = (0, ^Bexr, 0) which has
magnitude Aex(r) = \Bexr and, where Aex — Aex(a), gives rise to a flux <&ex = 2iraAex
passing through the centre of the ring, called the external flux. We treat the system as

one dimensional with the position of the particle being given by the arc length s — ad.
In the approach of Wan and Harrison we start with the classical Hamiltonian

H = J~(P ~ qAex)2 - — COS ^p,2m q n

the presence of the JJ being characterised by the cosine term.

This is then quantised on the Hilbert space L2(5^), of square integrable functions on

the open interval = (0, 2ir), corresponding to a circle with a "cut", and representing the

bulk of the ring excluding the junction, which is assumed to subtend a vanishingly small

angle at the centre of the ring. On L2(S]:) the momentum is quantised as the differential

operator p\, with eigenvalues - (n - and eigenvectors

rPXtn(6) =(2n = 0, ±1, ±2,...,

where the parameter A G [0, 27r) represents the phase difference across the junction of the
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condensate wave function. We have a whole family of such operators; the quantisation is

not properly determined until the parameter A is specified.
The Hamiltonian is then quantised as

U 1 <~ A \ 2 i0?L 2lTa~H\ = 7T~(pa - qAexy cos —r—pa-2m q n

The particle circulating in the ring gives rise to a current, which in turn generates a flux
in the centre of the ring in addition to the external flux <Fex. Defining the self-inductance

of the ring to be L = m(27ra/q)2, we introduce the operators

1» =

c , _~ 2na_
$A = $ex + LI\ = PA,

<7

to represent the current circulating in the ring and the total flux through the centre of the

ring respectively.

The operators p\, H\, and I\ have a common set of eigenvectors, corresponding to

the eigenvectors ipx,n of the momentum operator jp\, with respective eigenvalues

P\,n = {Jl/d){jl — A/27t), E\ n — 1/2L ($A,n ^ei) (^C)d?o/27r) COS $a,n>

$A,n = {n- A/27r)4>0, I\,n = (l/L)($A,n ~ §ex)-

The last two eigenvalues equations correspond to the second and third of our equations

characterising a TSCR containing a JJ. We obtain the Josephson equation by minimising

the eigenvalues E\tU of the Hamiltonian H\ with respect to A, i.e.,

dE\n , . . 27T$A,n
= 0 =4- 4>A)„ - <£>ex + Liq sin •j~\ \ ^ * A,71 -*■ ex I I

OA $0

Thus the Josephson equation is obtained by an energy minimisation process and deter¬

mines a phase A = A(<f>ex), and therefore one particular momentum operator, as well as a

state 4>\tn, with n = n(<Fex), on which the Josephson equation holds.
For the single valued case we are considering, the Josephson equation determines ex¬

actly one state ipx,n for each value of <Fex and this spans a one dimensional subspace of

L2(Sc), which we denote by H($ex)- The different values of §ex correspond to different

physical environments and determine through the Josephson equation a momentum op¬

erator p\ and a subspace Ti(Qex) on which the Josephson equation holds. To take into

account all possible physical environments we construct a direct integral space

H® = j®H($ex)dp($ex),
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from the H($ex)s , where p is some appropriate positive measure. Let p($ex), H(Qex),

3>($ex) and I($ex) be the respective restrictions of p\, H\, and I\ to 7-f(4>ex). We then
define the direct integral operators

p® = f®p($ex)dp($ex), H® - f®H($ex)dp($ex),
$© = f® 8($ex) dp($ex), J® = /® 7($ex) dp($ex),

and postulate that the momentum, energy, flux and current are quantised as these oper¬

ators on H®. To rule out the possibility of flux superpositions on H®, we then postulate

further that a superselection rule exists on H® with the observables being represented by

self-adjoint decomposable operators.

The theory of Wan and Harrison has two weaknesses: first a superselection rule has

to be put in by hand at the end of the treatment, and secondly there is no obvious way

to extended to model treat the ac Josephson effect. A third objection might be raised,

and that is that in modelling the system on the Hilbert space L2(S*), the topology of the

problem has been changed. Even with the presence of the junction, the ring is multiply

connected, since current is able to flow across the junction by tunnelling. The interval Sji,
on the other hand, is simply connected and does not even include all the points on the

circle S1.

We note that the Josephson equation is effectively a constraint on the system. We

have a well developed theory of constraints in quantum systems, including the origin of

superselection rules from constraints. In the next section we shall reformulate the theory

to treat the system as a constrained quantum system; any superselection rules that arise

will be due to the nature of the constraint with no further postulates to this effect required.

By reformulating the theory in this manner, a straightforward generalisation of the model
is possible to include the ac effect using time-dependent constraint theory.
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4.3 Modelling the DC Effect as a Constrained Quantum

System

We shall now reformulate the theory of Wan and Harrison [7], reviewed above, along the
lines of a constrained quantum system, beginning with a constrained classical theory. This
shall allow us to generalise the theory to cater for the ac effect, to follow. Such a refor¬
mulation also serves to illustrate the equivalence between constraints and superselection

rules, as well as the constraint origins of superselection rules.

We start by proposing a Lagrangian for the classical model of the system and then
work out the classical equations of motion, before attempting to quantise the theory. Let

x denote the position variable of the particle; this may correspond to the arc length s €

(0, 27ra) or the coordinate on the covering space R of S1, in which case the Lagrangian must

usually be a periodic function of x [78] (p!90), although we shall relax this requirement
later. We will not specify which we employ in the classical theory, but we shall use each

separately when we quantise the theory.

We assume that the current flowing in the ring is due to a single particle of charge q

moving with a velocity x and giving rise to an average current (q/2Tra)x. There is a flux 4>

passing through the centre of the ring which consists of two parts: one part generated by

the current flowing around the ring, and a second part <f>ex = 2-KaAex, called the external

flux, due to the externally applied field; that is

^ — L— X + if"err,
Z7ra

where L is the self-inductance of the ring.

The Lagrangian we propose is

L(x, i) = - { 4(4 - - ^2 cos } ,

where <J>ex is a treated as a parameter and 4 is a function of <Lex which solves the Josephson

equation
,, , . _ 27T<f>(<f> - <f>ex) + iqL sin —— = 0.

<±>0

In the single valued case we are considering, $ is specified uniquely by &ex. The first term

in the Lagrangian represents an interaction energy and the second term: the magnetic

energy in the field3.
3 The system involves an interaction between the particle and the field. This interaction is between the
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This Lagrangian leads to the constraint

which we write as

and the Hamiltonian

dL q

P=8i = 2^*'

n = p- o,
lira

„ 1 2 27T$H = 7^r($-$ex) --1—COS-2L cx/ 2ir

which is just the magnetic energy of the ring [94] and satisfies, on account of the Josephson

equation,
dH

* N • - 2tt4> n

^ = r(4>-a>«J + .osm—= 0.
With <J> ~ (2ira/q)p from the constraint, we may write the Hamiltonian in the form:

1 2 i04>0 27T 27raH^—{p~qAex) - —— cos-——p,2m 2-7T 4?o q

where — 27raAea; and L = m(2ira/q)2. This may be compared to the Hamiltonian
used by Wan and Harrison, which we have obtained here as a weak equation, and has the
form of a kinetic energy term plus a momentum dependent potential. Note that the actual

kinetic energy of the particle in the Hamiltonian formalism is weakly zero, that is,

where A = <3>/27ra is the vector potential for the total field.
We define the total Hamiltonian

Ht — H + up.

particle and the total field <t>, including the contribution generated by the particle itself, which will be

comparable to the external field in magnitude, and is such that the kinetic energy of the particle jmi2
is negligibly small. The energy of the system, therefore, consists only of that stored in the magnetic field
and that due to the interaction between the particle and the field.

The energy stored in the magnetic field is

1
/*. A \2 ■ $0 271-$

2T 1 ~ 2° 27T C°S

the first term being the energy stored in the inductance, L, of the ring and the second term being a

contribution due to the presence of the junction [94]. By minimising the magnetic energy we get the
Josephson equation:

27T$
4" - <3?ea; + ic>L sin —— = 0.

$o

Since we are assuming single valuedness, for each 4>el we have only one solution of this equation.
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The equations of motion for the coordinate and momentum are

x

V

dp
u— — u.

and could be written, in terms of the total Hamiltonian, as the usual weak equations.

The consistency condition

is satisfied with the help of the equations of motion and since <f> is independent of time.

This consistency condition leaves us with one first-class constraint and means that the

Lagrangian multiplier u = u(x,p,t) is totally arbitrary and is included to give the most

general equations of motion.

If x = s E (0,27ra) there are apparent problems, in the classical theory, with the

equation of motion x = u. However, this is irrelevant as far as the consistency of the

dynamics is concerned, and we can always choose u to ensure that x E (0, 27ra) for all

time.

This is then a consistent classical dynamical system with the following important

properties:

<3? represents the flux passing through the centre of the ring, H is the energy of the system,

I is the current circulating in the ring and the last equation is the Josephson equation,

which may be obtained by minimising the energy of the system with respect to 4>. These

equations may be compared to the corresponding expressions in the model of Wan and

Harrison and also the characteristic equations for TSCR containing a JJ, both of which

were presented earlier. When we quantise the theory we will obtain the third characteristic

equation relating the phase difference across the junction to the flux <f>.

2ira

(p - qAex);

We now quantise the theory. There are three basic approaches we may use; we shall

discuss them each in turn, starting with the approach that most closely resembles that of
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Wan and Harrison. We shall consider the alternative approaches in the following subsec¬

tions.

4.3.1 Quantisation as a Constrained Quantum System on L2(S])

Our Hilbert space is L2(S].) of square integrable functions on the circle S1 with a point

missing to represent the junction, that is S* = {9 £ (0,27r)}. Thus we quantise on the
Hilbert space

H = |ip(9) : J |^(^)|2 ad6 < ocj ,
as being appropriate to the geometry of the system.

We then quantise our dynamical variables x and p on 7i as:

x = a9 ■ D~ = H,

vx = : ^ 6 ^(0+) = e_lV(27r-);

where the p\s form a whole family of self-adjoint momentum operators on H parametrised

by A € [0, 27t). We will use the constraint to choose one of these operators. The constraint

is quantised as the operator

where I is the identity operator on H. We impose the constraint on the vectors of 7~L

fj\Tp = 0 => (p\- 7^$^ tp = 0.
This leads to the eigenvalue equation:

A q
= (-(n-

\a 2n 2na
$ 1p\,n = 0

where

^,n = *
V 2tta

are eigenvectors of the momentum operator p\. The choice of A is determined by the pa¬

rameter Tex, i.e., the Josephson equation <f> — Tex + i^L sin(27rT/To) = 0 and the eigen¬

value equation $ = - A/27t), where To = 2-nTi/q, imply that A is a function of Tex,
as are T and n. This in turn determines which of the family of self-adjoint operators p\ to

use, as well as which state the system is in, for any given physical environment determined

by Tex.
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Here we have a whole family of constraints parametrised, ultimately, by the value of
the external flux 4>ex. For each <Lex the vectors satisfying the constraint are the physical
vectors and span the physical Hilbert space Hphs — which may be written as

H($ex) = j^A.n : $ = $o (n- , $ - 4>ex + fo^sin = 0 j .
The physical Hilbert spaces H^ex) are all one-dimensional, but in general they will not

be orthogonal. For each <I>ex the appropriate Hilbert space to quantise the system on is

7i{^ex) rather than H\ the algebra of first-class operators contains functions of P\($ex)

and the physical operators are just the operators on ?f(<Fex). We identify the observables
with the self-adjoint physical operators. Immediately we see that for all <Fex the position

operator x is not an observable, as it is not first-class.

The Hamiltonian for the quantised theory is the trivial operator H($ex) =

where

X 1 ,, . x2 • 27T$H{$ex) = - $ex)

and the total Hamiltonian is given by

Ht — H + urj.

But on 7f(4>ex) these are the same. Therefore, on each ?f($ex) we have the unique Hamil¬
tonian H(Qex) = H($ex)I(4>ex)i where l(Tx) is the identity on ?-f(lFex). Similarly, we

may introduce a flux operator on Ti($ex) defined by 4>(4>ex) — <F($ex)J(4>ex), and the
momentum operator p^ex) which is the restriction of P\($ex) to 7f(4'ex).

The quantised theory is obviously consistent and the Hamiltonian and total Hamilto¬

nian are both obviously first-class.

Let us construct from the physical Hilbert spaces 7-f(<Fex) the direct integral Hilbert

space 7i®, to take account of all possible values of 4>ex:

= J& H($ex) dp(<f>ex),
where yu. is some appropriate positive measure. This is a more convenient Hilbert space on

which to consider all possible configurations of the system, as on H® the physical Hilbert

spaces are now disjoint.

We may then define the observables

P® = J P{$ex)dp{$ex),
$© = |e$($ex)dp($ex),
H® = |®tf(<f>ex)dM(<I>ex),
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reprosonting the momentum, flux and energy of the system respectively. By construction,

a superselection rule exists on H® with the 7i(^ex)s as "supersectors" and the algebra of
observables being just the algebra of decomposable operators. The constraint equations

are now valid as strong equations on H® and we have:

$© =

Q

■ r • 27r^® n
- <f>® + iqL sin —— = 0,61 4>0

where = f® <f>exI(<f>ex) d/j($ex).
The physical Hilbert spaces represent states of the system for which the magnetic

energy of the system is minimised [94]. Our constraints, therefore, may be considered as

being, ultimately, of thermodynamic origin.

Tho final quantised theory ic identical to the model proposed by Wan and Harrison and

the reformulation here gives the possible interpretation of the origin of the eupcrsclcction

rules as being due to some constraint on the system.

4.3.2 Quantisation as a Constrained Quantum System on Path Space

We now consider an alternative way to quantise the system: we quantise on the Hilbcrt

space of functions of paths on the circle S1, introduced earlier. This is more appropriate

for the quantisation of our system. Even with the presence Josephson junction the ring is

multiply connected as current is able to flow across the junction by tunnelling. Instead,
we take account of tho junction by picking up a phase factor A each time we complete a

loop of the ring.

Our Hilbert space is

K = j*H{\)d\
where

f r2ir
«(A) = |^0M) = e,AtyA(0) : Jo 1^(0,012adO = Jo \M0)\

n

add < oo

and where a superselection rule alroady exists in H®, with the H(A)s as "superocctoro".
Let us introduce the unitary map U : L2(R) —» H®, defined by [36] (p289)

r® 00 p-i(l -l)\
^®=/ M0,l)d\ : M6,1) = UtP= £ ^(9 + 2ttI),

J , v
I =—oo

VV> G L2(R) and its inverse U~l : Ti® —> L2(R), defined by
r2ir 1

xl>(e + 2ni) = u-v® = / -i=4>\{e, I) d\,Jo V27T
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= f® ip\(9,l) dX £ These allow us to map between Tif, and L2(R), the Hilbert

space of square integrable functions on the covering space R of S1. Therefore, quantising

on Hf, is equivalent to quantising the classical theory where the position variable is taken
to be the coordinate on the covering space. On L2(R) there is a unique irreducible

representation of the commutation relation [x,p] = iTi [9](p342):

x = ad ; D~
r j in >

I . . _ v I O

< oo

ip(0) : \xip(9)\2 add < oo|,
p = -i^ ; D~ = |^(0) : m € AC(R), Jr |p0W|2 ad6

The superselection rule amounts to the fact that observables must be represented on L2(R)
by periodic functions of x, with period 27ra. We may use the maps between H® and L2(R)
to fix, in a unique manner, the conjugate position and momentum operators on H®. Using

the above unitary maps to map from L2(R) —> H®, the above operators become:

d\€ D~ ,
= a / ^6+ 2irl+ i2n-^Jipx(Q,l)d\; Vip® = J i>\(0,l)
= {^® =fMO, I) d\ : MO, I) = M_ (0, 0, • • •} ,

pxM0,l)d\ = J -i-—M0,i)d\-, vv® = y M0,l)d\eD9B
= =fMO, l) d\ : va(0, I) = e-iXM27r_, z), • • •} ,

and are our conjugate position and momentum operators on H®. Note that the p\s are

just the momentum operators we met earlier, where A is the phase difference across the

junction of the condensate wave function.

Before we go any further, we note that already, due to the existence of the superselec¬

tion rule preexisting on H® with its origins in the geometry of the system, the conjugate

position operator x® is not an observable. It does, however, contain an observable part

s — a6 corresponding to the coordinate on the ring. This is a result that has an analogy

in the classical theory since, even there, the observables must be periodic functions of the

covering space coordinate.

The unitary maps between L2[R) and H® mean that we can carry out any algebraic

manipulations in L2(R), which is the better understood space, and transform back to H®
for the physical interpretation.

Quantising on H® the constraint operator is

rf> =p® -
27ra
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where I is the identity on H®. If we impose the constraints on the vectors of H®, i.e.,

rj®tp® => (p® - V® = 0,
V 27ra /

this formally leads to the generalised eigenvalue equation

where
r® we

</% ® = y ^(A — A0)e dA
is a generalised eigenvector of the momentum operator p®. One of the advantages of

quantising on L2(S*) was that the constraint held on eigenvectors as opposed to generalised

eigenvectors, which is the case now.

We formally define the physical Hilbert space

nphs = H($ex) = {</%„(£) : $ = (n - $0 , $ - $ex + i0L sin^ = o} ,

which enables us to formally identify the physical Hilbert space 7i{^ex) with a subspace

Hn{\) of 7f(A(4>ex)) spanned by the eigenvector of P\($ex) corresponding to n = n($ex).
Alternatively, we may proceed rigorously if we note that on 7i® the constraints for

different values of the external flux form a compatible family of constraints. We thus

define the set of observables by

-4={p®}",
in line with our general treatment of compatible families, and we, therefore, have a further

superselection rule on Tt®, in addition to the one of geometric origin, and this will entail

further decomposition of the Hilbert space.

We note that now, because of the additional superselection rule on 7d®, the ring coor¬

dinate s — ad is ruled out as an observable.

If we let 6 R cover every possible configuration of the system, that is, each possible

n = n(4>ex) and each possible A = A(4>ex) £ [0, 27r), we may write the full Hilbert space

decomposition in the form:

n® = jen^ex)d^ex),
where the measure p is chosen so that

n® = Jwn(^ex)d^ex),
/*0

— I ©nWn(A) d\.
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This can be compared to the Hilbert space constructed by the previous method. For the
correct choice of measure, they are identical. The measure p, so chosen, is semi-continuous.

The set of observables corresponds to the self-adjoint elements of B®, the von Neumann

algebra of all bounded decomposable operators on 7i®, which we write as

where B($ex) is the von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators on 7i{^ex). The states

of the system are then identified with the NPLFs w® over B®, which are decomposed in

the form:

Since the H(Qex)s are one-dimensional the PLFs cu<j>ex all give rise to pure states of the
form:

Vh4® = f® A($ex)I($ex) dfi($ex) £ B®. These take the place of the physical vectors, to

which they are formally equivalent.

4.3.3 Direct Integral Quantisation

Finally, we come to the simplest way to quantise the system. We recognise that the classical

system will give rise to a compatible family of constraints and proceed to quantise directly,

that is, we go straight to the direct integral Hilbert space.

Our Hilbert space is

where H(Qex) = € is one-dimensional and p is an appropriate measure. We then quantise

the momentum as the multiplication operator

and, where p($ex) = 2wa^(^ex) is a strong equation on 7f($ei), we get the flux operator

which satisfies the strong equation

|>© = ±T2p©
Q
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The Hamiltonian is quantised as

H® = — ($® - )2 - i0— cos 2?r^e
2L[ ex) °2tr $0 '

where <1®, = /® 4>ex dn($ex), and this is strongly equal to

= A® )*-«?!! cos *"*>2m * ex/ 2tt h

where 27ra<3>®. = Afx.
We notice that direct integral quantisation leads straight to the final superselection

rule. The different 7f($ex)s represent the system constrained by different physical envi¬

ronments and the observables are common observables for this collection of systems.

4.3.4 Concluding Remarks

The final quantised theory of the three approaches used here to quantise our classical

constraint model are equivalent, with the last being the simplest. The second approach,

using path space, is the best suited to the quantisation of the constraint, since, on this

Hilbert space the quantised constraints form a compatible family, which results in the

further decomposition of the space. Our theory of constraints applies most directly to this

approach. Also, for much the same reason, i.e. the constraints form a compatible family,

the treatment of the ac effect is more straightforward when we quantise on the path space.
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4.4 Modelling the AC Effect as a Constrained Quantum

System

The above treatment of the dc Josephson effect on a thick superconducting ring used

time-independent constraint theory to reproduce a model previously presented by Wan

and Harrison in [7]. We shall now attempt to generalise the model to incorporate the ac

effect. We start by modifying the classical Lagrangian for the dc effect to produce the

appropriate classical equations of motion for the ac effect.
In the ac effect, the flux through the ring is no longer constant, but changes with

time in response to a potential difference across the junction. The only way to generate

a potential difference across the junction in a ring geometry is through a time dependent
external flux. At any given time t the Josephson equation is known to hold. It follows
that as we vary the external flux with time the total flux moves through the corresponding

dc values, giving rise to an induced e.m.f

across the junction, in accordance with Faraday's law4 [94],
Therefore, to model the ac effect all we have to do is to add an extra term

x<j>
Z7Ta

to the original dc Lagrangian, which represents the potential energy of the particle gener¬

ating the current due to the induced potential across the junction. We still assume that

the kinetic energy of the particle is negligible and require that the Josephson equation

hold at each instant of time t.

This leads to a proposed Lagrangian for the ac effect of the form:

L(x, x, t) = ^-<$>x - ( - Sex? ~ — cos^1 + -^-xT,v ' 27ra [2L ' 2tt <F0 J 27ra '
4 Gallop in [95] considers the same system and assumes that the potential difference V across the

junction, induced by varying the external flux with time, is due to the external flux alone, i.e.

and that this results in the characteristic rate of change of phase for the ac effect:

d\_qV
dt h

This is just plain wrong. When the Josephson equation holds, which it does in the treatment of Gallop,
these two equations are not consistent.
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where $ is a solution of the Josephson equation

/i « n 27r<f>
(<3> - 4>ex) + iq*L sin —— = 0

<Po

and the external flux $ex is time-dependent.

This gives a constraint

which is now time-dependent, and a Hamiltonian of the form:

U 1 ^ ^2 27T$ q •H = 777 ($ - $ex) ^—cos_7 o X$'2L 2ir 4>o 27ra

which is weakly equal to

H ~ Y~(p - QAex)2 - ^^COS^—p- y—X$,2m 2n 4>o q 2ira

where &ex = 27raAex and L = m(2na/q)2.
As before, the total Hamiltonian is then

Ht = H + urj,

but now H and Ht are explicitly time-dependent, and the equations of motion take the

form:

x = U]

* =

so that the consistency condition

l) = p-i-aiS"0
is automatically satisfied. Again, this leaves the coefficient u = u(q,p,t) completely ar¬

bitrary. We are not really interested here in the most general form of the equations of
motion and so we simplify matters slightly by choosing u — 0.

This is a perfectly satisfactory consistent classical theory; the extra term (q/2na)x&
allows the system to evolve in a manner consistent with the time-dependence of the con¬

straint. We will now quantise the theory.
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4.4.1 Quantisation as a Time-Dependent Constrained Quantum System

on L2(Slc)

Our Hilbert space is

H — |tp(d) : J |ip{0)^ add < oo j ,
on which we will quantise our constraints as we did for the dc effect, only now we have

the added complication due to the fact that the constraints are time-dependent.

Our dynamical variables x and p are again quantised on 7i as:

x = ad ; D~ = H.

^X = D9x = : ^ € AC(Sc^ 0+) = e_lV(27r_); e '

where the p\s form a whole family of self-adjoint momentum operators on Tt parametrised

by A € [0, 2^r), and where the constraint will be used to choose one of these operators.

Our constraint is quantised as the operator

V\=P\~

where I is the identity operator on H. and is explicitly time-dependent. Imposing the

constraint on the vectors of 7i

= 0 => (p\ - f = °.
leads, as before, to the eigenvalue equation

1

where

V'A.n — /—
\Z2ira

are eigenvectors of the momentum operator p\. The above eigenvalue equation then de¬

termines a A, which in turn selects a particular operator p\ to represent our quantised

momentum, as well as an integer n, which determines a state on which the constraint

holds and, thus, a physical Hilbert space. However, because the constraint is now time-

dependent, A will also depend on time and, thus, our momentum is quantised as an cxplic

itly time-dependent operator, the time-dependence entering through the time-dependence

of the phase necessary for the constraint to hold. Let uc chow this time dependence cxplic

itly: let A(t) be the phase and 4>(f) the flux at a time t, as determined by the Josephson

equation, then our momentum operator at a time t is P\(t) and our constraint becomes
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For the ac effect, we have physical Hilbert spaces which change with time, since the

constraint which gives rise to them is time-dependent:

Hphs(t) = H($ex(t)).

The physical Hilbert spaces of the ac effect move through the set of dc physical Hilbert

spaces, introduced in the previous section. The set of observables at any instant t then

correspond to the set of self-adjoint physical operators at that time, which are just oper¬

ators acting on the physical Hilbert space H(<bex{t)). Since the physical Hilbert space at

any instant is spanned by an eigenvector of the momentum operator put), and defining
p(Qex(t)) to be the restriction of P\{t) onto the physical Hilbert space then the
observables at a time t will just consist of functions of p($ex(t)). As for the dc effect, we

immediately note that the position operator x is not an observable.

The Hamiltonian for the ac theory is quantised as the operator

H(t) = H($ex(t)) - £-sm,
where H(<f>ex) — H(Tex)l ic the Hamiltonian introduced in our treatment of the dc effect.
This is not an observable because it is a function of x. Since we have chosen that the

Lagrangian multiplier u — 0, the above Hamiltonian ic also the generator of the evolution

operator U(t,to), given explicitly below:

Tr f . , X "I C[/(f,t0) = e Jt°
= e~i /to H(*eM))dt' ei(*(i)-*(to))^

since [H(t),H(t')] = 0 Vt,t G R and

£2&*(*')*'= W)-*M)£-
Note that, since the flux $(t) and phase A(t), at any time t, are related by &(t) =

(n(t)—A(t)/27r)$o for integer n(t), then we can write the physical vectors ip(t) = ip\(t),n(t) e
in the form:

V lira

\j2-na

For the equations of motion to be consistent, we require that the evolution operators

U(t, to) generated by our quantised Hamiltonian act as an isomorphism between 7f($ex(t))
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and H(4>ex(to)) for any two times t and to, he.

U(t,t0) : H($ex{to))—> H{$ex(t)); U{t,to)ip(t0) G H($ex{t))

V^(to) € 7t($ex(to)) and Vt, to € JR. Therefore, since

U(t,t0)ip{t0) e
-i l!0 We*(t'))dt' ciW)-*(to))% 1

\/27ra

e

\/27ra

which is just V(t) G 7t($ez(t)) to within a phase factor, then U(t,to)ip(to) G H(4,ez(^))
and the equations of motion are consistent.

At each instant of time t the observables are represented by the self-adjoint operators

on the physical space 7t(<I'ei.(t)) and the evolution acts as a * isomorphism between these

representations.

Since the physical Hilbort spaces arc not orthogonal we cannot define a common cot

of observables on H; the constraints do not form a compatible family. Also, since the

Hamiltonian generating the evolution is not an observable and evolves vectors in one

physical Hilbert space into vectors in another, we cannot restrict our description of the

model to tho individual physical Hilbert spaces, as we could for the dc effect, and so we

cannot construct the direct integral Hilbert space H®, which represents a collection of

such systems.

For a formulation of tho ac thoory with more resemblance to the dc theory, wc should

have to reformulate the above ac thoory so that we have a representation on the direct

integral Hilbert space H® ■ This we are able to do in the next section when we quantise on

the path space. Realty, tho Hilbcrt space H — L2(Sl) is not appropriate for quantisation
of our classical constraint theory.

4.4.2 Quantisation as a Time-Dependent Constrained Quantum System
on Path Space

We now quantise our time-dependent constraint theory on the Hilbert space of functions
of paths H®, introduced earlier. Our Hilbert space is
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where

f r2ir r 2tt
H(\) = l[MOJ) = elXlMO) ■ Jo \M0,l)\2ad6 = Jo \M0)\2 add < oo

with a superselection rule already existing in H®, with the H(X)s as "supersectors".
We have unitary maps, given previously, that allow us to map between Hf, and L2(R),

the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the covering space R of S1. Quanti¬

sation on Ti,® is therefore equivalent to quantising the classical theory formulated on the

covering space R of S . The quantised position and momentum on the covering opacc arc

given by the operators:

x = ad ; Dx — 17p(9) : \xip(9)\2 add < oo j ,
hd

" = "am- Di : '<!,!« j e ACIJii,
^ \pip(6)\2 <j .

The observables of the classical theory must be periodic functions of the position variable

and this carries over into the quantised theory, with a superselection rule which amounts

to the fact that observables must be represented on L2(R) by periodic functions of x.

The appropriate space on which to represent this superselection rule is H®. On H® the

position and momentum operators take the form:

x®ip® = a J ^6+ 2nl+ i2Tc-^jipx(e,l)d\] \/ip® = J dX € D~@,
= jv® =fMO, I) dX : MO, I) = M_ (0,1), • • •} ,

pxM0,l)dX= j -i--M0,l)dX- W® = y ipx{0,l)d\£ Dps,
= j^® =fMO, I) dX : MO, I) = e-iXM2n, I),.. \ .d9$

The parameter X in the p\s, above, is interpreted as the phase difference across the junction

of the condensate wave function, which we pick up each time we complete a circuit of the

ring. The position operator on H® is not a decomposable operator and so does not

represent an observable; this is the result we would expect from the classical theory on

the covering space.

Quantising on H®, we get for the Hamiltonian the operator

H* =
1
,, , m • $0 27T<f>

T($-4>ei) -z0—cos-
q

-x®$,_L 2n $0 J 27ra

with the total Hamiltonian being identical, since we have chosen, as an extra constraint

on the system, the condition u = 0. This is not decomposable on H® and so we use a
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subscript © simply to indicate it is an operator on H®, as we have also done with x$.

So, from the outset the Hamiltonian cannot be an observable; this is as a result of our

geometric superselection rule alone, and one which we should expect from our classical

theory, since to get the above operator amounts to quantising the classical Hamiltonian
H = (<f> — $ex)2/L — ?0($o/27r) cos(27r<f>/$o) — (q/2ira)x$, where x is the coordinate on the

covering space, and, since this is not a periodic function of x, even classically this would
not properly represent an observable.

The constraint quantises as

fj® = p® ?_$I©
2-7ra

and is now a time-dependent constraint operator. As before imposing the constraints will

lead to further superselection rules. Where A(t) = A(4>ex(t)) and n(t) — n($ex(t)), then
the physical subspace at a time t is a subspace of 7i(\(t)), spanned by the vector

^(i) = _LeiWei{n(t)-*$)e^
v 27T

Thus, the physical Hilbert space at a time t is ~H{$ex{t)) = Hn(t)(A((f)), and the physical
Hilbert spaces of the ac Josephson effect move through the physical Hilbert spaces of the

dc effect, with time.

As for the dc effect, on H® our constraint, for the different values of the external flux,

determines a compatible family of constraints with the algebra of observables being given

by

A={p®}".

If we consider each possible configuration of the system, i.e. each $ex £ R, we will

cover each possible n and each possible A £ [0, 27t) and our decomposition of the Hilbert

space is identical to that of the dc effect. We write

n® = Je-H($ex)d^ex),
and on Ti® our momentum operator is written as

= J P($ex)dn{<$>ex),
where p($ex) is the restriction of p\ to H($ex). The observables will then just be self-

adjoint functions of p® and the algebra of observables A will correspond to the algebra
B® of bounded decomposable operators on H®.
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In the ac effect we simply move through the dc states with time. The set of observables
is the same as for the dc effect, only now the Hamiltonian generator of evolutions is not

an observable and so does not represent the energy of the system. We may, however, use

the dc Hamiltonian to define an energy operator for the ac effect, which represents the
instantaneous energy of the system as it is moved through the dc states by the varying
external flux.

It now only remains to verify that the theory is indeed consistent. The evolution is

generated by the group

Ut = e~% Jo )cft ,

since [Ht(t), H(t')] = 0 for all t, t € JR. The elements of B® are just bounded functions of
the momentum p®. Let F(p®) be any such element. The expectation value of F(p®) in a

pure state at a time t = 0 is, by definition, caf'ex{F(p®)) and has the value

where n(0), A(0) and $(0) are determined by <3>ei, through the Josephson equation, at

time t = 0.

At a time t > 0, the momentum operator in the Heisenberg picture is

^^=^+2hioV{t)dt' D2*(t) = D2*>
where V(t) = —^$($ex(t)). Thus F(p®)(t) = F(p®(£)) is again an observable and so our

evolution is preserving. We can therefore define the evolved pure state at a time t > 0 by

VA® 6 B®, where Af = ul A®Ut, and so the expectation value of F(p®) in the pure state

at a time t > 0 is given by:

w*„?(F(p®)) = u^®(F(p®(t)))

where n(t), A(i) and $(t) are determined by $ex(f), the external flux at a time t > 0,

through the Josephson equation. Therefore, the states evolve in a manner consistent with

the constraint and so the equations of motion are consistent [see §2.3.2].
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4.4.3 Concluding Remarks

The treatment of the ac effect on path space is comparable in its final form to that of
the dc effect, resulting in a final representation on the decomposable Hilbert space Ti®.
The same cannot be said of the previous treatment of the ac effect on the Hilbert space

L2(5,}), which could not be represented on H®. The advantage of the path space approach
is that the Hilbert space is "large" enough for constraints to give rise to a compatible

family. This is also a property of quantising the system directly, that is, of using direct

integral quantisation (see §2.4.2). With either approach, we get a Hamiltonian that is
not an observable. The interpretation of this last fact is obvious here: the form of the

Hamiltonian is a result of the external variation of the external flux $ex; it is the operator

that generates the unitary evolution consistent with the changes imposed externally on

the system by varying $ex. We should not expect such a Hamiltonian to represent an

observable. This fact also justifies our quantisation, in the path space approach, of a

classical Hamiltonian which cannot properly be considered an observable, because it is

not a periodic function of the position variable: in the final quantised theory it will not

be an observable, anyway, because of the constraint.
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4.5 Equivalence to the Quantum Circuit Approach

We have given a simple model of the Josephson effect in a TSCR as a constrained quantum

system. We now suggest a tentative link between our approach, using a macroscopic wave

function, and the quantum circuit approach [19], which considers the system as a quantised
LC equivalent circuit, and which shall be reviewed in the next section .

We have already noted that our classical Hamiltonian is weakly equal to

TT 1 , . s2 . $o 27Ta q ■
_

I027r C°S
This offers a slight generalisation on the previous model if we take this as a strong equation

defining the Hamiltonian. The constraint is then taken to be the same as we used before,
and with this choice of Hamiltonian our equations of motion are

u,

Q
<3>,

2ira

i.e., they are weakly equal to the previous form. On the surface in phase space defined by

the constraint, this classical Hamiltonian, therefore, gives the same equations of motion

as we had previously, and so these equations of motion are consistent.

We then quantise the theory on H® and the Hamiltonian becomes:

H =-^ cos _ JL%4.
Let us define the operators

<7

^® = 2^®'
These are conjugate operators with <f>® representing the (magnetic) flux and Q© being

interpreted as the electric flux operator, conjugate to <f>®. We, therefore, write the Hamil¬

tonian in the form:

H = ^(i® - <J>ez)2 - COS ^$® + Q®V,
and impose the constraint

rj® = $® - T($ex)I®,
where 4'(4'ex) is a parameter satisfying the Josephson equation, and with
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This Hamiltonian has the form of one arising from a quantum circuit approach, as will
be seen in the next section, with flux and electric flux operators. However, the constraint

means that we have a superselection rule so that the only observables are functions of 3>®.
It is tempting to relax the constraint and form more general quantum circuit Hamiltoni-

ans so that we would have a general quantum circuit theory based on our operators <f>®
and Q®, originating from a macroscopic wave function approach. We, therefore, have a

tentative link between the macroscopic wave function approach and the quantum circuit

approach, to modelling superconducting thick ring circuits. However, even in the absence

of the constraint, we still have a superselection rule in operation on the Hilbert space Ti®,

originating from the geometry of the system and totally inherent to this approach, which
rules out the electric flux operator as an observable.
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4.6 The Capacitive Josephson Junction and Macroscopic

Superpositions

We have presented, in the previous sections, models for both the ac and dc Josephson
effects in a TSCR containing a JJ. These models were formulated using a macroscopic

wave function approach, as constrained quantum systems. In these models there are

effectively two constraints on the system: one relating the momentum operator to the flux

through the centre of the ring, and another requiring the flux to satisfy the Josephson

equation.

As these systems are modelled as constrained quantum systems, even though we have

a flux operator, we have a superselection rule forbidding flux superpositions. There are

thus no macroscopic superpositions in these models.

Now, we briefly consider a quantum model, and corresponding system, for which flux

superpositions are predicted. We start by reviewing the standard theory for describing the

system and the corresponding claims for the observation of macroscopic superpositions.

We then introduce a description of the system as a mixed system to examine these claims

for macroscopic superpositions.

4.6.1 The Quantum Circuit Approach

The system we shall consider is a TSCR containing a capacitive JJ, for which a great

deal of literature has been generated over the years [19], [88], [96]-[102], [104]-[107]. The
standard quantum models for this system use the quantum circuit approach, which we shall

briefly review below and for which our main reference is [19]. This model predicts not

only macroscopic quantum behaviour, but also macroscopic superpositions. The theory

we review corresponds to the flux mode of [98] and the macroscopic superpositions are

superpositions of flux, so this system behaves quite differently from those we have so far

considered. In the next section we will see to what extent our previous theory, based on a

macroscopic wave function approach, may be used to model the system. We will compare

the two approaches, their predictions for experiment and what conclusions we may draw

as regards the existence of macroscopic superpositions of flux.

The system is modelled on the Hilbert space H of square integrable functions of 4>,

i.e., H = L2(R,d&). Here <f> will represent the flux, so we are working in the flux rep¬

resentation, and we ignore the presence of a limiting critical field which would have the
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Figure 4.1: Thick ring and equivalent LC circuit

effect of limiting the range of $ which we consider in forming the Hilbert space H [7].
We introduce the canonical pair:

$

Q

= T;

= —ifi

satisfying the commutation relation

[<f>,Q] = ih,

where <f> represent the (magnetic) flux through the ring and its conjugate Q represents the
electric flux inside the junction. We then define the Hamiltonian

H =
('Q + Qex? . $0 27T<f> ( ($-$exY

2C -2077-COS2ir 4>o
+

2L

We are employing the quantum circuit approach to modelling the system. We envisage

the system as an electric circuit, consisting of an inductance L and a leaky capacitor C,

subject to a uniform external magnetic field producing a flux <f>ei, known as the external

flux, in the centre of the ring, and an external electric field, which results in the external

electric flux Qex, within the junction.

The current through the inductance L is (<3> — Qex)/L and a leakage current of io sin
flows across the capacitor; both these currents seek to change the electric flux Q stored in

the capacitor, and the rate of change of Q is their sum, i.e.

~ ($-$ex) , . . 2tt$Q = T *0 sin ——.L 4>o
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When we take the limit C —► oo the Hamiltonian reduces to the form:

r,(i- , $0 2ir$ ,
=

2L C0S

where in taking the limit we assume that Qex/C = V remains finite5.
In this form, we obtain a Hamiltonian similar to that used to model the ac effect,

previously.

If we impose on the system the constraint

Q ~ 0,

then we obtain the Josephson equation

($-$es) , . . 27r$1- lo sin —— « 0.
L $0

These are weak equations holding on the physical vectors in We thus obtain something
that resembles our previous models for the dc and ac effects: if V = 0 we would have the

dc effect and if V ^ 0 we would have the ac effect, although we would have to insist that

V have a time-dependence consistent with the constraint, which would identify V with

voltage across the junction induced in the ring by the flux changing in time in accordance

with the Josephson equation and a time varying external flux $ex.

We might attempt to extend our model on H® for the ac effect to include the capacitivc

JJ. This we would do by dropping the constraint, imposed by the requirement that the

Josephson equation be satisfied, and then using our flux and electric flux operators to

construct the capacitive JJ Hamiltonian. However, because of the geometric superselection

rule that already exists on H®, such a model would not be fully equivalent to the above

quantum circuit theory.

The quantum circuit theory is fully quantum mechanical; there are no superselection

rules. According to Widom [96, 97], the flux operator $ and electric flux operator Q, of

quantum circuit theory, have their origins in the quantised electromagnetic field.

These can be contrasted with our operators on H® which originate in a macroscopic

wave function approach and are, hence, intimately related to the matter field; we do not

quantise the electromagnetic field.

5In fact, as we take this limit the term Qlx/C —> oo and so to get the above result we must actually
consider the Hamiltonian

H ®exH~~'

which just involves a shift in the spectrum of H.
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The key feature of the quantum circuit theory of a TSCR containing a capacitive J J is

that the Hamiltonian, given above, does not commute with the flux operator, so that, if
the system is in an eigenstate of energy, it is in an indefinite flux state. For small 27rio/<Fo,
the Hamiltonian approximates a harmonic oscillator and the eigenvectors may be found,

approximately, using perturbation theory.

Experimentally, the quantities measured for the system are the flux <f>, and hence the

current
~ $ - <$>ex

L '

flowing around the ring. If the system is in an eigenstate of the energy H, then neither of

the above has a definite value, but we can find the expectation values:

m - -(^L\ 9Ek($ex){ h [d$ex)k 8$ex '
($), = L(I)k + $ex,

where k refers to the kth eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H.

In one set of experiments performed on the system (of class B in [19]) these distribu¬

tions, of the average flux and current with respect to Qex, are determined by observing

the time average behaviour of the system in such a way so as not to perturb the state of

the system. As any one familiar with the method employed in this class of experiment

will be quick to point out, what is actually measured by the experimenter is the voltage

noise in a classical circuit coupled to the quantum circuit. No direct flux measurements

are made; but the coupling between the classical and quantum circuits is achieved through

the magnetic susceptibility of the quantum circuit [19], [102], which, in the kth eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian H, is defined by

Td(I)k Td2Ek($ex)Xk ^4>ex 8^ex ■

This is a quantity which depends for its definition only on the current operator I = ($ —

Qex)/L. In this sense, we are still measuring the flux through the ring, but in an indirect

manner. Rather striking agreement with experiment is found [102], and this provides

strong circumstantial evidence for the existence of macroscopic quantum behaviour and

macroscopic superpositions.

Let us consider the limiting behaviour when (4>o/27rio) <C L, iq —► oo [19]. For

(n - l/2)$0 < $ex o tho ground stuto of the Hnmilfonmn H is npproxi-

mated by the vector rjn, which is an approximate eigenvector of the flux operator $ with
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approximate eigenvalue n<2>o- When 4>ex = (n + 1/2) 4>o, in the absence of the cosine term

in the Hamiltonian, the ground state would be degenerate, with both r]n and r)n+1, corre¬

sponding to approximate flux eigenvalues <f?n = n<f>o and 4>n+1 = (n + l)4>o respectively,
being approximate ground state eigenvectors. The presence of the cosine term splits this

degeneracy to give the approximate ground state

*0 —

^2 (Vn ~f~ Vn+l) 1

and first excited state

~

^2 (fin ~ rln+1) >

with a small energy difference TiVl between them [19].
If at a time t = 0 we prepare the system in the flux eigenstate corresponding to the

eigenvalue 4>n, then the probability of the system being in that state at a later time t is

just

Pn{t) = ^(1 + cos fit).
This is the phenomena of flux oscillations and is one example of behaviour in the model

which is supposed to indicate the existence of superpositions of macroscopic flux states

[19].
This effect provides the basis for another set of possible experiments to be performed

on the system (called class A in [19]) where the instantaneous value of the flux through
the centre of the ring is measured, changing the state of the system as a result. Attempts
to observe these flux oscillations have already be made [104, 105] and have so far met with
failure. These are very delicate experiments to perform and, when due account is taken

of the influence of the environment on the system, the very feasibility of ever being able

to observe these phenomena may be questioned [106, 107]. However, if they should be
confirmed experimentally, flux oscillations would provide further strong evidence in favour

of the existence of flux superpositions in the system.

4.6.2 The System as a Mixed System

We have already indicated how we might introduce a quantum circuit approach based

on our flux and electric flux operators on the Hilbert space H®. In doing so, however,

we automatically inherit a superselection rule forbidding the electric flux operator from

representing an observable.
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Let us, instead, again represent the system on H, but this time assume that our set of
observables is the same as for the dc and ac Josephson effects, only that we now have no

constraint corresponding to the Josephson equation.

The set of observables we take to correspond to the von Neumann algebra generated

by <f>, and we decompose our Hilbert space over the spectrum of <L. We have

H® = /e?-l{$)d<b,
J1R

r0
4>® = / <Ld<J>,

JM

B® = B($)d§ = {$®}".
J1R

On H®, the electric flux operator is denoted by Q®; it is n°t decomposable and so is not

an observable.

We will now see to what extent this mixed system agrees with the full quantum circuit

model and, therefore, to what extent the experimental confirmation of the predictions of
the quantum circuit approach implies the existence of macroscopic flux superpositions.

The Hamiltonian

(0® - Qe,f . $o 2>r$® , ($® - 4„)2H® = —x !02TosufT + —2i—
is not an observable, because of the term (Q® — Qea;)2/2C, and plays the role, instead, of a

Hamiltonian generator of evolutions, just like the non-observable Hamiltonian encountered
in our model of the ac Josephson effect. Here, however, it should be obvious that the group

generated by TT® will not preserve the set of observables and is therefore of the class of

generators previously termed non-preserving. Because of this, pure states may evolve

into mixtures and the evolution group Ut does not act as an automorphism on the set of

observables.

We may introduce a second, observable, Hamiltonian to play the role of the energy of
the system:

H® = ($e ~ ^x)2 _ . $0 2TT$®
or ^0 o COS ,2L 2tt $o

and which we will use in defining the thermodynamic equilibrium states of the system.

We assume that the point spectrum of if® is not empty. With this decomposition of
the Hilbert space, all normal states are proper mixtures. We will now define the (normal)

equilibrium states for this mixed system, in line with the general discussion of Section 1.4.

These are the states which the system settles into if left undisturbed for a sufficient length
of time and represent stationary probability distributions for the system.
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The ergodic states are represented by the normal NPLFs:

to®(A®) = tr

VA® 6 £>®, where Pk is the projection onto the eigenvector of H.

The equilibrium states are then just convex combinations of the ergodic states

k

MA® 6 B®, where Xk > 0 Vfc and J2k Xk = 1.
Now we wish to select from amongst the equilibrium states those which take into

account the fact that the system is cooled to a very low temperature: these are the

thermodynamic equilibrium states of Section 1.4.3, which we will now define for our system.

Both ff® and if® are bounded below by —io^o/27r, and the positivity of the (Q® —

Qex)2/2C term means that, for any ergodic state ui®:

-io^<u®(H®)<Ek,
where Ek is the eigenvalue of if® corresponding to u>®, and so

0<uf(H® + io^)<Ek + io^.
If we minimise ff® + io4>o/27r over the set of all equilibrium states, as lj®(H® +

io^o/27r) > 0 we will select one, or possibly more, ergodic state which may represent

the thermodynamic equilibrium state of the system at low temperature, the other ergodic

states representing excited states6.
For this system, the Hamiltonian generator if® is just a harmonic oscillator with a

bounded perturbation term —2*0(^0/27r) cos(27t<I>®/<I>o). The spacing between the levels of
the harmonic oscillator is hu>, where u>2 — 1 /LC. For huj » io(4»o/27r), the lower energy

levels of fi® will be close to those of the harmonic oscillator, and the state that minimises

if® + io4>o/27r will be the ground state of if®. The same may be true for other regimes.

Adiabatic Measurements

We now consider the first of the experiments (class B) we mentioned earlier: the time

average properties of the system are measured adiabatically . In this experiment the flux

6Here, for a temperature T to be said to be low, we mean that kT be very much less than the difference
in average energy between the thermodynamic equilibrium state and the first excited state. In these

experiments typically T < 4K, the boiling point of Helium
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through the ring is measured, in the sense already mentioned, first allowing the system

to settle into an equilibrium state, usually by just leaving it alone for a while. Therefore,
measurements are performed on the system in its ergodic states and in particular the

thermodynamic equilibrium state defined by minimising the energy operator H® amongst

the equilibrium states7. The ergodic states with higher average energy then correspond

to excited states.

The flux operator <f>® has the value

u®($®) = L(I)k+$ex,

and the current operator I® = ($® — <&ex)/L has the value

— (f\ - dEk{$ex)ki { )k ~ d^ex '

in the kth ergodic state u®.
The system settles into an equilibrium state which is not an eigenstate of the flux

operator. The equilibrium state is a mixed state and measurements are performed over

relatively long periods of time: adiabatically, so as not to perturb the equilibrium of the

system [19] (p242). We measure the time average properties of the system.

The superselection rule introduces a new interpretation on how the system behaves,

but gives rise to no experimentally distinguishable consequences.

Instantaneous Measurements: The Flux Oscillator

We now consider the second type of experiment (class A) that might be performed on the

system. We are now not concerned with the equilibrium properties of the system, but wish

to make a direct measurement of an observable of the system. We consider the case of the

flux oscillations. As has already been mentioned, in this situation the ground state and

first excited state eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian generator 77® are in a superposition of
two near flux eigenstates. Following [103], we shall consider a somewhat simpler two-state

system as a preliminary model of the system under consideration.

The Hilbert space for our model is

H® =Ha@ H0,

where Ha is the one dimensional subspace spanned by |a) and Tig is the subspace spanned

by I/?)-
7
or rather we minimise H® 4- io$o/27r
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A general element of 77® is of the form:

ip® = a |a) + /3|/3),

where a, /? £ C such that |a|2 + |/3|2 = 1. The algebra of observables B® has elements of
the form:

$© - \a) (a| + Qp |/3) (/3|,

and the states over B® are of the form:

u;©($®) =

= 5a$Q + 5/3$/3

V$® £ 13®, where 5a, Sp > 0 and 50 + 5/3 = 1-
A general density operator D on 77® generates a state by

w®($®) = tr (5$®)
V<1>® £ B®. When D = \ip®) {ip®\, then the above becomes:

w©($©) = (</,© | $©</,©) = |«|2 + |/3|2 $/3.

We now specify our Hamiltonian generator in this model:

H® = E0I® + AE(\a) </3| + |/3> (a|),

where I® is the identity on 77®, and define a free Hamiltonian

ff® = E0I®,

which is an observable.

The eigenfunctions of the generator H are:

1+) = (1°) + \P));

R = ^(W-W),
with the corresponding eigenvalues E± = Eq ± AE, and the resulting ergodic states are,

therefore:

w®($©) = <±|$©|±) = I($a + $/3)

V4>® £ B®. The mixed vectors |±) give rise to the came state over our set of observablco
and therefore represent the same equilibrium state for the system, being degenerate states

as far as the free Hamiltonian H® is concerned.
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Here, we have a simple system where there arc only two degrees of freedom, and where
the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian generator are in a superposition of pure vectors and

give rise to the same mixed state of the system. This simple system possess all the key
features of the original system it models, without its additional complications.

We now look at the oscillations.

The Hamiltonian H§ generates the evolution group

Ut = e~*Hs>t

and takes the pure vector |a) into

Ut\a) = -^(e~i£+'l+)+e~iE~'|-))
= i (e-*£+' + |a> + (e~ie+> - |/J>
= e~*Eot cos ]-Qt |a) — ie~*-Eot sin \/3),

A A

where fl = 2AE/H, and similarly

Ut |/3) = —ie~nEot sin It |a) + e~^Eot cos |/3).

This leads to the characteristic probability for finding the system in the vector state \a)
at a time t, if originally in the state |a) at time t = 0, i.e.

("I) = (a I Ut |q) (a| U-t\a)

= IHW|2
= -(1 +cos fit),

and similarly

w?(lP) (/?!) = \ (1 - cos fit).
Where <f>® = <f>a |a) (a| + \/3) (/3| € 13®, which we interpret as the flux operator for the

model, then the expectation value of the flux at a time t is

o>®(l>®) = 4>q- (1 + cos fit) + (1 — cos Of).
At A

This is the same oscillating behaviour as we encounter in the thick ring system we model.
This simple treatment has appeared before in [103], however in this presentation, as in
our treatment of the full system, we have imposed a superselection rule and, as a result,
the state uf is at all time a proper mixture.
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There has been a great deal of debate [103]-[112] concerning the extent to which the

possible observation of flux oscillations in the system implies the existence of macroscopic

suporposition of flux states. This has mainly centred around the claims of Lcggctt and

Garg [108, 109], [110]. They make two assumptions that wc might reasonably expect a

realistic model of the system, i.e. one with out superpositions, to satisfy, namely:

Al. Macroscopic Realism: A macroscopic system with two or more macroscopically

distinct states will at all times be in one or the other of these states.

A2. Non-Invasive Measurability at the Macroscopic Level: It is possible, in prin¬

ciple, to determine the state of the system with arbitrarily small perturbation on

the subsequent dynamics.

They then claim that these assumptions are incompatible with the predictions of quantum

mechanics as regards instantaneous time separated flux measurements performed on the

system, and derive Bell typo inequalities which, they claim, a macroscopic realistic theory

must satisfy, but which quantum mechanics violates.

Ballentine [111], in criticism of Leggett and Garg, argued that it was not the predictions
of macroscopic realism that were violated by quantum mechanics, but the notion of non¬

invasive measurability employed by Leggett and Garg in deriving their inequalities, in

particular equation 1 of [108]. A similar conclusion is reached by Hardy et al. [103] in

considering an explicit realistic model of the system.

Where does our model of the system as a mixed system sit in relation to this debate?
In our model, the state of the system at any time is determined through the evolved,

generally mixed, vector ipf = Utip®- An ideal measurement of the flux giving the value
at a time tx will, essentially, entail a collapse onto the pure vector |a). We do not

further perturb the system, we simply obsorvc what was already there, but which we were

previously ignorant of. The subsequent ovolution of the system then starts with the vector

|a) at a time t1, and the probability of finding the system again in the state corresponding
to |a), at a time t > t\, is given by

h (la> M) = \ (! + cos n(t - tj).
This is just the standard form of the quantum mechanical joint probability for subsequent

measurements of flux to give the value 4>a [103]. In the sense of A2, this sort of instanta¬

neous measurement is non-invasive, even though after measurement the state of the system
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is altered to represent our increased knowledge of the system, since the subsequent dynam¬
ics remain unchanged, i.e. we still evolve the system under the same evolution group U%

[103]. The presence of the superselection rule in our model in no way effects the calculation
of theses probabilities. As long as we restrict ourselves to making, what amount to, flux

measurements, no disagreement with the predictions of quantum mechanics is possible.

Our mixed system, therefore, violates the inequalities of Leggett and Garg in the same

way that quantum mechanics does. Coming back to Ballentine's comments on the Leggett

and Garg inequalities: his criticisms are born out in our simple model, since here we have

a mixed system, which is therefore realistic in the sense of Al, but which violates the

inequalities, and does so by violating the notion of non-invasive measurability embodied
in equation 1 of [108], which was used to derive them and which is an addition to their

assumption A2 [111].
In [103], Hardy et al. gave a specific realistic model, which we can only call classical,

that was found to agree with quantum mechanics when a particular type of invasive mea¬

surement procedure was introduced. Hardy's model, then, violates Leggett and Garg's

inequalities because of this invasive measurement procedure. Our model is a mixed quan¬

tum system and so, like the model of Hardy, is also a specific realistic model of the system.

However, unlike that model, measurement on the system is non-invasive, in the same way

that ideal first kind measurements on a pure quantum system are non-invasive [103]: the

dynamics of the system subsequent to measurement are not altered by the measurement,

which is not to say that measurement does not change the probability distribution de¬

scribing the system. Instead, what is violated by our mixed system is the sort of classical

notion of non-invasive measurement used by Leggett and Garg to get their inequalities.

We are led to the following conclusions:

1. Our model of the flux oscillator as a mixed system reproduces all the predictions of

the standard quantum mechanical treatment8, as indeed it must.

2. Consequently, we cannot infer from the observation of flux oscillations the existence

of macroscopic superpositions of flux.

3. If we wish agreement with all the predictions of quantum mechanics, as regards time-

separated flux measurements performed on the system, the inequalities of Leggett

and Garg rule out models of the system that are realistic and possess a classical

8despite the mistaken belief of van Fraassen to the contrary [15](p271)
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notion of non-invasive measurement. For instance, they rule out the realistic model

of Hardy et al. [103], if we do not invoke their invasive measurement procedure. But

they do not rule out our mixed system, which is realistic, but which possesses the

notion of non-invasive measurement we find in quantum systems.

4. Consequently, our mixed quantum system, even though all its observables commute,

is not a classical system. It represents something in between a classical and quantum

system.

This last point supports the idea, put forward by Wan and Harrison [7], that mixed

quantum systems in general, even when all their observables commute, may represent

something other than either a classical or quantum system.

4.6.3 Concluding Remarks

In this section, we considered a particular macroscopic quantum circuit, a TSCR contain¬

ing a capacitive JJ, and attempted to reproduce the usual predictions of the quantum

circuit approach, for the outcomes of possible experiments performed on the system, by

modelling the system as a mixed system. This we were able to do and, as a result, we

conclude that, given experimental confirmation of the quantum mechanical predictions for

the experiments reviewed here, which there has not been to date, there is no reason to

infer the existence of macroscopic superpositions. We suggest, instead, that what is seen in

this system is something that is neither quantum mechanical nor classical, but something

in between, possessing quantum characteristics, but with no macroscopic superpositions.

There are other similar types of system, and other regimes of operation, that we have

not considered here. In this section we have necessarily restricted our attention to only

a very small subset of the behaviour predicted for the type of superconducting circuit

we have been considering [19], [88] [96]-[102]. However, given a particular circuit, and
the quantum circuit model for it, we might attempt a similar analysis to the one above

and impose a superselection rule on the system, if appropriate, to forbid any macroscopic

superpositions, the non-existence of which we take to be an empirical fact, and then look to

see if this will still agree with experiment and the usual quantum mechanical predictions.

As a general point, provided we restrict ourselves to making measurements of a limited

set of observables, a given quantum system will always have an equivalent mixed system.

In the example considered here, provided we limit ourselves to making flux measurements

we will never be able to observe, or infer, pure quantum behaviour. This gives us a way
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of checking experimentally the interpretation of the system as a mixed system: if we can

measure an observable not included in the set of observables of the mixed system, then

this interpretation cannot be given. For instance, in the present example, a suitable test

would be to try to determine the spectrum of the Hamiltonian generator if®, which is not

an observable of the mixed system.

The reason the treatment of quantum circuits as mixed systems is a possibility is

because to date only what amount to flux measurements have been performed on these

systems, and there is every reason to believe that these are the only measurements that

can be made on these systems.

For a system such as an electron, which is well established as a quantum particle,
the large variety of different types of measurement performed on this system precludes

treatment as a mixed system.



Conclusion and Prospect

Here, we will summarise what we have done and indicate the direction possible future

work might take.

We gave, in Chapter 1, a general Hilbert space formalism for describing physical sys¬

tems possessing superselection rules. We attempted to complete this formalism by giving

consideration to the dynamics and equilibrium properties of the systems described within

the formalism. In formulating the dynamics it was found necessary to extend the NPLFs

representing the states of the system to NPLFs over a larger algebra, containing the alge¬

bra of observables, on which the evolution acted as an automorphism. There are an infinite

number of such extensions to choose from, which reduce, on the set of observables, to give

the same state, but which lead to different dynamics for the system. Once chosen, the

extension, along with the algebra of observables and evolution group, defines the system.

Usually, the extension that we choose is generated by mixed vectors and it was this choice

we used when we considered the flux oscillator in chapter 4.

This use of extensions in defining the dynamics of a system, is similar to that employed

in algebraic statistical mechanics for including coupling to an environment [18] (p5366). We
have no environment, as such, in our treatment of a given system, except that provided,

in a sense, by the unobservable properties of the system. However, we can include one in

our treatment by replacing our original closed system with an open system, corresponding

to the original system coupled to its environment.

One area in which further work is possible, would be to examine the type of behaviour

that results from the various choices of extension.

In considering the equilibrium properties of the system we were led to identify the equi¬

librium states with the statistical equilibrium states, corresponding to stationary proba¬

bility distributions, into which the system settles in accordance with the ergodic theorem.

178
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We also attempted a preliminary treatment of thermodynamic equilibrium at an arbitrary

temperature, under the assumption that the temperature of the surrounding environment

should have some effect on the equilibrium states of the system, which we would observe

in the time-average properties of the system. We then considered the special case when

the temperature is close to absolute zero. Future work should investigate more fully what

we mean by thermodynamic equilibrium for a mixed system.

We might attempt to complete our treatment with appropriate definitions of entropy

and other thermodynamic quantities. There are also alternative approaches we might

consider, one of which was outlined, earlier, when we suggested the possibility of viewing

the system as a non-equilibrium quantum system.

Because of the ability to treat classical systems within our formalism, we have, here,

the possibility of treating general classical stochastic systems within this framework, as

well as more general non classical ones. We might attempt a further investigation of this

point, possibly along the lines of that given by Primas [3], using a similar formalism.
We ended Chapter 1 by considering the Hilbert space formulation of classical me¬

chanics, which we gave explicitly, using our formalism, as a mixed system possessing a

non-observable Hamiltonian generator of a preserving evolution. It is useful to see this

explicitly, since it is then clear that classical mechanics provides a concrete example of

a mixed system with a Hamiltonian generator which is not an observable. This should

go some way to easing the concerns of those [15] who object to the use of non-observable
Hamiltonian generators in proposed solutions [4] to the measurement problem which utilise

superselection rules. Right from the outset, in our treatment of dynamics we make a clear

distinction between the energy observable for the system and the Hamiltonian which gen¬

erates the evolution of the system, they will not in general be the same.

Ignoring the problem of just how classical systems arise from, more fundamental,

quantum systems, and noting that superselection rules introduce an element of classical

behaviour into a quantum system, usually attributed to the existence of non-trivial sets

of commuting observables, we might speculate that the appearance of non-observable

Hamiltonian generators in the description of a system is another manifestation of this

classical behaviour.

The quantum measurement problem concerns itself with how we are able to get well
defined experimental results for the outcome of observations made on a quantum system.

Experiments require the coupling of a classical measuring devices and a quantum objects,
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since measuring devices are invariably classical in nature.

There is general interest in how to couple classical and quantum systems. The tradi¬
tional approach of semi-classical physics, couples classical variables to quantum expecta¬

tion values and amounts to a non-linear modification of quantum mechanics; for instance,

when we treat the electromagnetic field classically and the matter it interacts with quan¬

tum mechanically [113, 114]. In recent years, an alternative, quasi-classical, approach has

developed [115], which takes as its basis the quasi-classical bracket

[A,B\q_c) = [A,B] + ih{A,B},

between any two quasi-classical variables A and B, where [A, B] is the quantum bracket, or

commutator, and {A, B} is the classical Poisson bracket. The quasi-classical variables are

functions of classical variables and quantum operators and form a quasi-classical algebra.

The quantum and classical elements are coupled through coupled Hamilton-Heisenberg

equations of motion, which for a general quasi-classical variable A takes the form:

dA Tr1 dA
— --zn[A,H}(q_c) + —,

where H is the quasi-classical Hamiltonian. These equations of motion allow the classical

and quantum parts of the coupled system to interact, the classical variables influencing

the quantum evolution, with a quantum backreaction on the evolution of the classical

variables. This formalism, it is hoped, will allow quasi-classical treatment of systems for

which achieving a full quantum theory is problematic, if not impossible. For example, it

is hoped that a quasi-classical theory of gravity will be possible. However, this approach

to coupling classical and quantum systems is not without its problems. At the moment

their seriousness remains unclear.

Whilst the above formalism is of interest in itself, and may lead to some interesting

future results, a more natural way to couple classical anu quantum systems, and one more

in keeping with the spirit of things here, would be to use the same mathematical framework

for both. This we can do using the Hilbert space formulation of classical mechanics. For

the coupled classical-quantum system we introduce the product Hilbert space

H® = Hq® H®,

where HQ is the Hilbert space corresponding to the quantum system and TL® is the Hilbert
space we introduced in Chapter 1 for the description of our classical system, which again,
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for simplicity, we take to consist of only one particle. The Hilbert space PL® is decompos¬

able and takes the form:

nc=J Hci.PP) d1dPi
where the PLc(q,p)s are all one-dimensional and correspond to the classical "supersectors".
The total product Hilbert space inherits a superselection rule from the classical system

and is decomposed in the form:

= J PiQ <g> Hc(q,p) dqdp,
with the elements PLQ®PLC (q, p) corresponding to the "supersectors" of the coupled system.
A pure state for the coupled system, then, just corresponds to a pure state of the quantum

system and a definite position and momentum for the classical particle.

Observables for the couple system, our "quasi-classical variables", are represented by

the self-adjoint elements of the decomposable von Neumann algebra

B® = BQ®B®
/*©

= I BQ®Bc(q,p)dqdp,

where BQ is the algebra of all bounded operators on PLQ and B® is the decomposable
algebra generated by the classical position and momentum operators, q® and p® on PL®.

Now, let us consider how to couple these systems. We can start, in the usual quantum

mechanical way, by writing down a coupled Hamiltonian H® which represents the energy

of the coupled system, is therefore an observable and hence decomposable. We may broak

this up into free and interaction parts:

H® = H°q ® I® + IQ ® H°c® + H!q® Htc®,
where Ic is the identity on PL® and IQ that on 1iQ. The first term is the free Hamiltonian
for the quantum system and the second is the free Hamiltonian for the classical system.

The third term is the interaction term.

The interesting part comes when we consider the evolution of the coupled system.

Because of the classical system, the generator of the evolutions for the coupled system will
not be given by the Hamiltonian above, which represents the energy of the system. We
have a quite separate Hamiltonian generator of evolutions, H, which is not decomposable
and so not an observable of the system. One way to define the Hamiltonian generator of
evolutions would be to formally write:

f> S-ffi t f dH® d dH® d }+ t

[Op® Oq© 8q© dp® J '
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This would roughly correspond to the quasi-classical method, we mentioned above, for

coupling the systems, performed here in the Schrodinger picture.

More properly, we define the Hamiltonian generator for the coupled system by

H = Hl®I® + iQ®H0c + HIQ®(H°c + H!c),
where

W = in f* ( dHi^ p) 9^p) - p)^ v) X dqdp,c J y dp Oq oq op J

Sir= inrjaHj(g'p) - ag°(g'p) ^'v)j dqdp,° J I op oq Oq Op I

with H°c© = feH°(q,p) dqdp and H!c® = /® H^q,p) dqdp. Note that H, H°c and H^,
i.e. without the ®, are not observables.

This generator gives the correct free evolution for each system, corresponding to the

first two terms above, and a coupled classical-quantum evolution, represented by the last

term.

Here, we have a general method of coupling classical and quantum systems and we see

that we end up with a generator of evolutions which is not an observable and that this is

due to the presence of the classical system.

This method bears some resemblance to the quasi-classical method, the precise rela¬

tionship between the two deserves further investigation. They cannot be the same since

the quasi-classical method primarily concerns itself with time-dependent quasi-classical

observables, whereas in the method suggested here, since the resulting evolution is non-

preserving, we only have a Schrodinger picture, with the time-dependence in the states.

Our method, however, has the advantage that it treats the quantum and classical systems

in much the same way, within a Hilbert space formalism which is already well understood.

We may also use this method to gain some insight into the measurement problem.

Let us consider the simple situation where the quantum system, on which we want

to perform a measurement, is two-dimensional. The observable we wish to measure we

denote by A. It has eigenvectors |+) and |—), which form a basis in ?iQ, and corresponding
eigenvalues 1 and —1. The measuring device we represent by our classical particle, which

we identify with the pointer on a meter. The position of the particle represents a position

of the pointer on the meter. In order to turn this into a measuring device, we must put a

scale on our meter. Let us assume that before the measurement we start with the pointer

in the centre of the meter, corresponding to the particle positioned at the origin. If, after
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measurement, the pointer has moved to the right, that is, the particle is positioned on the

positive half of the real line, then we say we have measured the eigenvalue 1. Movement
in the opposite direction, then, corresponds to measurement of the eigenvalue —1.

Now to the measurement itself. We start with the coupled system in the pure state

corresponding to the generalised eigenvector

V- = J (a|+) +P\~)) ®6(q)6(p)dqdp,
with |a|2 + \/3\2 — 1. This represents the quantum system in a coherent superposition of
the eigenvectors of the observable A we wish to measure, with the pointer positioned in

the centre of the meter.

To perform the measurement, we need to find a suitable coupling for the object and

measuring device. Consider the Hamiltonian

h® =

This leads to a Hamiltonian generator

a—*«("• +4®)-
generating the evolution group Ut = e~KHt. Using this evolution group to evolve our

initial pure state, we find that after a time t we have the state

T® = t/tT® = J a |+) <8> S(q — t)6(p) dqdp + J f3\—)®8{q + t)6{p)dqdp.
i 19

This corresponds to a mixed state, with a probability |a| of finding the pointer on the

right, i.e., of measuring the eigenvalue 1, and a probability \/3\2 = 1 - |a|2 of finding the

pointer on the left, i.e. of measuring the eigenvalue —1. Thus, we have successfully made

a measurement of the observable in question, with the above probabilities of getting either

one of the two possible values.

A measurement is always of this form: a classical measuring device coupled to a quan¬

tum object, on which measurement is to take place. In the standard treatment of the

measurement problem using superselection rules [4], the measuring device is treated as

a quantum system on which is imposed a discrete superselection rule, corresponding to

discrete meter states. This must be considered as an approximation to the treatment

considered here: in a real device the basic measurement procedure is continuous, we intro¬

duce discreteness by using a discrete scale on the meter. Further, in the standard approach

there is still the problem of explaining away the use of the non-observable Hamiltonian
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generator necessary for the measurement procedure to work. By treating measurement

as a problem in coupling classical and quantum systems, we not only place it in a wider

context, but we see why the Hamiltonian generator is not observable.

The superselection rule approach is not the only way attempted to resolve the mea¬

surement problem and explain the lack of macroscopic superpositions. Other approaches,

for example, utilise decoherence due to the environment [106, 107, 116, 117] or entail non¬

linear modifications to quantum mechanics, such as in GRW theory [118, 119], which is

designed so that macroscopic superpositions are rapidly eliminated. But the superselection
rule approach is probably the simplest and most flexible. The attraction of the approach

suggested above, and why it might be worth pursuing further, is that a partial resolution

to the measurement problem is obtained by suggesting nothing more than an appropriate

classical-quantum coupling.

In Chapter 2, we considered a new formulation of quantum constraints and came to the

conclusion that constraints lead to superselection rules, with the observables being limited

to self-adjoint elements of the algebra of first-class operators. We then developed a general

formalism for handling families of constraints and looked for common algebras of observ¬

ables, for such families, on which the evolution acted as an automorphism. This led to the
definition of compatible families of constraints, which are, in general, equivalent to mixed

systems possessing preserving evolutions. We thus have a new way of looking at mixed

systems in terms of constraints. We applied this constraint formalism to some examples.

We found that constraining a system to lie in some time varying region of configuration

space led, in a natural way, through the use of time-dependent constraint theory, to the
formulation of quantum mechanics using local observables and local comoving evolutions.

This, then, gives us an interpretation for this theory: if the region represents a measuring

device of finite size, then the system under consideration must for all time be constrained

to lie in the measuring device so that observations may be made upon it.

We also considered the constraints that arise when we quantise the electromagnetic
field starting from an original Lagrangian formulation in a general gauge. This led to the
identification of the observables with the self-adjoint first-class operators, which turned

out to be just the gauge invariant operators.

The constraint formalism we have developed gives us a new source in which to look
for the origins of superselection rules in quantum systems. In the treatment of time-

dependent constraints we see examples of systems for which the evolution is preserving,
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but for which the generator is not an observable, because it is not first-class. We may

generally interpret this result: since the explicit time-dependence of the constraints is

externally generated and since the non-observable Hamiltonian generator of evolutions is

just the operator which generates the dynamics consistent with the constraints, then we

should not expect such an operator to be an observable of the system in question. It is

effectively determined by external influences on the system and so cannot truly be said to

be a property of the system.

The constraints that arise in the treatment of the electromagnetic field are examples
of constraints that derive from a Lagrangian with a particular type of invariance property:

gauge invariance. Such Lagrangians always lead to constraints [39] (p87-91). Since, in these

systems, the existence of constraints is so closely tied to fundamental properties of the

system, these constraints may be considered to be fundamental in nature. Certainly, in a

physical theory observables should not depend on the gauge, which is, by definition, unob-

servable, and this conclusion comes out automatically from our formalism. We might look

for other such systems and investigate the origin of constraints, and hence superselection

rules, in them.

In Chapter 3, we gave a brief review of Dirac's path space formulation of quantum

mechanics; concerning ourselves with purely geometric effects, we illustrated the origin of

a superselection rule in multiply connected spaces by considering how they arise for the

circle S1. We followed this with a derivation of the same superselection rule on the covering

space JR of S . We were then able, in Chapter 4, to give a real physical application of this

formalism.

In Chapter 4, we were concerned with the behaviour of macroscopic quantum systems;

one type in particular: those whose macroscopic behaviour is due to the existence of a

condensate.

We started by reformulating a model for the dc effect in a thick superconducting ring

containing a Josephson junction, in terms of constraints. We could then understand the

origin of the superselection rule in the model, forbidding macroscopic superpositions from

occurring, as being due to the constraints. In this system, we find macroscopic quantum

behaviour, but no macroscopic superpositions. We then extended our treatment to include

the ac effect, by employing time-dependent constraints. We ended our consideration of

this system, by tentatively proposing a link between our approach and the quantum circuit
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approach, to modelling superconducting circuits.

Next, we considered the related system: a thick superconducting ring containing a

capacitive Josephson junction. We reviewed the usual quantum circuit treatment of this

system and then investigated claims for the existence of macroscopic superpositions of

flux, by suggesting a model with no superpositions and looking for conflict with the usual

quantum predictions for suggested experiments. We drew the two main conclusions: that

we could not tell by the proposed experiments whether or not the system did exist in

macroscopic superpositions and we suggested that what we may well be seeing here is a

macroscopic mixed system, which, even though all its observables commute, is not classical.

This last point relates to a view held by Wan and Harrison [7, 11], that the commuting
of all the observables of a mixed system does not identify that system as classical. Due

consideration must also be made of the manner in which the system evolves. We have

seen that classical dynamical systems, when formulated in a Hilbert space, possess a

characteristic preserving evolution and generator. The mixed system above possess a non-

preserving evolution and does not represent a classical system. This is something that is

worth further consideration.

There are many other similar macroscopic systems we could look at, both to describe

and to examine for the existence of macroscopic superpositions. Examples of other systems

possessing a condensate, and for which we expect to see macroscopic quantum behaviour,

are superfluid Helium and the Bose-Einstein condensate of Cornell. There will be many

others. Both these systems could be treated in much the same way as the thick super¬

conducting circuits considered here. For superfluid Helium there is even the possibility

of observing Josephson effects [87], where the Josephson junction corresponds to a hole

punched in a metal sheet separating two bodies of superfluid. There has already been

some experimental evidence that seems to confirming this behaviour [120, 121].
These particular macroscopic quantum systems are examples of systems for which

collective effects conspire to produce particle like behaviour: we see the appearance of a

macroscopic quasi-particle.

Another example of collective effects resulting in particle like behaviour, is the appear¬

ance of the phonon as the quantum of the lattice vibrations in a crystal. The phonon is

an entity that possess particle like properties, in the quantum sense, and which is usually

referred to as a quasi-particle. The true status of the phonon as a quantum mechanical

particle is a subject of debate [122], The correct framework in which to investigate this
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issue is our formalism for handling mixed systems. Certainly, if we imposed a supers-

election rule on the usual quantum mechanical description of phonons, resulting in the

identification of pure states with stationary vibrational modes, it is doubtful that any

conflict would be met with experiment.

The photon is another entity whose status as a true quantum mechanical particle is

debated, and is similar to the phonon in being massless. It is often regarded as nothing

more than a normal mode of the radiation field and is often said to be unlocalisable.

The question is, should we make this more definite and impose on the description of the

photon a superselection rule so that the photon is always a normal mode? And would the

imposition of such a superselection rule conflict with experiment.

These are avenues of future research.
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